
Mr. Eugenio Veiga 
Angueises # 1770 
Venus Gardens 

Rio Piedras, PR 00926 

25 May 1995 

Mr. Edward A. Brown I11 
(Army Team Leader) 
Defense Base Realignment & 
Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore St. 
Arlignton, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Brown: 

I am concerned that the reply from FORSCOM to the D e p a r t m e n t  
of the Army (see enclosure) reference your comrniesion's request 
to clarify the Fort Buchanan scenario will be interpreted aa an 
unbiased truth because the MACOM has certified iC a B  accurate. 
The data is a little better than before but pays "lip service" to 
the real issues, which are still not clarified. I feel compelled 
to write to you in an open forum since, at no time, their reply 
was coordinated with the installation. Although lengthy, I will 
have to address each section separately for you to derive your 
own conclusione. 

a. certification L e f , t e x :  

2 )  At paragraph 2, FORSCOM is still not able to 
clarify to the BRAC Commission what is the proposed action: 
closure or realignment. However, it points the finger at DoD for 
such determination. It defies common sense that our major 
command (MACOM) could not clarify such a simple issue; specially, 
after they did admit it wae a de facto closure when Mr. Plunkett 
and his team visited Fort Buchanan on 29 Mar 95. 

2 )  At paragraph 3, they etate the need to correct the 
COBRA report In terms of personnel and construction. Our 
garrison will be undergoing a Ncivilianizationv process during 
FY 96, which means that 97% of our military positions will be 
converted to civilian as per FORSCOM directive. In essence, the 
garrison will have a total of 339 civilian authorlzationa (thie 
figure does not include the 235 positions on the Non-Appropriated 
Fund (NAF) side of the garrison) . The Fort Buchanan BRAC Task 
Force has, on numerous occasions, informed Ms. Libette Delaney 
(FORSCOM's BRAC Division's point of contact) of our civilian- 
ization and its impact on their manpower reporte;  however, they 
have conciously chosen . .- - to - ignore - . - - t h i s  - - - information . - and decided to 
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inacaurately certify information pertaining to FY 95 as if it 
were the game for FY 9 6 .  

3) The baseline manpower matrix shown on their second 
enclosure states that the site for 7 of our tenant activities is 
unknown. Sir, the tenant activities have indicated in writing 
their desire to stay or relocate, and such information has been 
faxed to FORSCOM; however, they have chosen to ignore this too. 

4 )  The construction costs continue to be a "swagu with 
no definitive basis, they do not include the sustainmenL and 
infrastructure costs which are an integral part of any base 
operation (BASOP) cost analysis. 1'have queried an engineer from 
the private sector and he was puzzled as to how the figures were 
developed. As a matter of fact, DA has been told to continue to 
budget $68 million until t h e  1391 forms are completed. This 
v a l i d  actual data will not reach you in time to incorporate as 
part of the Cornmissionls decision since, from 23-26 May, the 
engineers are at Fort Buchanan and Roosevelt Roads gathering the 
necessary information to complete the first page of these 
reports. 

5 )  The certification of this information is a sin 
against what I know as truth and complete staff coordination. 
Our BRAC Task Force has constantly tried through phone 
conversatione, electronic mail and faxes to make our MACOM 
realize that there are other options less expensive to the 
Federal taxpayer; however, they refuse to consider them since 
they have to follow DoD'B directive8 of not questioning the 
installations included on the BRAC list. The staffer continues 
to drive on with blinds in front and spending money ( e . g .  travel 
expenses of high paid personnel) and disregarding any suggested 
alternatives. 

b. w u n l t v  Is-: (It is interesting to note that 
FORSCOM choae not to include t h e  community issues under their 
certified letter) . 

1) A member of our BRAC Task Force queried Ms. Delaney 
during her current visit for a definition of "power projection 
platformt1 but she could not provide one; in essence, she  does not 
know. In recent years, MACOM and their staff have continuously 
addressed Fort Buchanan as a lead mobilization station and a 
power projection platform in the Caribbean. As recent as 27 Mar 
95, Fort Buchanan received a team of t h e  DA Inspector General's 
office as they visited the Army's mobilization stations. FORSCOM 
has chosen to ignore our military value and again, pointed 
towards DA for an answer. Our MACOM is unable to assess our 
military and strategic value. 



2 )  FORSCOM confirms that the data originally provided 
to the Commission was erroneous, Such statement makes me uneasy 
as to the validity of thia whole process; their certified data is 
just not reliable. 

3 )  As stated before, COBRA report remains incorrect 
and no effort has been made to correct it. If the figures are 
not reliable or ready for the BRAC Commission, why accelerate you 
in making a decision in an information vacuum? 

4) The upcoming 2nd Army Commander, MG Laboa, has 
indicated that he wishes to keep the Readiness Group (RU) within 
the Metro Area. Again, FORSCOM has chosen not to disclose this 
information to the Commission. The MACOM insists that RG can 
accomplish their mission from Roosevelt Roads ( R R )  Naval Base, 46 
miles from Fort Buchanan, but they fail LO ape11 out all the 
costs involved. At present, the bulk of t he  supported units are 
within the Metro Area. Upon relocation to RR, more GSA leased 
vehicles will be required with an additional cost (due to OSA 
billings based on miles driven) and an unusual increase in 
temporary duty (TDY) travel costs. All of the preceding will 
have to be bore by the taxpayers. I will remind the Commission 
that RQ is an OMAR funded activity that is a "free riderv within 
the installation; upon departure to RR, all service8 will have to 
be reimbursed including a surcharge billed by the Navy for 
BASOPS. I believe that RO is not aware of these facts and that 
the current commander is not concerned about the additianal cost8 
incurred. Last but not least, RG is not t h e  major component to 
relocate (only 71 personnel on board), what about the AGRs that 
will continue to be assigned to USAR and NQ units; what about 
personnel assigned to MEPS, Recruiting Company, ROTC? 

Sabana Seca is indeed an option; however, when our 
local BRAC team visited the base, they made it clear that they 
are a Security Group and not interested in providing and 
sustaining any additional housing, this information has not 
tranepired to you. 

5) In the last subject regarding the impact of the 
base closure, FORSCOM fails to address the main issue of sending 
the wrong signal to the community and the eurrounding countries 
in the Caribbean Basin; again, our MACOM is unable to assess the 
value of the only Army post in the Caribbean and the negative 
implications if it closes. Finally, I would like to add that the 
unethical proposition to retain the money making activities and 
at the same time obliterate the installation has not been 
questioned by the MACOM or DOD. Their press releases have failed 
to mention that once the a c t i v e  component leavee the post as a 
result of the BRAC, the PX and Cornmisaary could be closed at the 
stroke of a pen, without any hearings. Already the construction 
of a new PX has been put on hold; our community deserves to know 
the truth. 



Sir, the certification you required is not there. What you 
got is a waterdown accountant disclaimer opinion where fingers 
point at DA and DoD. In view of the facts I have just presented, 
this second certification, juet like the original one, can 
provide no assurance that the information is complete and 
accurate. In my 20 years of civil service experience, I can 
attest that the further the information gets from our level, the 
higher the probability that it will be inaccurate. 

Respectfully yours, 

Enclosure 

CF : 
M r .  Alan J. Dfxon 
GEN J I B .  Davis 
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-PI-BC {~ACB-TA88/un~hted) (5-10a) 1st End 
SUBJECT: Request For Clarif imtion of the Fort B u c h a ~ n  Banario 

Comnder,  U . B .  Arnry Borcea Camand, Fort Mapherson, 
c;i~ 30330-6000 1 4 MAY 1915 

FOR Direator of M a n a g ~ n t ,  ATTN: D X S - T A W ,  200 Amky Pentagon, 
Washington, DC 20310-0200 

1. Iu rsqueeted, reegonse to issues r a i r d  during the BRAC 
C d s a i o n  hmaring on 28 Apr 95 i a  provlcbd at @nolo~Urfd 1. 

2 .  W i t h  regard to clasei f icat ion of the action as B alosure or 
rsrliqnmsnt, it iu unclear to ua. The COBRA analysis 9 8 s c l n t i ~ l l y  
e l iminatsa the garsirson workforce, thereby oauaing itr ingoti- 
v a t i o n .  The number of aativitierrr and funatione (i . e . , AAFEB, 
C d m s a r y  and schools) retained in enalaves i a  unueual for a 
oloaing inata l la t ion .  Although we are planning inaativation'of 
the garrison, we refmr to tho ration ad  r realignment ao stated 
in tho DoD ~oaona~anchtion. 

3. Correotions to tho COBRA i n p u t  data i r  requfrdd in #a 
following mreal: 

a. Manpowmr. Enaloruxe 2 reflects b a a l i n e  manpower data. 
Theao r ~ f l e c t  the aubhorized streng-tha for FY 96.  The ABIP uaed 
by TABS aantained numcrroua errore. %port refleotsd unite  which 
ara loaatd  off-pomt and other8 that were greviourly or never 
loaatmd on For t  Buohanan. 

o. Constmation. Construatlon aoste are aonoiderably 
reduaed duo to fawer uniu relocat ing  t o  ~ o s e v a l t  b a d 8  Navy 
Base (RRNB) . Preliminary uoot  estimates f6r RRNB conatructdon 
are shown below: 

Administmtivo 4 1.7M 
Family Housing 5.9M 
GEQs .3M 
Admf n for Azea Support 1.OM 
Bchool BldQ,  Child C ~ E P ,  4.OM 

Physical F i t n e s s  
ZMA 2.OM 

-- *Thane ao? ts-do not ref l eat  r,agu&eed infrastruatuze aoata . 
@TONAL FDnY 09 0-W) 

F A X  TRANSMITTAL 



AFPI-BC 
SUBJFCT: Roguest For Clarifiartion of %he Fort Buahcbnan Gaennrfo 

4 .  I oertify tha t  information provided by thfr marnorandurn is 
correat to the best of nry knowledge. Ms. L i b e t t e  Delaney, DSN 
367-6374, uan provide sddi tional i n f o m a t i o n .  

( ~ j ~ k & f  , Base  alignment and 
Closura Divirion, DC8PXb3 



RE8PONSE TO FORT BUCHAKAN COMMUNITY IBSUEE 

1. Since  FORBICOM warn not  direatly involved in ins ta l la t ion  
assessments, Fort Buahanan's military valuo can bs best addresscad 
hy the  Dapartment of the Army, 

- Although many of the oomnente are reaeonable or acaurate, 
F o r t  Buchanan is not aonaidered a p o w e r  psojmction platform. 

2 .  Am e h ~ w n  by data at enclosure 2 ,  t h e  job loee to the 
acxnmunfty w o u l d  exooed 5 0 0 .  

3. Tho COBRA =st data requires rawork.  Bubatantivm error6 were 
found in manpowar data which drove aonatruction requirements. We 
are e t i l l  developing ths one t i m e r  and reourring casts.  Since we 
w e n  n ~ t  involvsd in developing tho TABS a n a l y e i ~ ,  we aannot 
camant on theao, exoegt to say the constmation re@rmmtn 
were overa tated. 

4 .  The R.adineas Group i a  the major u n i t  rrloaating to Rdosrvelt 
Roads Navy Eaao (RRNS).  Hbueing wlll ba aonstmcted at RRNS to 
house these soldiers and thrir families. Thr uni t r$ Major 
Cornsnand indicatmr that  their mirsion can be affectively 
aowmplishod from RRN9. 

- Sabana Seaa has builaobla lands far family houaing, Thrra 
are outmidr t h e  euparlund antammated s i t e s .  

- The Anny dasirea to reduae tha infrrrrtructuro rwuirment~ 
at Fort Buchman. To do ro we sre relocating thm active 
aomponant u n i t s  to RRNS thereby roclucing the n r ~ d  f ~ r  housing at 
Fort Buahanan, Due to erroneous manpower data uead in the TABS 
analyaie, cona t rua t ion  costa will bo can*iderably reduamd. 

5. The Prtnrident' e Fiva Part  P l a n  provides aconomfa aseiatanae 
to c o m u n i t i e a  whera a baao oloaure act ion reverely affeats the 
10-1 eoonamy. 

- Mbrr than 1200 mi l i t a ry  and civilibn rnrsonnal w i l l  remain 
in thm enalavee that w i l l  be setabllshed. Therefore, 
oontributions to the louml economy will cont inue,  although to a 
laaeer degree. Plana are to c o n t i n u e  w i t h  the operation of the 
Army md U s  Foraa Excrhange Sarvia~e (AAFEB) and Camnionaary. 



I / I D I S P O S I T ~  OF ON-POST UNITS 
I 11 - I 

UNIT 
- 

GAR t i Q  U3A I 11 
HEALTH CLINIC I INACTIVATE 
'DENTAL CLINIC INACTIVATE 
NAF M W ~ O  
F U U  TIME CONTR ACT I 
US POSTAL SERVICE 3 CLOSE 

- 
I- I I 

- L _  I 

VET BRANCH I 1 Oj 8 
ANTILLES CONS SCHOOL I 
AAFES MAIN STORE 413 ENCUVE 

. 
DEF COMMISSARY 0 0 - 
NC) USPBFO 2 . 1 ,  

1 

--- I 

SUB TOTAL 
_-.C__. 

GWND TOTAL 1 

RGN3RD USAClDC D~ 

I 
AIR FORGE UBAFL'O 0 
DEPT OF JUSTICE I 
US CUSTOMS 1 

Page 1 

I I I 

1 ] I I I] MIAMI. FLORIDA 1 .-- 
902 MI HHCQRP 
2CJ ARMY TM RTT(RQ) 
PERS SPT ELE(RG) 

1 
2 

I I I I I 

0' .1 1 0: !SITE UNKNOWN 

RQOSEVELT ROADS 
R~~SEVELT ROADS 
ROOSEVELT ROADS 
ROQSEVELT ROADS 
R O O S N ~ ~ T  ROADG 

1 I 

RE8 SPT QRP, RG 13 
DFAS INDIANAPOLIS - 1 

I 

0 1 I , O.1 
0' .- 71 0: 

1 3 
0 0 0 1 2  

0 
0 

SITE UNKNOWN 
SITE UNKNOWN 

CU/SATO -.$ 

I 

0 ' 7  
SITE UNKNOWN. 

, 10 SITE UNKNOWN BANCO POPULAR , + , -4 7- r - -  1 

1 9 
1 INTERNAL REVENUK 

INS IMMIGRINATUR 

0 0 1 0 2  
21 

4 

SITE UNKNOWN 
SITE UNKNOWN 

5 
8 

0 0 
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Prepare Reply for Siaff Director's Signaturr PrepueDiFedRespamc 
I I 

INSTALLATION (s) DISCUSSED: 

AClTON: Offer Comments andlor Suggkxtbns 

hr Date: C( 50 60 \ ROW h t e :  q 5 0 5 ~  h t e  originat& 9 9.5  Mail D a k  



JIM CHAPMAN 
FIRST MSTRICT 

C O U W P E :  

APPROPRIATIONS 

TEXAS * U n f ' < ~ C C S .  

ENERGY AND WATFR O C V E W M N T  

2417 UV.,.NH, WIG sutm*G QCongre$$ of Pniteb state$ VA. IWD. A N 0  W04rCNU.N I 
. 4 ~ N O € S  

WASHINGTON. DC 10515-4301 

May 2 4 ,  1995 
~td i l80 lW~nsk,TbaC 
w!-Bne--\x 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman 
The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: I 
I want to bring to your attention an alarming mistake made 

by the Army in i ts  base closure analysis. This grievous error 
regards the calculation of the employment impact on the Texarkana 
area of the recommended closure of Red River Army Depot (RRAD) 
and Defense Distribution Depot Red River, Texas (DDRT) in my 
Congressional District. This subject was a topic of discussion 
during the May 15 site visit with Commissioners Josue Robles and 
Wendi Steele, and I wanL to p r o v i d e  the Commission with details 
of my analysis. 

The Army's "Total Appropriations Detail Report (COBRA 
v5.08)" submitted to the C o m r n i s s i o r ~  a l o n g  with the Department's 
base closure recommendation lists a cost of $564,000 for 
unemployment compensation related to RRAD. The Defense Logistics 
Agency claims $163,468 in unemployment compensation will be 
associated with DDRT's closure. I am enclosing the relevant 
pages of the DLA and Army reports. 

The a c t u a l  cost of the unemployment Compensation that will 
be incurred should the Commission approve this closure 
recommendation could be $ 5 2 . 8  Million. The real figure is more 
t h a n  7 2  times what the Defense Department has represented it to 
be to the Commission. Please allow me to explain. 

The Army's recommendation to close Red River Army Depot 
projected the loss of 5654 jobs (2901 direct and 2753  indirect) 
in the Texarkana Metropolitan Statistical A r e a  [Secretary Perry's 
March 1 report, page 5-151. This figure did not include the 
projected loss of 1602 jobs (821 direct and 781 indirect) from - 
the closure of co-located Defense Distribution Depot Red River, 
Texas [page 5-1501. 

Of the RRAD and associated tenant A r m y  job losses, a 
conservatively estimated 1847 jobs will be eliminated ( a s  opposed 
to others that will be transferred, retained at enclaved 
entities, etc.). All of t h e  821 Defense Logistics Agency jobs at 
DDRT are expected to be eliminated. Thus, direct jobs to be lost 
under the 3epartment's closure recommendation total 2668. 

THIS 97ATIONEHY PRIMED ON P A V ~ ~  MAW M RECICLtLl rI0ERS 



Using numbers provided by the Texarkana office of the Texas 
Employment Commission (TEC), each of these individuals will 
qualify for 26 weeks of unemployment compensation at $259 per  
w e e k ,  This combined cost is 217,966,312. This figure represents 
the largest portion -- but by no means the total -- of 
unemployment costs associated with t h i s  closure recommendation. 

The jobs at the Red River Defense Complex are. the best jobs 
in the entire area. Based on the TEC's historical records, no 

. more than 10% of these employees can be expected to find 
employment at comparable salary in the 26 weeks following the 
proposed closure action. The remaining individuals will qualify 
for an additional 26 weeks of unemployment compensation, 
significantly adding to the costs to be incurred from this 
recommended closure. 

The subsequent 26 w e e k  period w i l l  cost $16,168,334 in 
unemployment compensation for 2401 people (the original group of 
2668 minus the 10% that may find employment) at $259 per person. 

In addition, indirect job losses will cos t  a g r e a t  d e a l  of 
money in unemployment compensation. The Army estimates that 
about 9 indirect jobs will be lost for each 10 direct jobs lost. 
While I am concerned that the actual ratio may be much higher, I 
will use t h e  Army's estimate a s  a best-case scenario. 

I have shown above that a minimum of 2668 direct jobs will 
be lost under the Department's recommendation. Using the Army's 
ratio, these direct job losses will result in 2401 indirect job 
losses. T h e s e  individuals w h o  lose their jobs as an indirect 
result of the closure of Red River will likewise qualify for 
unemployment compensation, albeit at a reduced weekly amount. 

Using t h e  TEC's conservative estimate of $200 a w e e k  for 
these 2401 individuals, unemployment costs for this group will 
total $12,486,240 auring the first 26 weeks. 

S i n c e  t h e s e  jobs a r e  generally lower-paying than the direct 
depot jobs, a larger percentage of these people may obtain 
employment in t h e  26-week period. I f  half of these workers find 
work within the first 26 weeks, $6,240,000 will be paid to the 
remaining unemployed. This figure represents 1200 (501 of 2401) 
people for 26 weeks at $200 p e r  week. 

Based on the above analysis, the total costs of unemployment 
compensation for this recommended closure comes to $ 5 2 , 8 6 0 , 8 8 6 !  

While virtually all base closure actions involve some job 
displacement and economic i n p a c t  is not the primary criterion for 
the Commission's evaluation 2t the Department's recommendations, 
the enormity of this u n a v o i ~ l a b l e  csst should give the 
Commissioners pause. At the v e r y  l e a s t ,  the Pentagon should be 



required to provide the Commission with factually accurate and 
verifiable data with which to make this statutorily required 
evaluation. I strongly believe that the Department's failure to 
account wholly and accurately for the unemployment compensation 
costs that will result from its recommended closure of Red River 
significantly bolsters m y  contention that the Pentagon's 
recommendation in this case should be rejected by the Commission, 

As the Representative of the First Congressional District of 
Texas, I am deeply grateful to you for considering the case for 
Red River. Please let me know if I may provide the Commission 
additional information. With w a m a r d s ,  I am 

Enclosure 
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WASHINGTON. DC 205 10 

I May 19, 1 9 9 5  

The ~ o n o r 4 b l e  Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman 
Defanss ~ d s e  Closure and R e a l i g ~ l m r c ~ L .  

Commisqion 
1 7 0 Q  North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 2 2 2 0 9  

, 
Dear Mr. dhairrnan: 

We are wrdting to express our c o n c e r n  t-hat t h e  Peritt~gon~s BRAC a 5  
recommenddtions could c r i p p l e  c h e  a b i 1 i c . y  vC I J U L  Reserve 
Component*, particularly the National G ~ i a r d ,  to p e r f o r m  their 
military missions. 

I 

~ ~ e c i f i c a i l ~ ,  we believe the Army's e v ; ~ l u a ~ i o n  of t he  m i l i t a r y  
value of maneuver training areas  was deeply flawed hrt-allse it did 
not adequgtely reflect the training and readi .ness  needs of the 
Guard and ,Reserves. Indeed, we be l i cv f -  some of the Army's  
recommendations make a mockery of the " T C J L ~ ~  Armyv c o n c e p t .  

Srveral nbjutant G e n e r a l s  havr informed u s  Chat the National 
Guard Bureau (NGB) did not concur with the Army's criteria for 
evaluatin the military value of maneuver t r a i n i n g  areas because 
those t r i  7 e r i a  ignorcd National Guard T i t - l e  XI training 
requirements. The Director of t h e  A r m y  N a ~ i o n a l  Guard t.old a 
Senate Defense Appropriations Subcommjttee h e a r i n g  chat h e  is 
concerned that the l lenclavesl '  t n e  A r m y  plans K O  leave d~ l i v e  
major manCuver areas r e c o m m e n d e d  fo r  c3.osul-e or realignment - -. 
For .?  ~haffee, F o r t  Hunter .  Ligqett, For- r  P i c k c t t ,  F o r t  Ind ian towr l  
Gap, and Fort: McClellan - - a r e  i n a d e q ~ i ~ t e  c o  meet t h e  Guard's 
minimum training needs. 

I 

The probl b m is that the Reserve Components and the Army Staff 
have veryldifferent: definitions: of an enclave. T h e  National 
Guard neebs enclaves iarge enough for .3rtillery f i r i n g  and f ~ r  
battalion' and brigade annual training. The A r m y  Reserve Command 
needs encpaves large enough f o r  land naviqation courses, and in 
s o m e  casep la rge  enough to station elerr~ents of FORSCOM's Regional 
Training Brigades. The Army S L a f f ,  hc lwever ,  reportedly is 
planning for enclave0 that c o r n p l - i u e  no m a r e  t h a n  a f e w  buildings 
and sma l l  arms ranges, and which havr  no acrive duty personnel. 

~ c c - o r d l n ~  to t h e  Adjucant G e n e r a l - s ,  L ~ L I -  Ar-my '  s B W C  
recommendkitions do not recognize the need to conduct I n d i v i d u a l  
Duty Trai~ing ( I D T )  a n d  Annual T r a i n i n g  (AT) at bases near the 
units they serve. They say r h r  Army' Y plan to ~:o!iduct such 



training at "other installations in r h e  regionu is not practical. 
M o s t  alternate training sites are hundreds (sf miles away, and t h c  
extra travel time would waste as much a:J four days of cach 14-day 
AT period. Moreover, suitable alternate t r a i n i n g  s i t e s  a r e  
g e n e r a l l y  fi.117y nclcupied by active d u t y  i . ~ n i t s ,  and it is d o u b t f u l  
t h e  Reserve Components will be able? to yet the t . r a i n i n g  areas 
they need.  

We also balieve that the Arrny has greatly overstated the savings 
from closing or realigning the five bases, because the Army's 
COBRA model did not recognize Reserve Component training needs. 
The Directors of the Army National Guard and the Air National 
/ ~ u a r ; d  rold the nefenae  Sl~hclornrnit.tec! t-hat. t h ~  s a v i n g s  f l y o m  closing 
the facilities would be offset by t h e  increased costs the 
~ational Guard will have to pay to send units longer distances 
Lur. C e w e r  clays of allilual training. 

We undersdand the Reserve Components have so far failed to obtain 
a satisfactory commitment f r o m  the Ar-lt\y on t h e  daflnition ot an 
enclave. We fear that the wording of the  Fentaqon's 
wecornmendzitions may he Ipgally inr.erp1-e:ted to preclude 
implementing a resolution satisfactory t:o the Reserve Components. 
For example, some Army lawyers contend c h a t  the Pentagon's BRAC 
recommendacions prohibit s t a l i o r ~ i ~ l y  of nctive daty persGnne1 or 
conduct i n y  annual training at Reserve llornpclnent encl .aves . 

A s  you know, the Chiefs of the Reserve Components cannot 
volunteer to the Base Closure Commission their views on the 
impact that the Army recommendarions will have on their forces. 
That is why we urge you and t h e  Commission to thoroughly examine 
the Army's decision-making process in regard to this issue. 
Please examine t h e  adequdcy of the Army's cost analysis and 
whether i t s  recommendations proper ly  reflect the training 
requirements of the Reserve Components. 

We hope you and your s t a f f  will ensure that C.he Commission's 
final recommendations adequately sr~ppnr.t-. P . h e  readiness and 
training needs of a l l  our  military forces.  

S i r ~ c e r e l  y , 

Wendell H. Ford 

D a l e  Bumpers David Pryor 



\ \ .*' 
Arlen1 Specter 

, 7 , I ,  , 1 I - > l I I  l i l l  . . . . . . - . - . . .  

Rick Sailtor ' // 
&* Glen Erowder 
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'EDWARD J. MARKEY 

COMMITTEES: 

COMMERCE 

RANKING MEMBER 
SUBCOMMIllEE ON 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND 
FINANCE 

RESOURCES 
(ON LEAVE1 

COMMISSION ON SECURIN AND 
COOPERATION IN EUROPE 

May 25, 1995 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite H25 
Arlington, VA 22209 

DISTRICT OFFICES: 

188 CONCORD STREET, S u m  102 
FRAMINGHAM. MA 01701 

(5081 875-2900 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

I am enclosing environmental impact data collected by the Metrowest Chamber of Commerce 
which corrects information concerning the Army Research, Development and Engineering 
Center in Natick, MA. 

It is my understanding that the Commission received data which overestimated the 
environmental cost conditions at the Labs. I am forwarding the corrected BRAC 95 Summary 
of Environmental Impacts, which I hope will be included in the Labs' permanent file. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Edward J. ~ a r k e y  v 
Member of Congress 

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 



MetroWest 
Chamber of 

May 22,1995 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite H25 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

It was brought to our attention that the Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission received incomplete, and in certain cases, incorrect environmental 
information concerning the U. S. Army Natick Research, Development and 
Engineering Center. 

For the purposes of updating the base file, we have enclosed a revised 1995 
Summary of Environmental Impact Statement, which accurately reflects the 
reduced environmental cost conditions at the base. 

Thank you very much for your interest in the Natick Labs. Please feel free to 
contact us if we can be of further assistance. 

Sincerely, 

#& 
A. Theodore Welte, CCE 
President 

Ashland Framingham Holliston Hopkinton Natick Sherborn Southborough Sudbury Wayland 
. -- - 

C*."8T" Or C O I I E L I C I  

1671 Worcester Rd., Suite 201, Framingham, MA 01701 (508) 879-5600 Fax (508) 875-9325 
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May 24 ,  1995 

The Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman of the Base Closure 
and Realignment Comrnieaion 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

It has come to my attention that on May 8, 1995, the 
Department of the Army, with assistance from the Army 
Materiel Command briefed  the Base Realignment and 
Closure Commission Staff on depot maintenance i s sues .  
The briefing w a s  entitled "BRAC 95 - -  In Progress 
Review. 

Attached you w i l l  find a series of questions that 
correspond to the brief, and are related to the Army' s 
military value and COBRA analysis. I would be most: 
appreciative if you would have the appropriate 
individual (a )  from the Department of the Army respond t o  
these questions i n  a timely manner. 

With kind regards, I remain 

Sincerelv. 

BUD sHUS'I%R 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS 



QUESTIONS: 

Did not the Department of the Army classify Letterkenny Army Depot as 
the "Center of Technical Excellence for Tactical Missilesn for all of 
the Services? 

Were tactical missiles included in the Army Stationing Plan? If 
tactical missiles were not included in the Stationing Plan (with the 
knowledge that some missiles are considered mcorem and some missiles are 
considered to be "above core") how did the Department of the A r m y  
comply with the Department of Defense Criteria #1, regarding mission 
requirements and operational readiness? Please explain. 

Returning to the issue of "core" and "above coren workload, what is the 
OSD policy on transferring "core" workload? Was this policy followed in 
its entirety by the Department of the Army f o r  Letterkenny Army Depot? 
Please explain. 

Does the Department of the Army p r o g r a m  depots above t h e i r  capacity in 
peacetime as reflected on Chart #9 of the Army briefing, entitled " m y  
Depot End State1!? I f  not, could you please explain thia chart? 

In the 1995 Base Realignment and Clvsure final COBRA output for 
Letterkenny Army Depot, in direct labor manhours, how much of 
Letterkenny's "core" and "above corev funded FY 1999 workload did the 
A m y  transfer to Tobyhanna Army Depot and Anniston Army Depot? 

If all the funded "coreu and funded "above coren workload was not 
transferred to Tobyhanna and/or Annis ton Army Depots, please explain 
where the remaining funded workload by "corew and "above corew was 
transferred? How did the Department of the A m y  account for this in the 
COBRA output? 

a How can realigning a depot save more money than a complete closure of a 
depot? Does this have anything to do with the transfer, or lack of 
transfer, of funded "above coren workload? Pleaee explain. 

Letterkenny haa been praised fo r  developing the m o s t  successful 
partnership within the Department of Defense. Was Let terkenny 
considered for additional artillery/tank workload? 

On March 1, 1994 the Joint Cross-Service Working Group meeting minutes 
stated: *Discussion continued concerning the Public/Private partnership 
at Letterkenny that is an outstanding success and ahould be a model for 
future efforts that would preserve capability." The Paladin "teamingu 
arrangement has aaved $61 million dollars, with additional savings 
reported to be $15 million dollars annually. Would not further 
expansion of this partnership, by workloading Letterkenny solve the 
Department of Defense's concerns regarding the issue of losing over 46% 
of war-time surge capability and, at the same time, generate additional 
savinge for the Arrrxy and DoD. Would thia scenario also help solve the 
problem of Anniston exceeding 114% of its capacity? Keeping in mind the 
accomplishments of the teaming arrangement already developed at 
Letterkenny, as well as the United Defense position as it was discussed 
durixg Commissioner Cornella's visit to Letterkenny (enc losed ) .  



ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS REGARDING COBRA BUN SCENARIOS$ 

COBRA RUN S c m I o s :  

1.) Did the Department of the A m y  or t h e  Department of Def e n ~ e  run any 
COBRA analysis on moving the electronic workload, currently being 
conducted at McClellan Air Logist ics Center i n  Sacramento, CA. to 
Tobyhanna Army Depot, which maintains similar electronic equipment? 
If not, could a COBRA analysis be run in this scenario? 

2. ) Did t h e  Department of the Army o r  the Department of Defense run any 
COBRA analysis on the end result of Letterkenny having tran~litioned 
in all of t h e  2 1  mi~ l s i l e  systems expected from. the various services 
through the BRAC 93 law? Or are t he re  presumptions being made 
about Letterkenny, do eo the fac t  that Letterkenny is i n  t r a ~ l s i t i o n  
a t  t h i s  point in time, with 13 of the 21 missiles systems 
transitioned? If no t ,  would it be possible to do a COBRA run tha t  
would analyze Letterkenny with a11 21 missile systems up and 
running at Letterkenny? Wouldnf t this be saving the Department or 
Defense and the Department of t h e  Anny dollars? 



IN PROGRESS REVIEW 

DEPOT MAINTENANCE 
BRAC COMMlSSlON 

8 MAY 95 

THE ARMY BASING STUDY 





I 1988 STARTING POINT I 
CLOSED OR REALIGNED: 5 

LEXINGTON-BLUEGRASS, KY 
SACRAMENTO, CA 
MAINZ,GE 
SENECA, NY 
TOOELE, UT 

SUB TOTAL 5 (50%) 

BRAC 95 2 
LETTERKENNY, PA 
RED RIVER, TX - 

TOTAL 3 (70%) 

PLUS BMC 95 CLOSED 67% OF THE INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES 
' 

STRATFORD ENGINE PLANT 
DETROIT TANK PLANT 

THE ARMY BASING STUDY 





I RETAIN "CORE" CAPABILITIES SIZED TO 
SUPPORT SUSTNNMENT NEEDS 



I 

MlSSlLE c MAlNTENANCE 
O&M $ 1 2 8  
MLLCON 

CONVENTIONAL MA1 
$ 0  

OTHER $ 6  
TOTAL 

$ 134 

MAlNT 

PAYBACK P ERlOD (YEARS) MMED~ATE 

BREAK WEN YEAR - 2000 

CLOSE RED RIVER AND LETTERKENNY STEADY STATE (SM) 

20 YEAR NPV ( 5 ~ )  

THE ARMY BASING STUDY 



SUPPORTS STATIONING STRATEGY 
RETAINS 3 CORE DEPOTS 

JSCG SUPPORTS CLOSURE . 
1 SIGNIFICANT FlNANClAL SAVINGS 

$ 9 0  MILLION ANNUALLY 
($ 202 MILLION TOTAL) 

46% SHORTFALL 1N WARTIME (2 MRC) 
RQMT FOR COMBAT VEHICLES 

STRONG LOBBY EFFORT IN BRAC 91 
DEFEATED ARMY'S RECOMMENDATION 
TO CLOSE 

DOES NOT AFFECT FUNDED WORKLOAD 

MINIMAL RISK TO WARTIME SURGE 

WARTIME REQUlREMENTS SHORTAGE 
BASED ON 1-8-5, WITH SECOND SHlFT 
AND 7 DAY SCHEDULE - CAPACITY 
INCREASES 2.4 TIMES 

THE ARMY BASING STUDY 





IU MAX POT CAP 
r CAPAC I P I  

!fd ABOVE CORE 
CORE 

i 

TOAD CCAD ANAD 

M E  ARMY BASING STUDY 





REALIGN CLOSE 
LETTERKENNY TOBYHANNA 

ARMY - COMMISSION 

I-TIME COST $67 M $154 M 
4 

STEADY STATE SAVINGS $78 M $33 M 

I NET PRESENT VALUE (20 YEARS) $952 M $226 M 

I CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE ELIMINATION 1267 535 I I MILITARY SPACES SAVED 20 34 I 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT (YEARS) IMMEDLATE 4 

ROl YEAR 1998 2005 

ARMY RECOMMENDATIONS: . 
43% CHEAPER IN 4 TIME COST 
2 TIMES THE STEADY STATE SAVlNGS 
4 YEARS EARLIER RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

BASING STUDY 



TACTICAL MISSILES 

REALIGN CLOSE - LEAD REALIGN - LEAD 
LEnERKENNY MOVE TO HILL AFB MOVE TO HILL AFB 

ARMY - 
( I-TIME COST $67 M 

I STEADY STATE SAVINGS $78 M 

NET PRESENT VALUE (20 YEARS) $952 M 

I CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE ELIMINATION 

COMMISSION COMMISSION 

I MILITARY SPACES SAVED 20 23 23 I 
( RETURN ON INVESTMENT (YEARS) IMMEDIATE 

R01 YEAR 1998 2005 2002 

ARMY RECOMMENDATIONS: 

CHEAPER IN 1 TIME COST 
FASTER STEADY STATE SAVINGS 
GREATER NET PRESENT VALUE 

EARLlER RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
E ARMY BASING STUDY 

t 



COMBAT VEHICLES 

CLOSE REALIGN 
RED RIVER ANNISTON 

ARMY COMMISSION 

I-TIME COST $59 M $128 M 

STEADY STATE SAVINGS $123 M $33 M 

NET PRESENT VALUE (20 YEARS) $1,497 M $234 M 

CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE ELIMINATION 1965 639 

MILITARY SPACES SAVED 14 1 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT (YEARS) IMMEDIATE 4 

ROl YEAR 1999 2005 
1 

ARMY RECOMMENDATIONS: . 
53 % CHEAPER IN 1 TIME COST 
4 TIMES THE STEADY STATE SAVlNGS 
4 YEARS EARLIER RETURN ON INVESTMENT 



ARMY RECOMMENDATIONS ARE SUPPORTED BY ARMY STATIONING STRATEGY 

ARMY RECOMMENDATIONS ARE SUPPORTABLE FROM AN OPERATIONAL ASPECT 

ARMY RECOMMENDATIONS ARE SUPPORTED BY JCSG-DM 

ARMY RECOMMENDATIONS ARE THE LEAST COSTLY AND MOST COST EFFECTIVE 

DoD IS STILL WILL REDUCE TOA BY $729 M AND REDUCING PERSONNEL (DORN MEMO) 

BOTTOM LINE OF ARMY ALTERNATIVE 

I CLOSES TWO DEPOTS 

I MAINTAINS A DoD TACTICAL MISSILE DEPOT (TOBYHANNA) 

I SAVES DoD AND THE ARMY $2,430 M OVER 20 YEARS I 



BASE VISIT REPORT 

LE'TTEIRKEMVY ARMY DEPOT 
DEFENSE DISTKIBUTlON DEPOT - LETTEKKENNY 

24 MARCH 1995 

rv work - Eiladin 

In accordance with the BRAC 1993 recommendation, LeJterkenny continues to pcrforrn 
major overhaul and maintenance on small to medium tracked vehicles. In addition rhe depot 
refurbishes a variety of wheeled vehicles that transport Army missile systems and components. 

A tour of the vehicle shops discIosed that the depot recently completed construction of a new 
high tech painting booth costing $6.2 million. Letterkenny has one of three DOD X-ray 

- 
facilities for examining the quality of steel welded products. The vehicle shops total rnorc 
than 350,000 square feet of work space. 

Lerterkenny has establist~cd an orlgoirlg teaming arrangement with a private sector firm. 
Unitcd Defense, to produce 630 upgraded M109A6 Paladin artillcry systems. .Under this 
arrangement, dubbed "Paladin Enterprise" the old gun turret is removed in Letterkenny shops. 
The hncrkemy shop overhauls rhe chassis to like new condition and returns it the 

contractor. 

United Defense fabricates a new turret at its York, Penn..ylvania plant, and sends the 
turret to thc Letterkenny depot , where it is outfitted with new wiring, hydraulic hosing and 
componcnt parts. The compicted turret is then instailed on a refkrbishcd chassis received from 
the Lctterkenny vehicle shop. h t l y ,  the completed system is test driven and fired o n  the 
Letterkenny test track and range. The joint project has saved the taxpayers about $15 million 
and is s c k d u 1 d  for completion in October 1998. 

Discussions with Letterkemy and United Defense officials revcalcd that 120 more 
systems could bc upgraded if contract options are exercised. United Defense is also looking to 
expand its business into other tracked vehicle systems. The company is closing its Calitbrnia 
production facility and consolidating its work at the York, Pennsylvania plant, which is located 
about 50 miles fro111 k t t e rkemy .  The company manager indicated chat United Defense has 
produced and worked on all current trackcd vehicles used by the U. S. military except fhc 
~uaiil MI battle tank. 



May 2, 1995 

The Honorable Bud Shuster 
2168 Rayburn House Office Building 
U.S. House of Representat.ives 
Washington, DC 2051 5 

Deer Congressman Shuster: 

This 18 in t'esponse to your letter of April  12, 1995, requesting my thoughts on 
further teamitig arrangements that couid be pursued by United Defense LP and 
letfmrkcnny Army Depot. 

United Defense strongly supportv h e  concept of public-private partnering. 
Indeed, we are extremely pleased with our partnership with Lettehenny for the 
upgrade of the Paladin howitzer system wnlch is delivering highquality 
howiizers two months ahead of schedule and below budget. Real process 
streamlining has been acc~rnpfished - waiving 30 regulations and saving well 
over $15 million. The program's success demonstrates that private industry and 
government depots can work as e team to provide America's fighting men and 
women with modernized combat equipment at affordable prices. Current Army 
and Natforral Guard Budgeting activities, 3s  well as foreign interest, lead to the 
expectation that Paladin production wi(l extend beyond the currant multiyear . 
conkact (Octaber 1998) into the next century. 

We continue to be interested in pursuing public-private pafinering arrangements 
where it makes business sense and is supported by out primary customef - the 
Department of Defense. We will continue to explore partnering aperations'at 
government depots including the opportunity to expand our established 
partnership with Letterkenny - prwiding any agreement has the full support af 
the Defense Base Closure Commission and the Uepartment d Defense 
leadership. 

I agree that proper management Of the lightrmsdium COmb~t vehide industrlol 
base should b e  advantageous to tbe soldier and the taxpayer. We would 
welcome the opportunity to participate in this endeavor as the industry partner. 

United LJefenSa LP WorM Heaaqc~arter~ 
- -- . . ..-, Q. ?fin A 4,no:nn \llratn~s 22209-211: Telapl~one 703 3 1;) 6100 



f want to asswe you that once the BRAG process has been completed, United 
Defense will wholeheartedly work with the resulting stnrcture to establish and 
strenqthen business relationships that make sense and are supported by o w  
customer. 

I will be happy to meet with you to discuss this matter further. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas W. Rabaut 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
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FAX TRANSMITTAL DATE: 25 May 95 

FROM: KELLY DRM 
DSN: 242-1231/1166 
FAX: 242-1317 
COMM: (412) 777- SAME EXTENSIONS 

TO : Mike Kennedy 

FAX #: 

# OF PAGES: 7 (INCLUDING COVER) 

RENARKS: Attachcd io a copy of the TDA changes which wora agreed to by 

K e l l y  & the 99th ARCOM (FORSCOM said we had t o  coordinate). 14 of the 17 
positions identified were warehouselfield positions. My pen & ink changes 
indicate 11 additional cuts which wcrc propoced, which inc ludad f i v e  
additional field positions. This  won't create much additional office space 
for the 48 people currently working a t  $-63. ( 4  of the 48 are identified 
to be cu t .  tho) / ,.L;C~ei-. L-Y , ~zc ,L~  &A-- *cL&d. 

Y' 
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V A m T  
VACANT 

WXQW QA CTR 
681: 01 PACK 1 WSP FRU 
681: 02 C U I W C U ( < t )  
bay, 03 T W S  CLK 
68K 04 PACKING IWSP 

WQ06 M H  C 

68FI 01 MTR YEH UP 
68n 02 MTR n u  op 

Of 02132 GS C flmM)8 KVA QTRN 1 1 1 
S 05 02132 GS C 11?09600 KVA P T N  1 1 1 

05 02132 GS c 11799608 KVA am 1 1 1 

07 02134 GS C 1170960B KSB PTRN 1 1 0 
06 02134 0s C 117W6Db KSB QTRN 5 5 
05 02134 GS C 
05 02134 GS C 
05 02134 GS C 

05 02134 GS C 
05 02134 GS C 
05 02136 GS C 

05 07002 US C 11709608 KSA PTRH 1 1 4 0 
05 02135 GS C 11709608 =A 1 1 4'0 
04 02102 GS C 11mP6DB ?SA 'PTRW 1 1 -r 0 

. 08 07002 WG C 11709608 KSA QTRW 5 6 
08 07002 WG C 

08 07002 C 

HB 08 07002 Vc C 

08 07w2 W; C 
08 07002 UG C 

04 02151 GS C 11m96bA I B C  QTRN 1 0 0 

1 0 0 

RELL08 05703 WG C 117U%DA LBO QTRM 1 1 0 .. . 1 
05 05703 VG C ll?O%DE LBO QTRW 1 1 0- ,,J D T ~ ' ~  ;, $itlo 

MXQ06 CNTR 

680 01 a ( T R O R ( C C  
680 02 UAIU m AS 
&!4l 03 ELEC EQ INSP 

6Bo 04 W Y M o e E P I  

11 01601 tX C 1170PbCF WAZ OWlT t 1 

( 06 01152 GS C llm96CF KG! WNT 1 1 
1 1  02601 WG C llm96CF LHN W N T  1 1 
1 1  05803 UG C 117096CF LHW WWT 1 0 

4 
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W LINE DESCRIPYIN 
-rrrrrrrrmrm--rPt: 

MXW ASST PEH 
069 01 WPV OEM EWGR 
069 02 SECY STEM0 

069 03 CLK TYP 
069 01 EW/ENERGY TEC 
069 0 5  ENV/PRO T SPEC 

EUV/PRO T SPEC 
069 06 AUTOMATION CLK 

NOT USED 

WOXQW REs MGT 
PROO ANAL O f  F 
6uDQET AWM 
MGT ANAL 
BUD ANAL 
suD ASST 

SUP TECH (PBO) 
WP CLK 
WRK OROW CLK 

COMWTER QPR 

ACCT TECH 
SUP CLK (t) 

M T  HNDLR 
MAT HNDLR 
EIAtMT SCEDULR 
P W S / E S T I ~ T O R  , 

WDXQ06 EN P/S 
01 ' SUW GEM ENGR 

02 GEN EWGR 
03 ENGR TEC 
04 EWGR TECH 

05 REAL PROP CLK 

06 STAT CU: TIP 
07 CLK TW 
08 HECH EWGR 

13 00861 C 117096Wt J M  QOEH 1 0 
05 00318 GS C 11?'W6FU J M  EloEH 1 1 

.d 
1 

03 WO322 GS C 117W6M4 JM 8 E H  0 0 0 
1 O W 1  GS C 11705690 JFA VEUC 1 1 1 
09 00028 GS C 11705690 JFA VENc 0 2 2 
09 00028 GS C 1170S6W JFA vENC 0 0 0 
04 00326 CS C 11705690 JFA VERC 0 0 7 0  

JCE 
JCD 
JDA 
J M  
JCD 
m 
KFA 
JM 

JDA 
N FA 
MPB 

MPB 
UP6 
J C A  
JCB 

JOB 

JDB 
JDB 
JOB 
JCC 
JDB 
JOB 
JDB 

P M H  
Q K A  
QOEH 
WEH 
QDEH 
ODEH 
PbEH 
WEH 
QDEH 
.mEH 
'WEH 
QDEH 
QDEH 
corn 
ODEH 

QDGH 

OOEH 
QOEH 
QOEH 

PDEH 
PDEH 
QOEH 
PbEH 

11 00801 GS C 117096Wi JGA POEA 0 0 0 
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'ARA LINE DESCRIPTION 
w 

W U X W  BLD/O 
06% 01 M!HT FMN 
969E 02 EWGR EQ WR' 
06% 03 I408 EP MECH 
069E 04 CARPENTER 

CARPENTER 

06% 05 M I N T  TECH 

MINT TECH 
M I N T  TECH 

069E 06 BLOCK & ERllnL 
069E 07 PAINT UKR 
069E 09 TRACTOR OPR 

TRACTOR OPR 
W9E 09 CUST W R K  INSP 
06% 10 UBGRER 

M E R  

WXQOb RECH $ 

VTlL mu 
SWEETMTL UKR 
PIPEFITTERS 
PIPEFITTERS 
AIR CO#0 EQ Ml 
AIR tMIC, EQ M 
BOIL PL Ea HE( 
BOIL PL EQ ME1 
BOIL PLAn oel 
SWGE DISP P 0 

WQXQOb ELEC S 
01 ELEC LDR tm) 
02 ELECTRICIAN 

ELJXTRICIAW 

03 ELECTRICIAN 

JGA 
JHG 
LQB 
JHA 
J HA 
JHE 
JHE 
JHE 
JHA 
JHD 
JHK 

JHK 
JDC 
4nr 

JHK 

JGA 
JHC 
JJO 
J JC 

JJB 
JJB 
JJO 

JJD 
JJC 
JJM 

QRPA 
PRP A 
QRPA 
QRPA 
PRPA 

QRPA 
QFPA 
QRPA 

QRPA 
W A  
QRPA 
QRPA 
W A  
PRPh 

Qrn 

QRPA 

mII 
QRPh 
'QRPA 
PUPA 
W L  
QRPA 
QRPA 
QUTL 
OWL 

10 02810 VL C 11?09613 JJJ QRPA 0 0 0 
10 02805 VC C 11M5'W JJJ QRPA 2 1 1 
10 02805 WQ C 117096k2 JJJ QRPA 1 1 
10 02805 VG C 117096K8 JJJ URPA 1 0 0 

MXOd HSG REF ( 
J69l 01 H S C  PRO H6R 06 O l l f 3  6s C 191W000 JEC E3ZH 2 0 0 
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P W  LINE DESCRIPTlON 
C S ; I D D I E S P - P Y ~ . L Y I . Y L Y L L U  

UOXP06 CNTR A 

069J 01 GEN EUGR 
069J 92 -SIR lWSP 

0695 03 JOHN FRATTO 

WXQW DOC 
070 01 SUPV COWTMCT 5 

om 02 WTRACT SP 

070 03 PVRW AGENT 
PURCH M H T  

070 04 PROC CLK (TYP) 

1 00801 GS C 117096K4 JDC QRPn 1 0 0 
07 00809 GS C 11m6K4 JOC ClRPA 1 0 1 
06 04701 KI C !l;fpp6K4 JDC 4RPA 1 1 0 

uw.406 wrn 
on 01 INFORHATION MAHA 
OR 02 CUPWE8 SPECIAL 
on 03 ADUIU FYCS TECH 
OR 04 M I L  CLERK 

M I L  CLERK 

KELLY TOTAL 
JO TITLE CHANGED 70: FACIL 
JOB TITLE CWGEP TO: DATA ' 
JOB TlTLE CHANCED TO: PUNNl 
JOB TITLE C M O E b  TO: EMGR ' 
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Statement of Senator Barbara Boxer 
May 25, 1395 

Mr. Chairman and m e m b e r s  of the R a s e  Real.j.gnmsnt and closur& / 
Commission, I thank you for givi.ng m e  t .hc opportunity t~ submit 
testimony for the record of this regional hearing. I regret that 
due to Senate consideration of the budget resolution, I am un&le 
r.o n.ttend thls hearing in person. 

A t  the March 29 San Francisco regional hearing, .I d i ~ ~ u ~ ~ e d  at 
length the California  base^ recommended for clo~ure or 
realignment by the Secretary oi Defense. Since that time, the 
Commission  ha^ added a number of California installations for 
consideration for c losu rc  or realignment. 

I am deeply disappointed by the Commission's decision to add 
additional California bases to the closure list. As I have 
stated on numerous occasions, Cal i fo rn ia  has Lor-r-re more Lllan its 
~ h s r e  of base closures. After 22 r r~a jo r  Base closures and 
r ~ a l i g n r n e n t ,  I must say s i r r~ply:  enough is enough. 

11.1 the remainder of my statement, I would like to address the 
merits of each major base added hy r-he Cammissinn for 
consideration for closure or realignment. 

McClsllan Air Force Base 

McClellan Air Force 9ase is a uniq-t~e national asset  t.hat should 
nat only be preserved, bi.~t, fully utilized. For that reaEon, I 
support the Department of nefense'~ reconunendstion and urge the 
Commis~ion not t o  rzloee McClellan. 

The Department's rccommendation recognizes the high-technolow 
capabilities and technical centers of e:icellence that McClellan 
has developed in recent years.  The DoDrs recommendation, 
supported by the analyses of t h e  Joint Cross Service Group and 
the Air Force, support the contentitz~n that McClellan is the pre- 
~sminent high-tech depot w i t h i n  the entire Department. 

McClellan is a depot for the future. It has embraced cross- 
servicing, as evidenced by the high ranking it received from the 
Jcint Cross Services Group. Had cross-servicing analyses been 
more widely used by the Department, I am confident that it would 
have direc-:red even m o r e  workl.o;+tJ r.c> McClel lan . 

McClellan is also picneerin~ the way for private in&-istry joint 
ventures and partnerships with non-Don customers. McClellan has 
established jcint ventures with the Big Three auto makers to 
develop cleaner casting processes; with the Uciversity of 
Calitornia Medical School at Davls to test and develop better and 
safer cancer therapy treatments; and with the California 
Department of Transportation to produce composite wraps to 
reinforce bridge supports which have prevented washouts during 
C!aliforniar s recclnr, floods. 



Finally, I urge t he  Commission to consider the curr~ulat ive  
tc~nomic impact of bast closures on the Sacramento area. In 
1968, nearby ~ a t h t r  AFB was closed, resulting in the loss of 
3,000 jobs. Three years later, the 1931 BRAC Commission voced to 
close Sacramento Army rlcpot,  rcsl.llting i.n an adAi t i o n a 3 .  3 ,  o C 1 0  
laynffs. Closing McClellan while the Sacrarnent~ area i s  still 
reeling from earlier base closures would be devastating. 

Mr. Chairman, McClellan is more than just another milit .ary base..' 
It is a vital conlponent of the Sacr-amento uommunit;.. I encourage 
the Commi~sion to support the recommendation of the Air Force and 
the Secretary of Defense. 

Ft. Mugu 

I believe strongly that the proposid realignment of Ft. ~ u g u  
makes  nu sense from either a financial or military perspective. 

I wvuld re~uirld t;he Col~ituis~i~ri tha t  P t  . Mugu ranked second for 
military value among all Navy Technical centers. The yrinlary 
caus2 for Pt. Mugu's high military v a l u e  score is i t s  expa~lsive 
sea Test Range. 

lt is widely agreed t .ha t  t.he .Sea T e s c  Range must not be closed. 
Because it SuFFcrts the Sea Range, the ut . Mugu A i r f j . e . 1  A i s  also 
otf-limits t@ further consolidati~n. 

Aside from +,he Sea I?.ange and A.i.rfj.eld, kt. Mugu assets can be . 

moved, but I believe that such moves would he prohibitively 
expensive and would not enhance our national security. F o r  these 
and other reasons, the Dcpartmcnt of Defense and the Chief of 
Naval Operations oppose the realignment of Pt. Mugu. 

I would also urge the Commission to base its decision with 
reagect to Pt. Muyu solely on certified B M C  i995 data, and not 
~ e l y  01s outdated 1933 data calls. I am certain that when this 
data is rr~ade available, t!ie ciesir-ability of maintaining Pt . Mugu 
will be clear. 

Oakland A-rmy Base 

'L'he Oakland Army Ease is a crucial west coast port f u r  cuobilizing 
fcrces for military ac%.lon in r.he Pacific theater. It is 
strategically located near three t a i . 1  lines and three major 
highways, which link t he  base to m i l i t a r y  installarians around 
the West.. Corn~areci to other military ports or-I  the wear coast, 
the Oakland Army Base is positioned closesr  t.o r . 1 ~  (>pel1 ocean. 

Before making a decision cn the final disposit i nr.1 n f  che Oakland 
Army Ease, 5. would urge th.t Ccrnmissi~n to c a r e f i ~ l l y  consider rhe 
ability of ccrmnercial ports to assume i n i l ~ t a r y  .seal?.fr. 
responeibilities. Indisput .ably,  closing the :-Miland Army Base 
would requ i re  increased re l i a .nce  on the 9rivate sector. It. is my 
view, and the view of the United Sr.ates Army, thac t h e  



mobilization mission of the Oakland Army Base cannot be 
replicated by curn~l~rrcial ports. Arrr~y s tudirr show that relying 
on commercial ports for lllvbilization would delay troop and 
equipment deployment by 16-50 days. 

I urge the Commission to uphold the recoin~~lendat ions of the 
secretary of 1 y . k  Army and the Secretary of Defense hy maintaining 
the Oakland Army B a s e .  

Naval Warfare Assessment Division, Corona 

N W ~ ,  Corona is a one of a kind organization. It should be 
svaluated based upon its unique rni~~ion of providing independent 
a ~ ~ e ~ ~ m e n t  of military sy~tems and fleet r e a d i n e ~ ~ .  NWAD ~hould 
not be evaluated as a Warfare Center. Relocating its m i s s i o n  to 
a warfare center raises thc possibility of conflict of interest. 

In addition t o  military value, with the proposed closure of the 
Warfare Assessment Lab at PWAD, the Department of Defense would 
lose the ability to provide real time assessment of fleet 

for sis Lo  tell years 

When the considerations ,of retaining an independent organization 
and the Warfare Assessment ~ a b  al-e reviewed, the proposed cost 
savings also become questionable. For rhese reasons I urge the 
commission to retain tlie Naval Warfare Aaeessmcnt Division, 
Cc:~rona a l, .i. t s psesen t locra tl i or1 . 

Engineering Field Activity, San Bruno 
Naval Fleet and Industrial Supply Center, Oakland 

Supervisor of Shipbuilding, San Francisco 

These facilities, in addition t o  NWAD Corona, were remsved from 
final consideration for closure by Secretary of the Navy John 
Dal ton because of concern about the magnitude of cumulative ERAC- 
related job losses in California. It is my view that the 
decision of t h e  Secretary of the Navy, which was approved by the 
Eecretaly of Defense, w a s  the correct one. 

Economic itnpaot is a valid 1::-iter-ion f o r  evaluat ing base c l o ~ u r r ~  
under the SRqC statute. h id  C a l i f o r n i a  has clearly bur-ne m o r e  
than ics share of base closures. To date, we have suffered 22 
ma jar- base closures and realignments- -far more thari arly other 
staC.c. 

..I.! ~hese closures have affec:tec.j every region of the state and their 
impact cn local economics has been severe. 

When these 22 clnsl.1re.s a r e  rnnm_nle t - .ed ,  California will have l o s t  
mar? than 2u0,0r :10 ~ C I L I S  and $7 billion in economic activity. As 
the Commission considers additional base closu~-es, it is 
essential to recognize that many of these closures, particularly 
those from the 1 9 9 2  round, are st111 onyuing. Tens of rhausands 
of Californians can anricipate receiving layoff notic:es from 



closing bases in the cumilly months. As these w o r k e r s  lose their 
jobs, California's emerging economic recovery will slow. 

In addirion to base closures, California has been hit very hard 
by natural d i sa s t e r s  including earthq~akes ,  fires, floods, and 
mudslid~s. 'The defense  3n.d aerospace indugtry slowdown h a s  alsa 
caused tremendous job losses. 

California's economy i s  i n  a precar ious  position. Additional job 
losses from new hase closures may he t oo  much for us to bear. 

I thank the Commission f o r  its time and consideration. 
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FAX COVER SHEET 

DATE: 25 May 1995 

TO: Mr. John Nerger 

FAX #: 693-9322 

FROM: Ed Brown, Army Team Leader 

NUMBER OF PAGES (including cover): 4 

COMMENTS: Please forward us a copy of the Secretary's response. 

IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE RECEIVING THIS FAX 
PLEASE CALL 703-696-0504. 



.L 

ROBERT K. UORVMO, Dlrector 

DATE t-5 

(916) 251-8269 
Pax: (916) 251.8373 
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- Hand Chrry/Courier - Rngular Mrl l - ~ n d o r r l  Ewprerr 
, Exprerr Mai l  
1~ Faxed - un l t rd  Parae l  Oervlce 
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. 
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I f  YOU 00 Y O 1  RECEIVE ALL lWFORMATlOY 
lWCCUOED I N  T H I 8  TRAMLIITTAL.  

t~ TOPO MuL Jr. - 4 / 95  

- pet Your Roquant - For Your Revleu 

- For Your Information - ~ e p l y  ~oqueotrd  NO.  of  coplee Trrnomlttrdr - 
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P.O. Box 358 84 Pi. Lassen Street Susanvllle, CA 86130 (916) 257-4323 

May 2 4 ,  1995 

Honorable Pogo D. West, Jr. 
the Army 

Pentagon, Room 33718 
D.C. 20330 

In i~rlgadier Cdeneral William R. Holmeu' Marah 3 response to 
qu 'stions submitted by Genatorrr Boxer and Feinstein, along 
w i $  Congressman Herger, he wrote: 

"The Integrated Ammunition Stoakpile Management Plan ie 
not a statia plan. Changes in doctrine, threat, 
requirements, and international conditions may influence 
the feasibility of fully implementing the plan as 
originally written. As ahanges occur, the Plan will be 
reevaluated and updated as reguired.tfi 

e plan is "a work in progrese," how oan the results of 
ubordinato analysis, the Tier Study, be inserted into a 
ea that drives suah alear finality as B M C ?  The 
entlations made concerning the ammunition storage 
latione do not seem to support an ability to reevaluate 
date the implementation of the original plan. If, 

ed, it's the Army's desire to have the flexibility Gen. 
ee refers to, there is no surer way of denying it than 
ugh the BRAC process. A s  you know, BRAC actions, once 
oved and passed into law, can't be altered without 
tiondl legislation. Therefore, regardless of changes 
would have resulted in a decision to modify the 

n a l  implementation, the Army will be statutorily 
bLtsd from aoting upon them. Would you please explain 
our reoommendation supporte the stated goal of having a 

p l a t  that can respond to the myriad uncertainties of the 
fut re? 

I w uld qpprsoiate your most timely response to this inquiry, 
My ongr~s~ional Delegation's opportunitiee to address the 
BRA Commicsion are marohing smartly toward me and 1 don't 
be1 eve I have a ~atiefactory appreciation of how your 
rec 1 mmendatione support the flexibility aacribed to the plan 
for'ammunition storage, A reply by June 1 is essential so I 



Th .Hoo~rable Togo D. West, Jr. 
6e fletery of the Army 
Ma 24, 1995 
Pa f e 2 

and my ~elegation oan review the information and provide 
e l y  comments to the BRAC Cornmiasion. 1 look forward to 
r response. 

&enking, Chainuan 
I t t e e  to Retain sierra Army Depot 

oar The Honorable Dianne Fe ins t e in  
' The Honorable Barbara Boxer 

The Honorable Wally Herger 
BRAC ~onuuioaion (Attn: Army Analyeie Team) 

F'. I: 

' .. 
.), 

3 ,  

., qY: 
':, ?' 

r 

.. . 
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- THE DEFENSE BXSE CLOSCaE .\iD RE,UlGb3lE,\iT COhtCiISSION 

EXEC'LTlTX CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING SYSTEM (ECTS) # 95(3&~-\7 

TYPE OF ACIION REQUIRED 

, 

I 
I 

I ACTION: Offer CamPmts d o c  Suw&an 

OFFICE OF THE CHAmMrtY COMMISSION mMBm 

% 

FRO": x.c-c j , (;10yy&6) 
-: E L L - ~ L + M A V V  I m:C \AQ\Rmtqt- 
ORCAWLATION: 

E GF N E ~ Q ~ R \ L  
ORGANIZATION: 

Ds~(2-c 
MSTALLATION (s) DISCL'SSED: Ld \Ro4>~", 



RONALD TOCCl 
85th Assembly Dlstrlct 

THE ASSEMBLY 

STATE OF NEW YORK 

ALBANY 

CHAIRMAN 
Veterans Affairs 

CHAIRMAN 
Sub-Comm~ttee on Harbor 

and Coastal Zones 

COMMITTEES 
Education 

Env~ronmental C ~ n S e ~ a t l ~ n  
Labor 

Raclng and Wagerlng 
Ways and Means 

SUBCOMMITTEES 
Atr Quality and Nuclear Issues 

16 May 1 5t iazardo~s Waste Transportation 
Transportation Safety 

Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1725 North Moore Street-Suite 1425 '-&:;:a ~,37<:rp ;it:&. p:;:- , 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 l e ~ ~ - ~ ~  1 T r X  -39:<y?h7%-0525-\7 I -- __-__ 
Dezr Chairman 9ixon, 

As you prepare to make final recommendations on which military 
bases will be closed or realigned we, the undersigned members of 
the New York State Assembly Veteransf Affairs Committee, hope you 
take into consideration the impact of your determination on the 
State of New York. 

The following bases in New York State will be affected by the 
decision made by the panel: close: Fort Totten; NRC Staten Island; 
Rome Laboratories; Roslyn AGS; Seneca Army Depot; Niagara Falls Air 
Reserve Station; realign: Ft. Hamilton Reserve Center; redirect: 
Griffis Air Guard and disestablish: REDCAP Activity, Buffalo. 

If the list is approved as it now stands, including the 
additions of May loth, New York State will be left with only one 
major military base, Ft. Drum. Fort Drum, an Army base located in 
northern New York, employs 13,000 military and civilian personnel, 
with an annual economic impact of more than $400 million. 

No region of the state, nor type of base, or branch of service 
has been spared since the downward trend during the last number of 
years. From 1969 to 1983' New York State lost 36 military 
irsst3llations a l ~ n g  w i t b  5'3, ~ 0 ' 6  jcks. Adding this ts the resent 
recommendations, any base closing or realignment in New York will 
have a profound effect on the State. 

Currently, New York is trying to respond to the base closing 
recommendations of just two years ago and the continued downsizing 
of our nation's military. It has been suggested that 61,000 Armed 
Forces personnel will be making New York State their home upon 
leaving the military. Part of the Statefs responsibility, along 
with the military, is to help prepare them, to make the transition 
to civilian life. The recommended base closing will have a 
devastating effect on New York State's ability to continue to help 
in this transition. 

Changes in the world order prompt the reexamination of our 

Room 841. Legislative Office Building. Albany, New York 12248. (518) 455-4897, FAX (518) 455-4861 
77 Quaker Ridge Road, New Rochelle, New York 10804, (914) 235-7900, FAX (914) 654-9785 <$ Printed on recycled paper. 



military mission and, to be sure, we must in turn reexamine the 
role of our domestic military operations. However, just as surely, 
a State's past role must be taken into account when decisions 
affecting its future are being examined. 

We appreciate your consideration of our view in this important 
matter. 

-> 
, 

Sincerely, 

,,!I 

/+ 
1 7  {/&,> 

!-  - , i d - -  ! 





May 22, 1995 

SUBJECT: Response to Congress Fazio's Query on Sacramento (BRAC 91) Econ 

1. The MSA used is the "Sacramento MSA", same used for BRAC 91 & 95 

2. BRAC 91 Employment 697,901 - derived from the 1989 BLS (Bureau of Labor Statistics) 
BRAC 95 Employment 763,605 - adjusted 1993 BLS (Bureau of Labor Statistics) 

3.  The indirect job multiplier used - 2.0 (Depots where employment is predominantly civilian) 

Joseph Vallone / 465 13 
TABS 
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3EMOL'RAT'C CALCCdS--CH-ilRh!AY ai~/1 225-57.E 

OEI<:,CFAT;i. STEEA.hG 
( ~ M M I ~ T E E  : 7223 h'.-.n S -E ,  

&CAI 1, ANI' ( i 356;:- ..-:- 
IOLSE G : : F S ~ I G . - ~  ' t t ? B '  bhh- 65 :  

&J>?OP9IAT.O:\5 c:OtJh.I!T: E: 
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F;,sL,'.- r @oust cf &rpresfntatibce q., 523-5z-B 

C'clcncl Tor.; B e i d  
Ariny  Pentagon 
Wash in~ ton ,  DC 2 0 3 3 < 1  

Dear C o l o ~ ~ e l  &id: 

I would aspreciare your- ilrmedizte a.5sistance in Zulfilling 
the following reque~t: 

1. the  numbers used by the A r z y  tc estimate airecc and 
izldirect job losses a t  Sacramento Army Depot; 

2 .  a ~ d ,  rhe n? t~ lc ip l ie r  w e d  to estimte ladirect job loeses 
st ~ h e  Sacr~unento Army gepct . 

Due to tine s e n s i t i v i t . ~ ,  I would appreciats a responae co 
chis request by the end of today if pcas ib le .  I f  you have ally 
quastions, please ccfitact rry ieglslativs director, 3anice Morria, 
at 202 /225 -5716 .  



.- , - . . -  r .-. . - -  - -  - ? , ,  -? :<,c, l-.;,l.;, I?:?; :li: - .. 

FAX T R ~ S ~ ~ A L  FROM 

TO: 

FAX #: + 3 / 6 4 3  - 35-53 

FROM: f i.,~06izrz..(~ 

DATE: ~ h 9  /q 5- Pages to FOIIOW: ,-&-.-. 
If there is dimcdty with this transmission, please c d :  
202-225-5716 

This hcsimiie contains confidential, privileged information intended 
only for the person(sj to whom it is addressed. Do nor read, copy or 
disseminate this information you are the addressee (or the 
person responsible for delivering it). If you have received this 
document in error, please d us immediately at (202) 225-5716, and 
return the original to Congressman #c Fabo, 2113 Rayburn HOB, 
Washington, D.C. 20515, ria mail. Thank you. 
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THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 

703-696-0504 
ALAN J. DIXON, CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
AL CORNELLA 
REBECCA C O X  

May 23, 1995 GEN J. B. DAVIS, USAF (RET) 
S. LEE KLlNG 
RADM BENJAMIN F. MONTOYA, U S N  (RET) 
MG JOSUE ROBLES, JR., USA (RET) 
WEND1 LOUISE STEELE 

Colonel Michael G. Jones 
Director, The Army Basing Study 
200 Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 203 10-0200 

Dear Colonel Jones: 

The lnforrnation Systems Command has requested authority to move the Executive 
Systems Software Directorate (ESSD) to Fort Belvoir, VA. ESSD consists of 17 military, 71 
civilians and 10 contractor personnel. If this request is approved, could you please provide a 
revised COBRA for the Information Systems Software Command recommendation by June 2, 
1995. In addition, please tell us if the contractors are being provided office space at Fort Belvoir, 
and identifjr the costs, if any, of relocating these personnel. 

If you need any clarification, please contact Mike Kennedy, the Army Team Analyst. 

I appreciate your assistance and cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Edward A. Brown ID 
Army Team Leader 
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United Statt~ $enate 
WASHINGTON, DC 205 10 

May 19, 1995 

The Honorable Alan 3. Cixon ~"tt;;;~). . , - . . . 
Chairman -.--w,. : , . ,-- / - - L-\7{ykT ,,c, - L Defense Base Closure and Realignrnen'c -. - d 

Commission 
1 7 0 0  North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

D e a r  Mr. Chairman: 

We are writing to express our concern ? h a t  t h e  Pentagonfg R R A C  96 
recommendations could c r i p p l e  the ab i l i t - . y  of our Reserve 
Components, particularly the National G i . t d ~ d ,  ro p e r f o r n ~  their 
military rnissiona. 

Specifically, we believe the Army's evaluat i o : ~  of t h e  military 
value of maneuver c r a l n i n g  areas was aeep1.y f ! a w e d  because  it dicl 
not adequately reflect the training and readiness needs of the 
Guard and Reserves. Indeed, we believe some o f  the Army's 
recommendations make a mockery of t h e  "Total Army" c:oncept.  

Sava ra l  A d j u t a n t  Gencralo have ixiformed 1 2 3  t h ~ i t  t h e  Nati oilal 
Guard  Bureau (NGB) did not concur. with the Army's criteria for 
evaluating the military v a l ~ l e  of rnaneuvF:r c r a  i.ning a r e a s  because 
chose criteria ignored Natlonal Guard Title XT t r a i n i n g  
requirements. The Director of the Army National Guard told a 
Senate Defense Appropriations Subcornmi t r  t?ca bi+ari ng that he ie 
concerned chat the "enclaves" the Army p l a n s  to leave at f i v e  
major maneuver areas recommended for' closure csr cealignme~t - -  
Fort Chaf fee,  F o r t  Hunter Liggtc~, F o r t  Pickett, Fort. 1 1 . 1 d i ~ ~ l ~ u w r 1  
Gap, and Fort McClellan - -  ard inac:lec!u.fr:e to r~ieet. the Guard's 
minimum training needs. 

The problem is that the Reserve Co~nponerltv and tlie Army Staff 
have very different definitions of an enclave ' r h ~  vat ianal 
Guard needs enclaves large enough for artillery f i r i n g  and £01- 
battalion and brigade annual t r a i n i n g .  The Army Reserve Command 
nccds enclaves large enough fa r  1 a:~d n . 4 ~  i g t t ~ i c 1 1 1  C ~ J U L  S Y S ,  cind ir! 
some cases large enough to s t a t l o n  elernr?ncs of FOOr\SCC)M's Regional 
Training Brigades. The Army Staif, how+ver ,  ~ e p o r t e d l y  i u  
planning for enclaves that ccmprlue no rrlore t h a n  a f e w  bulldings 
a n d  small artns ranges ,  and w t ~  ~ c h  O r l \ ~ r r  ~ l r -  s r l t  ; - JP  2 u t  y p e - s c j n n e l  

According to t h e  Adjutant General5, zhc Army' ci RRAC 
racommendat ions do not recoynlze 112 1:rcd t5  conduct. I n d l v l d ~ a l  
T3l~ty T r a i n i n g  (IDT) and Allnual .  TT'r-a-nlncj i?Tj :lit ~ J S C ~  czar t h c  
units they serve. T h e y  say Che Army's  ?,an cc l  condact scch 



t r a i n i n g  dt "other installations in the region" is not practical. 
Most alternate traininq sites are hur.dr.eds of m i l ~ q  away, and t h a  
extra travel time would waste as much as four days of each 14-day 
AT period. Moreover, suitable alternate trainin9 sites are 
generally fully occupied by a c t i v e  duty  units, alld i L  i u  doubtful 
the Reserve Components will be ahle to (let the  t r a i n i n g  areas 
they need. 

We a l so  beilieve that the Army has greatly overstated t h e  savings 
from closing or realigning t h e  E j v e  bases ,  t .wr . -ar~~e t h e  Army's 
COBRA model did not recognize Reserve (:om~onent training needs. 
The Directors of the Army Nacional Guard and the Air National 
Guard told the Defensc Subcommittee tht31. tlie Y ~ V . ~ , I ~ C . J Y  f rorn closing 
the facilities would be offset by the increased costs the 
National Guard will have to pay to send units longer distances 
for fewer days of annual training. 

We understand t h e  Reserve C o m p o n ~ n t ~  h a v e  90 far failad to obtain 
a satisfactory commitment from the Arrny on t h e  definition of an 
enclave. We fear that the wording of ths Pentagon's 
recommendations may be legally i n t e x - p r  et.ed L V  pr r c l u d e  
implementing a resolution satisfactory t o  tthe Reserve Components. 
For example, some Army lawyers contend t hat the Pentaqon's BRAC 
recomrnendatlons prohibit stationing of acc lve  duty personnel or  
conducting annual training at Reserve ('omponent encl aves . 

As you know, t h e  Chiefs of the Reserve Components cannot 
volunteer to the Base Closure C o m m i s a i o ~ i  their views on the 
impact that the Army r-acor~~r~~rr~dations rl 1 1 have on r.heir forces. 
That is why we urge you and the Commiss:ion to thoroughly examine 
the Army's decision-making process in ceqard to t h i s  issue. 
Please examine the adequacy of the Army's cos t  analysis and 
whether its recommendations properly reflect thc training 
requirements of the Reserve Components. 

We hope you and your staff will ensure that the Commission's 
final recommendations ddequately suppor r  the readiness and 
training needs of all our military forces. 

+ 
Jd-LC? 

Wendell H. Ford 

Dale B u m p e r s  
Qu'& 
David Pryor: 
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THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMlSSlON 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 

703-696-0504 
ALAN J. DIXON. CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
AL CORNELIA 

May 18, 1995 REBECCA COX 
GEN J. B. OAVlS. USAF (RET) 
S. LEE KUNG 
RADM BENJAMIN f- MONTOYA, USN (RET) 
MG JOSUE ROBLE4 JR.. USA (RET) 
WENDI Louise STEELL 

CoIonel Michael G. Jones 
Director, The Army Basing Study 
200 Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 203 10-0200 

Dear CoIonel Jones: 

Commission review shows seven imtaUations with recommendations having a significant 
impact on M y  housing. These are: Dugway Proving Ground, Fort Buchanan, Fort Hamilton, 
Fort Ritchie, Fort Totten, Charles Price Support Center, and Army Garrison Selfiidge. Request 
the following information, plus any additional info&on that you think will assist us, for each of 
the seven installatiom: 

Housing occupancy rate 
Housing turnover rate 
Deferred Maintenance 
Breakout of population in housing by grade and service 
Othercostsassociatedwithhousing 

In addition, request that you provide Anny policy on stateside cost oflbhg allowances 
and its applicabdity to each of these areas. 

Request that you provide the Commission with a copy of the Iatest Faciiities Engineering 
and Housing Annual Summary of Operations. 

Please provide your response no later than 30  may 1995. Thank you for your assistancece 
I appfeciate your time and cooperation 

Edward A B~OWU ITI 
Army Team Leader 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

200 ARMY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 20310-0200 

May 10, 1995 

The Honorable Allen J. Dixon 
Chairman Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

At a recent GAO hearing, the Commission expressed an interest in the Army's family housing 
policy as it relates to our recommendations which dispose of family housing. Army housing is a 
crucial quality of life issue that has direct impact on personnel readiness and retention. However, 
we do not believe that the Army should retain all current family housing. Rather, a moie 
innovative approach is required, one which recognizes the reality of inadequate funding, cultural 
and demographic changes, and the availability/suitability of existing housing. To that end, the 
Army has established a three-pronged strategy to meet the requirements of the 21st century. 

(a) Plus-up funding. Acquiring additional appropriated funds will help solve some of 
housing program's problems. However, we do not expect the amount of money needed to be 
available. 

(b) Divest/Demolish. Disposing of units that are excess or uneconornically repairable is 
an important part of our strategy. We intend to focus on areas where market surveys indicate that 
affordable housing is widely available. Approximately 5,000 units are scheduled for disposal over 
the next five years. 

(c) Transition to business operatiodprivatization. The Business Occupancy Program 
(BOP) has been implemented at 4 prototype installations and will be expanded Army-wide by 1 
Oct 95. Under the BOP, funds are allocated at a rate equivalent to the BAQNHA of housing 
occupants. This fbnding stream will necessitate a transition to a more business-like approach to 
operating and maintaining housing. In addition, a DoD Housing Tiger Team is drafting legislation 
that will allow the Government to leverage hnds by partnering with the private sector to acquire 
and revitalize housing. 

Printed on @ Recycled Paper 



Each of the Army's BRAC recommendations were dficult to make. Those involving 
quality of life issues were even more so. Our recommendations to the Commission support the 
Army's policy on housing and best serve the total Army Family. 

TABS point of contact for this action is Mr. Joseph Vallone, (703) 614-6513 

Director of Management 
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JIM CHAPMAN 
FIRST DISTRICT 

COMMITEE: 

APPROPRIATIONS 
- - -  

TEXAS SUBCOMMITTEES. 

ENERGY AND WATER DEVELOPMENT 

2417 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING Congress of me Wniteb S ta te s  VA nuo. AGENCIES AND INDEPENDENT 

WASHINGTON, DC 20515-4301 
TELEPHONE: ( 2 0 2 )  225-3035 #ou$e of SepteltentatibeS 

May 5, 1995 

Lt. Col. Bob Miller, Analyst 
The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Lt. Col. Miller: 

Please find attached several charts that discuss realigning the Barstow 
Marine Corps Logistics Base as an alternative to the Defense Department's 
closure recommendations. If you judge that this proposal makes sense, I would 
suggest that its inclusion in the options available to the Commission may 
assist the Commission to maintain greater flexibility at this juncture of the 
BRAC process. 

This proposal has the significant advantage of being based on a sound 
logical foundation: If the Army is going to close all but one vehicle 
maintenance depot to support 10 divisions, how can the Marine Corps justify 
keeping two depots to support three divisions? The proposal has the added 
advantage of reducing excess capacity and duplication while achieving 
interservicing. Finally, this proposal would spread the BRAC impact more 
evenly across each of the services than does the Defense Department's 
recommendation. 

I appreciate the difficulty of the task before the Commission and the 
critical role played by the Commission staff. I hope that this proposal is 
helpful, With warm regards, I am 

S ncere y, 

im C pman 8- r of Congress 

Enclosure 

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE OF RECYCLED FIBERS 
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8 
a BRAC 95, 

Impact on Depot Capacity 

FY99 Capacity Utilization 

Red River 
Workload l ndex index 

1.493 3.233 46% 
Anniston 1.763 3.200 55% 

Letterkenny 1.961 2.485 79% 
Barstow 1.308 1.037 126% 

6.525 9.955 66% 

Less 
Letterkenn y 

Letterkenny & 
Barstow 

'Data Soirrce is Defense Depot Maint Council Business Plan, FY95-99 



Advantages 

Reduces excess capacity 
Reduces duplication 
Achieves interservicing 
Provides a more equitable interservice BRAC closure 
burden 
Preserves Marine Corps & Army readiness 



Barstow 
Workload Realignment 

Red River Anniston Remarks 
Corn bat Vehicles 

Light Armored Vehicles X 

Tactical Vehicles X 

Construction Equipment X 

Missiles 

Hawk Ground Support Equipment 

X Interserviced to 
Anniston 

Marine Corps 
Capability 
Required 

Transfer back to 
Barstow from 
Letterkenny 
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THOMAS L. SHIVELY. Colonel, USAF JEANNIE HATKENBRUCK 
Chief, Armament Division Chief, Logistics Operations 
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Commodities Directors te Armament Division - 
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POINT PAPER 
ON 

ARMY BRAC 93 RE-DIRECT PROPOSAL 
TACTIC& MISSILE CVNSOLIDATION 

FOR BRAC COMMISSION 
May 8,1995 

The BRAC Commission on Apr. 26, 1995, dlrened tbe A m y  Lu i(~'dyzc cunsolidatioo of  all &c DoD tactical 
missile workload at HiU AFB. 

* *  Represmtatlves from tbe Army and OSD wlth Air Force prsout-l cirllduuctcd n quick site s w c y  of 
Hill AFB and reviewed the tactical missile workload requirements. 

**  The total FY 1999 workload requwd to uansfer to Hill AFB was determined to bc 1 :272 M rlLsct 
labor hours (DLH) plus 12 1K DLH (at Hill AFB) for a total of 1.393 DLH. The 1.393M DLH 
includes the original 677K DLH identified during the BRAC 93 decision plus 658K DLH attributed to 
Patriot and Hawk at .htterkenny Army Depot (LEAU), and 58K DLH for Paalor and Hawk all up 
round (AUR) at Red River Army Depot (RRAJ?). The only DLH not included are those required for 
the AUR currently performed at LEAD, which were aot provided to the Air Force. However, all costs 
associated with transferring the workload (e.g., facilities, equipment. etc.) were included in the Alr 

Force proposal. 

* The Air Force provided the Army Base Study Oflice a written cost estimate to move the ~dentxhed UOV tactical 
missile workload to Hill AFB. The A n y  Base Study Office ssessed the Air Force and A m y  data submitted. 
and made cost-adjustments (increases) to the Air Force proposal. The Air Force did not have an opportunity to 
review these increased costs prior to the Army Base Study OfFice incorporating them into the COBRA analys~s 

After completing the COBRA analysis, the Army provided the Air Force with the methodology used in 
determining the cost incrmes to the Air Force propod. The Air Force hm reviewed the Army's cost increases 
d m  amme& -- - - -. .- - -- 

-* PERSONNEL: The Amy was directed by the BRAC Commission to use the DoD BRAC 
recommendation submitted Feb. 28, 1995. The BRAC Commission Staff provided the Army wlth the 
Hill AFB personnel increase of 237 (personnel authorizations). assoc~ated with the DoD BRAC 
recommendation. However. not included in the model. were the more thm 1500 personnel losses 
(faces) from Hill AFB betweerr FY 1996 and FY 2001 directed by the Dorn memo. This does not 
incl~lde the 600 personnel (faces) scheduled for RIF during September 1995. The losses will include 
personnel with related skillsnsed in the full range of tasks for the repair of DoD tactical missiles and 
could be r&ligned with minimal training. Utilizing these personnel reductions avoids?% need to hire 
direct labor or PCS personnel (faces) There will be no personnel hiring costs at Hill AFB for 
transferring this workload therefore, the COBRA personnel transferring wsts should be eliminated. 

-- MJLCON: 

*** ATACM's ALLW ROUND MA-NANCE FACILITY (BLDG. 2214) 
Based on informstion provided hy the facilities engineer m the ATACM propun office, Hill AFB 
has b e  depot level facilities available to support a consolidation of the ATACM's missile 
workload without incurring any substantial construction costs. Building 22 14. the building 
selected for the ATACM's Full-1Jp Rn~lnd Maintmance Facility, has been certified and approved 
in accordance with DoD Explosive Standards to handle 9,800 pounds of Class 1, Division 1 . 1  
explosives. In addition to having the adequate esplosive handling ratin_e. Building 2214 mcets the 



floor space requirements for ATACM missile operations. Building 22 14 is not scheduled for 
demolition. Hill AFB is prepared to expand Huildmg 2214 based on the ATACM missile system 
workload in order to establish an eficient missile maintenance operation. Such changes will 
include: 1) Incorporating an orientation pad and test stand for the fmal guidance control 
alignment callbrabon tor the ATACM. 2) Continue and complete the work already started on 
hardening the n a w l  gas metering station located adjacent to Bldg. 2214 (current work on this 
issue was prompted by other facility requirements affected by the metering station, not due to 
Bldg. 22 14 operations), 3) Adding additional security Lighting to the building (even thou@ it is in 
a secured. coEtrolled access area with milimy police sentry's monitoring activities; the same area 
where the Minuteman and Peacekeepers we stored), 4) Upgrading the environmental control 
conditioning to the building, 5 )  Providing enclosed sheltering for the loading platforms,, protecting 
personnel and munitions from inclement weather, and 6) Adding radio frequency CRF) protection 
around the building. Most of these modifications will be handled within Hill AFB's Civil 
Engineering Squadron with mioinial outlay in funding. Ovmll the Air Force proposes renovation 
costs of M95K for Building 2214. This includes f295K for facility modifications and $200K for 
support equipment. This changes our original estimate of S287K. The structural integrity md 
wall construction of the building can be accounted for by the Class 1, Division 1.1 nting 
approved for the building. In addition, ceiling height is adequate for safe movement of the 
14'x3.5'x3 ' missile container. The missile itself. 13' in length and 2' in diameter. easily fits into 
and can be h;indle within the existing bays of building 2214. Furthermore, the entrance and exit 
utility doors are 8.~10' .  This allows the current sideloading munitions forklift to pick-up and 
position the missile. in it's container. within Building 2214. Finally, Building 2214 is fully 
capable of accepting the ATACM missile n~nintenance workload without the extensive renovation 
costs called out by the LEAD personnel. 

**- PATRIOT RADAR TEST SITE: The $5 1 OK estimate for the radar test site consrmction was 
baed on what we believed were similar operations. h e  to short time fiarnes. Hill AFB was 
unable to obtain accurate costs for equipment and construction of a radar test site. We will accept 
the 62M costs. bur feel that with adequate time to prepare. these costs could be brought down. 

MTSSTLE STORAGE: 1.EAl-I identified 3 reqllimmt for 1 M f?' of tactical missile explosive 
storage to be collocated with the maintenance facility. The Air Force requires a total of 

-. .. .- - - -- - 3 ! r ! ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ a ~ ~ i v c  component-st~eifstac-ked6ne-Item-hi-2 . . 
ALR. rocket motor, explosive cumponmts, and guidance and conb-01 sections. However, 
according to system specification, the Air Force missiles can be stored from 5 to 1 1 hirrh. Using r an average of three high. the Air Force storape requirements are reduced to 304,955 A . F i e  

- 

percent of thst requiremat is for storage of the Maverick and was not considered for AUR 
consolidation. Deducting the Air Force requirement from the 1M ft' identified by LEAD leaves 
approximately 900K fi2 required for Army and Marine Corps missilcs. Discussions with the Navy 
indicate they plw to continue use of their East and West Coast repair and storage Rcilitiee and not 

--.., 
consolidated at LEAD. Based on our analysis of Air Force requirements and Navstated 
intentiks, 1M ft2 appears to be excessive. 

Review of the storage requirement of 1M ft' of space, as called for in the BRAC Commission 
Analyst Notes. found that Hill has over I87K ft2 of missiles storage space available, This 
187K A' WJS obtained by vacating 62.2K fi2 utilized for fhe stongc of strategic missile and 12SK 
ft' used to store tactics) missiles and other conventional munitions items. Available space is 
87K A' greater than previously reported and resulted from a more in-depth study of existing 
stomge rcqui.rcmmts. Costs associated arc descritzcd in the Munitions Storqc MILCON 

paragraph following. 

The Air Form cxplosivc storagc regulations do not rcquirc class 1.4 c.xplosivc itcms bc storcd in 

igloos. Our normal procedures are to license a warehouse facility and use it to store these type of 



items. An additional 50K ft2 of 1.4 s towe  is available immediately to store GCS, fi-eeing up 
additional I .I class for AUR storage. 

The proposed consolidation is to consider complete collocation of the required storage at the 
depot maintenance location. This criteria is not consistent with present DoD procedures and is not 
necessary for successful, economic depot performance. Historically. Maverick Missiles have been 
stored at Tnele and Red River Army Depots and all up round repairs performed at Hill AFB 
within the GCS depot. Approximately 7504 - 90% of Air Force missiles are stored at operational 
locations. Even more important, it is unwise both strategically and loplstically to store all missiles 
in one location ns descrit-4 helow. The services' System Progran~ Manqers have not been 
consulted about tbe tactical missile consolidated storage at one location. 

During Desert Stonn and more rrcently Somalia and Bosnia we found because of collateral 
d.unage reasons, precision guided munitions were then and are now the weapon of choice. 
Precision guided munitions must be strategically located for outlosd purposes whether by air. rail 
or ~urface. Therefore, in future conflictsn it wn~rld he logistically impassible to outload all service 
requirements from one location. Also, from a strategic standpoint, the impacts of locating all of 
DoD's most expensive weapons in one location could be disastrous. 

Bemuse of this, DoD has developed a stockpile optimitation plan placing critical assets in three 
Tier I Army storage depots, in the east (Anniston AD), west (Tooele AD) and midwest 
(McCallistcr AD). Thio provide optimum outload to meet critical scenarios. At this p i n t  in 

time, assets have not yet been moved (not yet fimded) to any of the Tier I Depots, negating my 
relocation costs. We verified with the Army representative author of the Army Tiering concept 
that LEAD is a Tier 11 dcpot. 

.It is the Air Force's opinion that additional storage over and a h v e  that required to meet 
irwlrdiatt: ~ e y a i r  ncc&, is not necessary. Tactical rni33ilw 3hould he dored 3t the three Tier t 
depots. 

MISSILE STORAGE MLCON: Rcvicw of thc storngc rcquircmcnt of I M A' of space, w 

- called for in the BRAC Commission Analyst Notes, found that Hill AFB has over 187K fi' o f  
rnissi lessto~e space available- This I 8 7 ~ - f i * w a ~ ~ ~ i a ~ t i ~ ~  ut~lued 
for the storage of strategic missiles and 125K n%w;al to store tactical rnis~ilcs and othcr 
conventional munitions items. Available space is 872; ft2 greater than previously reported . 

and resulted from a more in-depth study of existing storage requirements. There is an 
estmated cost of S3ODK to obtain rhb space. Smegic missile sorage h a  b a r 1  p rvg  U U I ~ I ~ C ~ ~  

for closing and no costs are associated with obtaining this space. The munitions storape space 
wiI1 be realized througb demilitarization, attrition due to normal issue. and the movement of 
material horn 3UK ft3 of storage. *-*. 
5 - 

With the availability of 187K ftZ of s ace at Hill AFB, an additional area of 813K A? is P. . required to meet the eshmnted 1M if rdenufied by LEAD. Hi11 AFB belleves the 1 M ft? IU k 
excessive for several reasons previously esplained, I ) strategic requirements to not locate all 
depot assets at one location 2) iogistiwl requirements for shipping during a Desert 
ShieidlStorm scenario, and 3) vertical storage of assets in new type igloos. However, ro a b ~ d e  
by the direction received. Hill is providing cost for thc stipulated large storagc area. 

Acreage for additional storage is available at 'l'ooele A U  or UTlR (Oasis:), or 3 cornblnation 
of these two sites. Construction costs would be $106M (8 13K ft2 * $ $13 11 fi.'). Construction 
of larger facilities of a more modem design, such as tbose being constructed at Hill AFB. 
could be expected to save 30% of this construction costs iW6M). This would occur due to 
better utilization of space with vertical walled units allowing better vertical storage. 



The need for construction of FUI additional 460 ieloos at Hawthorne, NV. or McCdIister 
A r m y  Ammunition Plant, OK, for storage of conventional munitions c u m t l y  stored at 
LEAD, should not be a factor in the tactical missile workload consolidation study. This 
requirement is totally independent of and not associated with the 1 M fl' of space stated as 
being required for tnctical missile storage, and as a result Hill AFB has only calculated cost of 
obta'ming 1 M A') of space. 

In summary, Hill AFB's position is that the MILCON for tactical missiles storage would be 
S6GM or less, and when thc storage requirements ate hlly identified and analyzed, the 
existing I87K ft2 available at Hill AFR plus the designated Tier I storwe at Anniston. Tooele. 
and McCallister, would be fully adequate for all storage requirements. This is especially true 
Eom a strategic and logistic point of view. It would not be wise to store all assets at one 
location, as any disaster c.ottld cripple the 1 I.S. posture. In addition. shipment of assets from 
one location during a Desen ShjeIdlStorm scenario would be a logistics nightmare. 

-- TIME FTUME: In accordance with DoD and A u  Force implmmtatinn of t h e  National 
Environmental Policy Act, an Enviro~lentd Assessment (EA) will be completed. Only when the EA 
results in a finding of significant impact is an environmental impact survcy (EIS) required. The 
workloads rccommcndod for tmnsfer during the first years of the plan include no known new 
processes, chemicals, waste streams, etc., that would impact our present environmental licensing at 
Hill AFB. The major systems, Patriot and Hawk. do not transfer until FY 1.998- I Q99 providing more 
thal  enough tims to complctc and rcspwnd to any new environmental issues. Therefore, an EA is 
expected to demonstrate that no significant impact will be found, and an EIS will not be required. 

-- TRAINING. LEAD cstimatcd training on a11 21 systcms to bc S78.3h4, of which $22M w u  slated for 
Hawk and Patriot systems, equating to 78% of the total training budget. We believe the $22M training 
budget for Hawk and Patriot to be excessive. 

The Dorn memo continues to drive downsizing at Hill AFB. This action will require the release of 
direct labor personnel, during the workload transfer schedule, with the skills to support the full scope 
of DoD tactlcal missile worklosd. Tht: Au FUIW still Lnlicvcs that $17.4M is cscessivc for all training 
because of the resident skills base at Hill AFB, but wiU accept the $17.4M based on dat3 From LEAD. 

----- - _~ _ ._ . _ - ._________ 

** INVEN'I'UKY 'CKANSFER: The invenrory m s f e r  cost is considered a "wwh" TUI ~ U V C U ~ U ~  (tot 

presently at LEAD. Tile inventory will cither be shipped to Hill AFB or LEAD depending on the 
decision of rhe BRAC. The increased invattory documented in this paragmph, from the estimated 
$5GS to the reported f3.1MI appears significant. However, our inventory cost estimates arc b a x d  UII 

the belief that the Army depots practice good suupply discipline and only retain the material required to 
support the current year requirements. This, coupled with the prqiected transfer date of the first 
quarter of FY 1999, provides ample tme to reduce the inventory to a minimum before tbe transfer 
begins. WF would further expect the Army to only orde?tnandatory material requirewts for up to 
six months prior to workload transfer with other parts being held in the item manager's account or 
fonvarded to the new depot. This practice will fitrther rehce the mventory to the point we believe the 
cost to transfer will be more in-line with our projected $SOK for P a ~ o t  and a $1 .SM total. 

* * *  EQUIPMENT TRANSFXR: The equipment transfer cosl of S7.3M. for the Hawk and Pstriot 
weapon systems appears to be hi&. Thc equipment wst ' e r  cosr tor all or the tactical missiles ro 
LEAD is estimated to be f5M. This includes the Maverick Missile Syst.ern which has more test 
stations and test sets than the 24 test sets currently used on thc Patriot System. We believe a more 
conservative S2.5M should meet the equipment transfer cost tor both Hswk and Pamor. 



-=* SUNK COSTS: Sunk cnst.q me a reality of downsizing throughout DoD. LEAD has identified 
S25M already spent consolidating tactical missiles. Sunk costs will be associated with any 
scenario, i.e.. the closure of LEAD will result in a loss of b d s  spent implementing the 93 BRAC 
recommen&tion, or failure to ohtain optimlrm ~ltiliwtion of the Hill AFB infiash-ucture by adding 
workload will require closure, disposal, or m s f e r  of in-place facilities-a loss to DoD. This is a 
significant impact to the $1B irdh..cntre in place n Hill AFB. 

-*- RECURRING COSTS: Even though labor co* are not included in the COBRA model. long 
term savings based on labor rates should be evaluated. The difficulty in comparing rates between 
scrvicca is due to the differences in the accounting syrtmc, i.e., material. overhead GbA. etc. 
However. consistently. Hill AFB labor rates are less than LEAD. ANAD and TOAD. The Depot 
Maintenance operation Indicator Repon identifies Hill AFB average labor rate of $69.27 
compared to thc LEAD rote of $10 1.36. The Cost Comparability Handhonk (Aug 93) identifies 
HiU AFB labor rate as $49.38. LEAD as $65.33, and TOAD as $58.3 1. A comparison using the 
Cost Comparison Handbook labor rates ktween Hill AFB and LEAD shows considerable annual 
saviugs wi be achiovcd for GCS, launcher. and vehicle repair. 

** COSTS NOT INCLUDED: 

OTAER MILCON: Hill AFB sees the tactical missile consolidation as a civilian workload. 
However. the Hill AFB infrasnvcture is in-placc to support a large contingent of military 
personnel. The Ficili l i~~ leudin whilc thc assigned wnhnpcnt hm decrezed over the past several 
years. Our military personnel and their family members are provided both on-base and off-base 
support including, social activities. child a r e .  Base Exchange, hospital. theater. banking. school. 
housmg Commtssary. Hobby shops, alu~at{orlal opportunities. ctc. Our downsizing effom.  ill 
result in mothballing approximately 300K ft' of administrative area. Other MILCON concerns 
identified in this section should not be considered. 

*** ICS: Based on the decision of tbe Joint Cross Service Group for Depot Maintenance (JSCGIDM). 
interim contractor support (ICS) is the responsibility of the owning service and will not be 
considered m costs to relocate workload. L k e  the estin~aiod $84..5E.1 am-ibutcd to Patriot and 

. 
Hawk, the 1993 estimate for Maverick ICS was $76.5M. which if considered, would have greatly 

'@* sicewea ~ECXI -- -- - - - - - - 

*** RELOCATION COSTS: Hill AFB identified IOOK f? for tactical missile explosive storage. 
70K A' immediately available and an additional 30K ft2 available in the future. The paper made- 
mention of existing storage of ICBMs at Navajo Natlonal Guard Depot. AZ. and posslble deep 
storage of Air Force Munitions. However, all movemat would be done through attrition 
requiring no relocation dollars. ICBMs planned or currently stored at Navajo were already 
budgeted for by the PEO and igloos would not need modificatlon to accommodare deep storage or' 
Air F ~ C C  munitions" items. An additional 87K f12 of explosive storage at Hill AFLwould also be 
heed up with a relocation cost of 6300K. for a total 187K f?'. Hill AFB also has additional 
storage available for GCS 1.4 storage in exess of SOK ff. 

*-  COST AVOTDANCE: Since all of the missile systems have not yet transferred to LEAD. it seems 
inappropriate to label the difference between the original BRAC 93 appropriation and what has been 
expended to date as "cost avoidance". 

TOTAL F'. OE. 
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THE GOVERNOR 

Ms. Rebecca Cox 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1700 No~tli Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

May 5, 1995 

Dear Ms. Cox. 

On behalf of all Pennsylvanians, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to 
present testimony in defense of our milita~y bases to you and the other Commissioners at 
yesterday's regional hearing in Baltimore. W appreciate your time and interest. 

As Governor, I an vely proud of I'ennsylvania's milita~y installations. Our strategic 
location and world-class workers make our Coninionwealth unicluely qualified to host milita~y 
bases. Moreover, PennsyI\lania's liisto~y of suppo~-t of ous nation's dcfknse is ~i1ip;11-allelt.ti 
anywhere in  the nation. 

Despite these advantages, I'ennsyl~~anin is no stl-angel to thc 131<A(' 131-occss. 0 ~ 1 1 -  

Commonwealth has been stung many times by the proccss and c~nt~-ibuted more than its fail. 
share in the name of down-sizing and spending reductions. In terms of net jobs lost, 
Pennsylvania will be second to only Califonlia if this year's ~.ecom~nendations are appl-oved. 
When viewed proportionately, we will have the dubious honor of being hit  even harder than 
California. 

Your task is not an easy one, but it is an important and necessaly one. The decisions 
of the next several weeks will have lasting implications for oul- national defense well into the 
next century. I wish you luck and ask that as you make your decisions you consider the 
tremendous burden that Pennsylvania has borne in the psocess. 

With best regards I remain, 

Yours tl-ulv. 

(iovel-nor Tom Kdge 
Commonwealth of Pennsyl\~ania 
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May 8, 1995  
-'A,.& - . . 

Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Monroe Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Alan: 

Thank you for the opportunity tc spsear Scfore the 
Commission during your hearings in San Francisco. Lee Clune and 
I appreciated the chance to present the views of the Delta 
Junction community on the proposed realignment of Fort Greely. 

During my testimony, I reflected on the broader significance 
of Alaska military bases to our Nation's security interests. As 
I know you appreciate from your tenure as a Member of the Armed 
Services Committee, our forces in the Asia-Pacific region are 
spread very thin. Alaska units provide a strategic reserve and 
strike capability on American soil--an irreplaceable asset. 

In San Francisco, I noted the dual deployment capability of 
the Alaska bases--providing double the deployment flexibility of 
units in the lower 48 states. This translates to reduced 
requirements for airlift and sealift--already in short supply. 

As the Commission proceeds to evaluate the addition of other 
bases to the list forwarded by the Department of Defense, I urge 
you to reject any proposals to consider closure or downsizing of 
the forces remaining in Alaska. Two ~dministrations, three 
Secretaries of Defense, t w o  Chairmen of the ~oint Chiefs and all 
three previous Base Closure Commissions looked closely at this 
issue, and rejected proposals to eliminate the five primary 
cserating bases in Alaska. 

Please feel free to call on me if you have any questions or 
concerns about information related to the military installations 
in Alaska. I will do everything I can to assist on any matter 
related to the bases in my State. 

With best wishes, 
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THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 

703-696-0504 
ALAN J. DIXON, CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
AL CORNELLA 
REBECCA COX 
GEN J. B. DAVIS, USAF (RET) 
S. LEE KLlNG 
RADM BENJAMIN F. MONTOYA, USN (RET) 
MG JOSUE ROBLES, JR., USA (RET) 
WEND1 LOUISE STEELE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CORRECTED VERSION AS OF 8:00 PM EST 
Contact: Wade Nelson 

Chuck Piza 
John Earnhardt 

COMMISSION ADDS 31 NEW BASES TO CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT LIST 

WASHINGTON, D.C., May 10, 1995 - The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission today 
voted to add 3 1 military installations to the list of bases it is reviewing for realignment or closure. 

In a hearing in Washington, D.C., the eight-member commission also voted to evaluate for greater 
realignment or complete closure 4 bases that were recommended only for realignment by the Secretary of Defense 
when he submitted his list to the Commission Feb~ary 28. 

"Just because a base was added to the list today doesn't mean it will close or be realigned," said former 
U.S. Senator Alan J. Dixon, the commission chairman. "It means the commission believes a fuller evaluation of 
the base is a reasonable thing to undertake at this tirac. 

"We do not make additions to the list lightly, but it is the nzqonsiiility of the commission to submit to the 
President by July 1 the best possiile closure and realignment list," Dixon said 

The commission's actions today affected bases in two werall categories: those that were not on the 
Secretary's February list and those that were. 

Those that were not on the list were added today "for realignment or closure." Those that wen on the list 
were added "for furthet realignment or closure." "Further realignment" means an action that will result in greater 
job loss at the installation than contemplated by the Secretary's list 

Between now and June 11, the commissioners will visit bases added to the list today and conduct regional 
hearings at which the afkkd communities will be able to testifjr regarding the base. Members of Congress will 
&sb@ before the commission June 12-13 in Washington, D.C. and a date will be set for Defense Department 
officials to testify regarding the added bases. 

The commission will begin its final dellhrations June 22 in Washington. 



Page Two - Base Closure Commission adds 

Here is the list of bases added to the list today: 

BASES NEWLY ADDED FOR REALIGNMENT OR CLOSURE - 31 

AIR FORCE (1 3) 

Chicago O'Hare IAP Air Reserve Station 
Minneapolis-St. Paul IAP Air Reserve Station 
Columbus Air Force Base 
Niagara Falls IAP Air Reserve Station 
Youngstown-Warren MAP Air Reserve Station 
Vance Air Force Base 
Carswell Air Reserve Station 
Laughlin Air Force Base 
General Mitchell Air Reserve Station 
McClellan Air Force Base 
Robins Air Force Base 
Tinker Air Force Base 
Kelly Air Force Base 

Chicago, ILLINOIS 
Minneapolis, MINNESOTA 
Columbus, MISSISSIPPI 
Niagara Falls, NEW YORK 
Youngstown, OHIO 
Enid. OKLAHOMA 
Fort Worth, TEXAS 
Del Rio, TEXAS 
Milwaukee, WISCONSIN 
Sacramento, CALIFORNIA 
Warner-Robins, GEORGIA 
Oklahoma City, OKLAHOMA 
San Antonio, TEXAS 

Space and Strategic Defense Command (Leased Facilities) Huntsville, ALABAMA 
Oakland A m y  Base Oakland, CALIFORNIA 
Fort Holabird Baltimore, MARYLAND 
Tobyhanna Army Depot Wilkes-Barre, PENNSYLVANIA 

Engineering Field Activity, West 
Fleet and Industrial Supply Center 
Naval Air Station Point Mugu 
Naval Warfare Assessment Division 
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion, and Repair 
Naval Air Station 
Public Works Center 
Portsmouth Naval Ship Yard 

San Bruno, CALIFORNIA 
Oakland, CALIFORNIA 
Ornard, CALIFORNIA 
Corona, CALIFORNIA 
San Francisco, CALIFORNIA 
Atlanta, GEORGIA 
GUAM 
Kittery, MAINE 

more 



Page Three - Base Closure Commission Adds 

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY (6) 

Defense Distribution Depot McClellan Sacramento, CALIFORNIA 
Defense Distribution Depot Warner-Robins Warner-Robins, GEORGIA 
Defense Distribution Depot Okla. City Oklahoma City, OKLAHOMA 
Defense Distribution Depot Tobyhanna Wilkes-Barre, PENNSYLVANIA 
Defense Distribution Depot Sari Antonio San Antonio, TEXAS 
Defense Distribution Depot Hill Ogden, UTAH 

SES ON THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE'S CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT LIST 

ADDED TODAY BY THE C O ~ I O N  FOR FUR-IGNMENT OR CLOSURE - 4 

AIR FORCE (3) 

Homestead Air Reserve Station 
Grand Forks Air Force Base 
Hill Air Force Base 

Letterkenny Army Depot 

Florida City, FLORIDA 
Grand Forks, NORTH DAKOTA 
Ogden, Utah 

Letterkenny, PENNSYLVANIA 

# # # 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 2030 1 - 1 700 

OPERATIONAL TEST 

AND EVALUATION 
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April 25, 1995 63 

Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission 

1700 N. Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I appreciated the opportunity to testify before you on 
April 17, 1995. We are committed to providing the  omm mission 
with all the assistance and support we can. Enclosed are the 
responses to the questions you provided me from Congressman 
Sam Farr. 

I trust this information will be helpful to you and 
please let me know if there is anything else I can provide. 

Director 

Enclosure 



Congressional Questions for the Record 

Question: Mr. Coyle, as the person responsible for 
operational testing in DoD, you state in your Februa,ry 10, 
1995 memorandum to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Economic Security (Economic Reinvestment & BRAC) that the 
recommendation to realign Fort Hunter-Liggett is a 
"showstopper." 

Answer: To quote from our February 10, 1995 memorandum, our 
recommendation was that the "Amy withdraw (its) proposal to 
move its test battalion from Fort Hunter-Liggett to Fort 
Bliss." Perhaps our use of the word "showstopper" was not 
the best choice. In the theater, a showstopper is applause 
that is so extended that it stops the show. This was not our 
meaning. Our memorandum was to convey our feeling that Fort 
Hunter-Liggett is an especially valuable asset, and that it's 
inclusion on the BRAC list should not be recommended to the 
Secretary of Defense. Subsequent to our February 10 
memorandum, I discussed my concerns with the Army. The Army 
expressed their view that the operational considerations 
raised by DOT&E were, in fact, considered in the Army's test 
planning. In addition, they pcinted out that the size of the 
TEC mission is small and could be realigned in the future 
outside of the BRAC process should the need arise. The 
recommendation also retains the land at Hunter-Liggett under 
Army control should the need arise to resume major testing 
there. I told the Army that I remained skeptical and 
concerned about the implications of this realignment for 
future Army testing capability. 

Question: Mr. Coyle, we understand that there are conditions 
at Fort Hunter-Liggett which enhance it as a site for , 

performing operational testing. These include: a varied 
terrain, isolation, no artificial light contamination and no 
radio frequency interference. Do these conditions exist at 
Fort Bliss? If not, could they be crsated? 

Answer: Fort Bliss does not have the quality of terrain, 
weather, foliage, lack of artificial light contamination, or 
freedom from radio frequency interference as Fort Hunter- 
Liggett. It would be impractical to "createu these features 
at Fort Bliss. Instead the testing capabilities from other 
Army test assets woul2 be used in csrbinaticn to appraximate 
the capabilities at Fort Hunter-Liggett. Also the Arrny 
proposal provides for future use of F 3 r ~  Hunter-Liggett when 
required. 



Question: Mr. Coyle, from a military value standpoint is the 
"laser-safe bowl" (which allows for non-eye safe laser 
testing in an instrumented valley) at Fort Hunter-Liggett a 
critical component of opersyional testing? 

Answer : Yes, modern testkg of military systems often 
involves firing lasers instead of actual bullets or missiles. 
These laser firings are "paired" with laser receptors on the 
intended targets to determine if a hit has taken place. Of 
course, this must be done with the utmost personnel safety. 
The natural bowl at Fort Hun~er-Liggett provides an ideal 
setting for such tests. Laser firings are conducted at other 
DoD test ranges but with concomitant restrictions where 
natural protection is unavailable. 

Question: Mr. Coyle, do you think the instrumentation suite 
(used to monitor and record every player's activity during a 
test) could be duplicated at Fort Bliss? If so, would it be 
as effective? 

Answer: For the right amount of money, the instrumentation 
at Fort Hunter-Liggett could be duplicated at Fort Bliss. If 
as good a job were done as has been done at Fort Hunter- 
Liggett, it could be as effective at Fort Bliss. 

Question: Mr. Coyle, from a military value standpoint, is 
Fort Hunter-Liggett essential to operational testing to DoD? 

Answer: Military value was evaluated by the Services, not 
by the Joint Cross Service Groups(JCSG) . Military value-as 
determined by the Services-was considered along with 
functional values-determined by the JCSG's-in the final 
Service recommendations. Recognizing the special value of 
Fort Hunter-Liggett, the Army has proposed to continue to 
test at Fort Hunter-Liggett on a campaign basis. My concern 
is that moving the test command to Fort Bliss could become a 
de facto closing from a testing point of view. 

Just four years ago, in 1991, the Army consolidated 
testing activities at Fort Hunter-Liggett because of the 
higher costs of campaign-style operation. Accordingly, once 
having moved to Fort Bliss, che Army may find that it is too 
expensive to return to Fort 3unter-Liggett on a campaign 
basis. 
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THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTOW, VA 22209 

703-696-0504 
ALAN J. DIXON, CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
AL CORNELLA 

May 15,1995 REBECCA COX 
GEN J. 8. DAVIS, USAF (RET) 
S. LEE KLlNG 
RADM BENJAMIN F. MONTOYA, USN (RET) 
MG JOSUE ROBLES, JR., USA (RET) 
WEND1 LOUISE STEELE 

Colonel Michael G. Jones 
Director, The Army Basing Study 
200 Army Pentagon 
Washington, DC 203 10-0200 

Dear Colonel Jones: 

As a follow up to previously requested material concerning port facilities, the 
Commission would appreciate additional information detailing support to Operation Desert 
Storm. Please provide by military and commercial facility the number of ships handled, and the 
amount and general type of military cargo (i.e., armored vehicles, bulk ammunition, light 
infantry unit equipment) shipped in support of Operation Desert Storm. If deployment and 
sustainrnent shipments are representative of the overall effort, redeployment information may be 
omitted. Regardless, please specify the period for which information is compiled. 

Please provide your response by May 3 1, 1995. 

Army team point of contact for this information is Rick Brown, 696-0504, ext 197. 

I appreciate your assistance and cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

- Army ~ear f i  Leader 
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PAUL S. SARBANES 
MP.pYLAND 

%nited States #matt 
WASHINGTON, DC 205 10-2002 

May 9, 1995 

Commissioner Rebecca G. Cox 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Commissioner Cox: 

We are writing to thank you, your fellow Commissioners, and 
the Commission staff for holding an effective regional hearing at 
the University of Maryland at Baltimore County last week. We 
appreciate the opportunity afforded to each affected Maryland 
community and to our Congressional, State and local delegations 
to make our case and hope that the presentations and public 
comments were helpful in addressing your questions. 

As was mentioned during the hearing, we believe our nation 
will lose not only critical military capabilities such as the 
Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel at White Oak, and the Deep Ocean 
Machinery Simulation Facility at Annapolis, but the highly 
dedicated and proven teams of experienced personnel associated 
with all these installations. 

Moreover, we are concerned that DOD failed to adequately 
consider other opportunities for cost savings and cross servicing 
such as consolidating the Defense Information Systems Agency - 
Western Hemisphere at Fort Ritchie, the DOD-wide consolidation of 
the Publications Distribution mission at Baltimore and St. Louis 
and the Joint Spectrum Center at Annapolis. We are also 
concerned about the impacts of downsizing the Kimbrough Army 
Hospital at Fort Meade on active duty and retired military 
personnel. 

For us, each community's testimony reaffirmed the 
Delegation's view that DOD's recommendations affecting Maryland 
installations have overestimated cost savings, underassessed 
military value and failed to recognize significant joint cross- 
service opportunities. 

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 



Again, our thanks to you, the other Commissioners, and the 
Commission staff for your time and interest during the regional 
hearing on May 4. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely 

Barbara A. Mikulski 
United States Senator United States Senator 

I 

.*- . . .  - - a. . $ .  

Beh jamin L. cardin 
Member of Congress 

n 

&%!-&&A 
Albert R. Wynn 
Member of Congress 
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MEMORANDUM FOR BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION (Mr Frank Cirillo, Jr) 

FROM: HQ USAFIRT 
1670 Air Force Pentagon 
Was&gton DC 20330-1 670 

SUBJECT: USAF BRAC '95 ANG Information, 95041 2-1 2 

The following response will answer your questions in paragraph one of your 12 April 
1995 letter. 

STATEMENT: Could you please confirm there will be 150 civilian authorizations to 
care for the minimum essential airfield, and that the Air Force intends to realign 135 civilian 
authorizations to Fort Drum? 

RESPONSE: There will not be 150 civilian authorizations at Griffiss to care for the 
minimum essential airfield. There will be 15 DoD contract quality assurance civilians in place in 
1997 to administer the minimum essential airfield contracts. The remaining 13 5 authorizations 
have been turned back for money to pay for contractor operation of the minimum essential 
airfield Therefore, any civilians at Grifflss that are operating the minimum essential airfield 
beyond the programmed 15 DoD authorizations quality assurance personnel will be contractor 
personnel. When the economic impact was discussed for input to DoD recommendations, the 
question was asked how many contractor personnel would be operating the airfield. The answer 
was estimated at approximately 120-150 contractor personnel based on funding programmed to 
operate the airfield. When the recommendation was forwarded, the answer somehow got 
translated to 150 DoD civilians will be in place at Griffiss AFB to operate the xnhimum essential 

- airfield, and the assumption was also erroneously made they would transfer to Fort D m .  That 
is not the case. No DoD civilian authorizations were programmed for relocation to Fort D m .  
The 15 DoD civilian that administer contracts will go away as well as any contracts for Griffiss 
minimum essential airf~eld maintenance . 

STATEMENT: Is there a potential savings in civilian authorizations if Fort Drum needs 
only 25 additional authorizations, or would this not be considered a savings because 150 
authorizations required to take care of the airfield at Griffiss AFB are more than anticipated when 
the Air Force proposed to realign Griffiss AFB in 1993? 



RESPONSE: Again, only 15 of the 150 DoD civilian authorizations exist at -ss AFB 
because 135 authorizations have been converted to dollars to administer contracts at Griffiss. 
Any additional personnel at the minimum essential airfield are contractor personnel and cannot 
be taken as savings. However, the $12M that will be paid to the contractor for maintenance of 
the minimum essential airfield was programmed into COBRA as a savings. In conjunction with 
Army, we are currently validating any additional manpower requirements that may be needed for 
deployment of the 10th Infantry at Fort D m .  

STATEMENT: Also, if the Air Force is paying 150 civilians to care for the minimum 
essential airfield, why is there an additional overhead charge of $12.0M per year? 

RESPONSE: For 1997, 135 civilian authorizations of the 150 have been converted to 
dollars ($12M) to pay for contractor maintenance of the airfield. The minimum essential airfield 
will be run by a contractor and his people, as required by law. The 15 civilian authorizations 
difference are the contract quality assurance personnel. There is no additional $12.OM overhead 
charge. 

I trust this information clears up any misconceptions generated by the economic report. 

. BLUME, JR., Maj Gen, USAF 
Assistant to the Chief of St& 

for Realignment and Transition 



.DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS U N I T E D  STATES AIR FORCE 

MEMORANDUM FOR BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION (Mr. Frank C i o )  

FROM: AF1R.T 
1670 Air Force Pentagon 
Washington; DC 20330- 1670 

SUBJECT: Response to Questions on 485 EIG (Reference #950412-12) 

The following is the Air Force response to paragraph 2 of your enclosed April 12,1995 
request for data concerning authorizations for the 485th EIG. baagraph 1 was answered 
previously. 

STATEMENT: Could you please provide us with a list of authorizations from the 485 
EIG, where these authorizations are going to by installation, and how many authorizations have 
been reduced. Could you please provide us this information broken out by 
oficerlenlisted~civilian? 

RESPONSE: If the 485 EIG, GrLffis AFB were redirected, Tinker AFB would receive a 
total of 402 authorized positions. As you stated, the DoD report indicated 146 military positions 
and 330 civilians, which added up to 476 authorized positions (Please note the DoD report failed 
to take into account a savings of 77 positions, and at that time, it also understated, by 3, the 
number of civilian authorizations going to Tinker.). Of 402 authorizations going to T i e r  AFB, 
we have recently determined that 291 will be civilian positions and 11 1 will be military 
positions. Concerning the question of moving some of these EIG authorizations to Keesler AFB, 
the Air Force is not pursuing such an action. 

Realignment and Transition 
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THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
. . 

1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 
. . 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 
703-6964Wl0 

ALAN J. OIXON. CHAIRMAN 

April 12, 1995 COMMISSIONERS: 
A L  CORNELIA 
REBECCA COX 
CEN 2. B. DAVIS, USAF ( R m  . 
8. LICE KUNG 

Major General Jay Blume ~AT~TN: Lt, Col. Mary Tripp) 
Specid &&ant to the Chief of StafT 

RADM BOWAMIN 6 MONTOYA. U O N  (R6F)  . . 
M t  JOSUE ROBLES. JR., USA (Rhf) 
WEN01 LOUISE STEELE 

for Base Realigmnent and Tenransition - 
Headquarters USpF 
1670 Air Force Pentagon 
WSsbhgtcm, D.C. 2033011670 

Dear General Blume: 

In order to assist the Commission in its review of the DoD's r&mmendations concerning . . 
#%iiss Air F& Base, I am requesting your assistance with respect to the following issues . . 

1. The DoD has recommded the dosure of the minimum cumtial runway at Griffist Air Fonc ' . 
Base. In doing so, the DoD report indicates a loss of 150 civilians from Grifiss Air Force Base. 
The Air Force COBRA indicates only the reduction of 15 civiIians h m  GrBss Air Force Base. 
It would appear the mnahing 135 will be d g n e d  to Fort Drum. After discussions with . 

personnel h r n  ~ b r t  Dnun, their iW indications are that they need only an additional 25 
individuals to operate the Fort Drum aifieId after the runway extension 'Could you please 
confirm that there will be 1% civilians authorized to care for the mioimttin essential airfield, and 
that the Air Force intends to d i g n  135 civ i l ' i  authorizations to Fort Drum? Is there a potentiaI 
h g s  in civilian authorizations if Fort Drum needs only 25 additional authorizations, or would ' 

this nit be c o u s i d d  I savings because 150 authorizations required to'take EM of the a d d  at 
Grittiu AFB are more than anticipated when the Air Fons pmpossd to d g n  GTitfiss AFB in 
19931 Also, if the Air Fonx is paying 150 civilians to care for the minimum essential airfield, why 
is there arz additional annuat overhead charge of $lZ.OM pet yea? 

2 Following s&ffvisits to Tinka and Griffiss Air Force Base, questions arose concerning the 
inadmion of the 485h E q k e r h g  hstdlation Group (EIG). P e r s o d  at T i e r  AFB 
indicated that not as many militaay and civilians are going fiom Gdkci AFB to Tinker AFB as 
i n d i d  in the DoD report. (146 mEtary and 330 a h )  This is a concern for the T& 
commrmity beau~se pasonnd.depaating Tinket AFB due to air logistic center base closure tuxions 
does not look as bad because that me incoming pusonnd from the 485th EIG. But since !he 
nurnber of authorizations incoming to Tier AFB is not high as indicated in the report, Tinker 
AFB oray be losiog more a u t h o ~ o n s  than previously indicated. In addition, pasomel from 
Gd5.s~ AFB indicated that some of their authorizations for personnel were going to Keesler AFB, 

. and that K&er AFB should be added to the list of bases where 485th EIG authorizations are to 
be going. 



- - . . - - - . - . - -. . . - . . . . . . . . . - . -. - - . . . . . - 

PFIGE. BBS 

Could you please provide us with s lin of authorizations fkom the 485 EIG, these 
authorizations are going to by instatlaton, and how many authoxhtiom have been rcduccd. 
Could you please provide us tbis information broken out by officet/enIistecUcivilian? 

'Could you please provide k this information by May 15,1995. Thank f& your 
assistance. 

~ d i s  A Cirilto, fr. 
Air Force Team Leader 
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-- MEMORANDUM FOR BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION (Mr Frank Cirillo, Jr) 
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FROM. HQ USAFIRT 67 
-wmzy c - 3 . . SUBJECT: USAF BRAC '95 ANG Information I' 95~~Q-5 

This letter is in response to your request for a review of the COBRA run redkcting 
minimum essential airfield operations in support of the 10th Infmtry (Light) Division to Ft 
Drum, NY instead of remaining at Griffiss. There are some issues pertaining to BOS and 
ReMA increases at Ft Drum as a result of the redirect that are currently being addressed with 
m y .  

, 

The study done at Ft Drum contained an estimated increased annuaI recurring cost of 
$2.7 million at Ft D m .  This estimate was broken down into: 

Additional Personnel for General Maintenance (5 @ $32,000* each) $ 160,000 
'$32,000 is Army's salary figure per person, the study had used $45,000 
Equipment Maintenance Contract (Airfield) 1,500,000 
Increase O&M Airfield/Facilities 400,000 
Additional Snow Removal Costs 250,000 
Deicing (£luid/sewer chargelpersonnel) 400.000 

Total $2,710,000 

Army, however, has indicated a need for an additional 25 people for BOS support at $801,000 
per year. This would mean the annual recuning BOS increase would be $3,35 1,000, an 
increase of $64 1,000 per year. The issue currently being resolved between Air Force and 
Army is whether placing the additional people at Ft D m  on a daily basis is cost effective to 
DoD, or should the Air Force bring in the additional personnel when 10th Infantry is 
mobilied. A meeting between Air Force and Army Forswm will take place this week to 
finally resolve the issue. 

The Army has indicated they will save per diem and transportation costs by not 
deploying to Griffiss when the 10th is mobilized. The following costs were the only ones we 
were able to obtained during the site survey. 
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&@$,''= THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

,&., . # .  

ARLINGTON, YA 22209 
703-686-0s 06 

' . . . b . . . ' .  -7 A U N  J. OIXON. CHAIRMAN .:-h".. "t. . . . . .  
-,#A. , , . - . .;a$??: . . . . April 8.1995 COMMISSIONCRSa 

AL C O R N F L U  .' ; z .. . . . .  ' . . .  . . . . . .  -.- .-- ...... C ....- . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .- w 7;- *, -. . - .  :&Lss;' . .  ..;;,: : . .:. . : jZ: :;. ; . . . . . .  . - 
.,s$,&.%.;,,* ?>: 1 -; ., - 
i;*;;iii..z. %3 .,:~7.~.-..s:%~ '::2Maj& J ~ Y  D : , B I ~ <  1;. (U COI. .,* i.h,J- 'i.. ?.r-,*.< 

.... ,.G~,;, _ _  ,- , .  . :. ,-:;.; . Special Assistant to the Chief of Staff 
.eil'" ; .*: ~-3~: , -: -&- :.. ':;* - .fir Base kdignment and T d o n  

AKEECCA COX 
OCW J. 6. DAVIS. USAF 1RCV 
S. LTf K U N t  
RADM DPNJAMIN IC. MONTOYA,  U S N  
MQ JOOUE: ROBLC.. JR.. USA (RET) 
WLNDI LOUISE STCELE 

,;'?'..- ...... . - . . -. H C ~ L ~ ~ U ~ ~ S  u s ~ ~  
I 

" 1670 Air Force Pentagon 
, . . . .  ;: . .  :-;: '.b - ,-- W w o n ,  D.C. 20330-1670 ' ' " . - 

Dear G t n d  BIume: 
We request you review tha COBRA nm redirecting GrifEss ANG Opations support for . . .  

the 10th Infimtry (Light) D i o n  at Ft. Dmm instead of GdfEss. Tho COBRA run (scenario file 
10-JD.CBR) submitted to the Commission contains no increased Base Optrations Support (BOS) 

.- . ' or Real Property Maintenance Activity (RPMA) costs foropuating at Ft D m  while it docs 
-. . - contain 8 reduced cost of operating at a t s s  of $12 M mualiy. Pltase wmment on this 

. + a -  - I , - . - - observation. Additionally, we have learncd fiom a base visit that the 10th lD expects to avoid 
I- $1.0 M per year in per diem io Gritiiu to conduct exercises. Please comment on this finding as 

- .  , ' ,  weIL. -'-- . 
. . + In ordet to assist the Commission in its work, we request this information to be provided 

no later than May 1, 1995. Thmk you for your assistance in this matter. 
A- 

 ran& A CirilSo, fr., PE 
Air Force Team Leader 

* x  T O T R L  P R G E . 0 0 2  xm 
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ECONOMIC 
SECURITY 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 2030 1 -3300 

April 19, 1995 

+.. 
Honorable Alan J. Dixon 4 % ~  - :! + : > ? - - .  :, 

Chairman I ,- tr . - -  -33-2~ 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to testify before the Commission on 
the Department's efforts to enhance the reuse process at closing bases. Enclosed are 
my responses to your questions for the record. 

Also, at the hearing, Commissioner Robles asked me to provide the backup data 
associated with my chart showing BRAC costs and savings that results in $56.7 billion 
net savings over 20 years discounted to present value of 4.2%. The cost data for this 
calculation is contained in the biennial budget estimates for the three previous BRAC 
rounds plus the COBRA estimate for BRAC 95. The biennial budget estimates the 
three previous BRAC rounds are attached in response to a similar question from 
Commissioner Cox. 

I believe the Department has made great strides in the base reuse process but, 
as I testified before your Commission, there is much more that needs to be done. I look 
fotward to assisting the Commission in the weeks ahead as you explore opportunities 
to enhance base reuse and develop recommendations in your report to the President. 

Sincerely, 

/Joshud Gotbaum 

Enclosure 



Responses to Questions for the Record 
from the 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

From Commissioner Davis: 

Mr. Secretary, you indicated that you supported legislative changes to the 
current law which gives DoD little latitude when another Federal Agency claims all or 
part of a military base. 

There is a situation now where a Federal Agency has indicated that it would like 
a base closed in 1993 so that it might trade that property for other property not on the 
base which it would like to acquire. This would leave the base in the hands of private 
interests and might be construed as avoiding the reuse process altogether. 

Question #la: Is this appropriate use of the military lands? 

Answer: DoD is committed to promoting economic recovery and rapid job creation in 
the communities affected by base closure, while still ensuring that Federal resources 
are available for other important public uses. The law requires that Federal agencies 
be notified whenever excess property is available. Traditionally, this has meant that 
Federal agencies are given priority, even before other uses are considered. This 
means we must still decide whether to transfer base closure property to another 
Federal agency before declaring it "surplus" and making it available for community 
development. We need to change the law to evaluate the needs and requests of 
parties at the same time, rather than sequentially, in order to make the best transfer 
decisions. 

With respect to a transfer of property for a trade for other property, this is 
considered an inappropriate request and would be denied based on the criteria in the 
Federal Property Management Regulations (FPMR). 

Question #1b: If not, do you have the authority to prevent it? If not, should the law be 
changed? 

Answer: We have the authority we need to reject requests for indirect transfers of 
property for the purpose of trading. 

Question #2: With regard to the chart showing that BRAC savings are greater than 
expected, please explain the impact on the numbers of the cuts in defense spending 
and/or changes in the force structure. 

For example, in 1991 the Commission accepted a recommendation to close a 
base, a cost to close of $1 0 million. By the time it closed in 1994, however, cuts in 
defense spending or force structure changes dictated that functions on the base be 



terminated. Therefore, the costs were incurred for reasons other than closure. Would 
that show up as less "closure costs" and therefore greater savings"? 

Answer: In calculating the savings associated with base closures our policy precludes 
the consideration of the savings associated with force structure drawdowns. If, as cited 
in your example, reductions in force structure impact a base closure plan during the 
implementation period then closure costs wodd decrease and net savings would be 
greater than originally anticipated. This reduction in costs and commensurate increase 
in net savings is partially attributable to the reduced requirement for military 
construction needed to support reduced missions at receiving bases. Reductions in 
force structure probably contributed to some of the $1.4 billion increase in BRAC net 
savings depicted on our chart. This is understandable given the highly volatile period 
(1 990-1 995) in which substantial force structure reductions and BRAC implementation 
were occurring simultaneously. 

From Commissioner Cox: 

Question fa: Does the BRAC savings and cost chart include the cost to the 
Department of Defense of the reuse efforts (for example, monies that apparently went 
to the Department of Labor and the Economic Development Agency for economic 
development and training or the Department's personnel and travel costs involved in 
reuse) ? 

Answer No it does not. 

Question 16: Please provide for the record all DoD costs involving base 
closures/reuse since 1988 that are not included as part of the costs to close a base. 

Answer: In general, DOD's costs associated with closing a base are included in the 
DoD Base Realignment and Closure Executive Summary and Budget Justification FY 
199611 997 Biennial Budget Estimates book. This justification document highlights the 
total DoD cost to close or realign bases and includes funds from a variety of 
appropriation sources. The costs are two-fold. First, the document displays the budget 
request for the BRAC accounts. Secondly, in addition to discussing the BRAC budget 
request, the document displays the funds the Services provide from outside the BRAC 
accounts for related costs. Examples of these related costs include funding for 
environmental cleanup, operation and maintenance and the homeowner assistance 
program. The attachments highlight DOD's biennial budget estimates associated with 
the BRAC budget request and the related costs for BRACs 88, 91 and 93. They are 
DOD's best estimate of the costs associated with closing a base. 

Base reuse costs, such as funding for DoD1s Office of Economic Adjustment 
(OEA), are generally not included in these f i ~ ~ r e s  since by definition they are not ccsts 
of closing a base. However, for the period of FY 1989-1 994, OEA funding totaled 



$67.1 million (grants: $54.6 million; salaries and expenses: $12.5 million). DoD funding 
for the Economic Development Administration (EDA), for infrastructure grants, and the 
Department of Labor (DoL), for worker retraining and job placement assistance, was 
approximately $70 million and $1 00 million, respectively, during the period 
FY 1993 -FY 1994. 

From Representative Horn: 

Question #7: If the City of Long Beach were a state, it would rank fifth -- behind 
California, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Texas -- in total base closure related economic 
impact. Yet the Navy analysis indicates that the Long Beach Naval Shipyard closure 
would amount to only 0.3 percent of economic area employment. This is because the 
Navy economic data is based on the Los Angeles-Long Beach PMSA economic area, 
which has a total population of several million, instead of the City of Long Beach which 
has a population of 437,816. PMSA economic areas are also used in determining 
eligibility for federal funding related to military installation closures and Economic 
Development Conveyances for former military property. Due to PMSA geographic 
boundaries, some deserving communities are deemed to be ineligible. 

Why has an arbitrary geographic criterion, rather than real world economic 
conditions, been established as the basis to make these decisions, which are critical to 
the economic well-being of our nation's most severely impacted communities? 

Answec First, let me say with regard to Representative Horn's concerns expressed in 
his letter to Chairman Dixon that we understand that he and the residents of Long 
Beach are upset about the recommended closure of the Long Beach Naval Shipyard. 
We don't like closing bases, but as you well know, it is necessary. 

Communities hear all sorts of stories about closure decisions. Many of them are 
inaccurate. So, it is important to clear the air. The Long Beach Naval Shipya~d 
recommendation, like all others, was "by the book." The BRAC process was designed 
to be as objective, as public, as auditable as any process in government. 

The law requires that every DoD recommendation must be made in accordance 
with the force structure plan. It must be made in accordance with a specific set of 
published criteria. All the data must be signed, certified, and made available to the 
public and every interested party. Finally, the entire process is audited and overseen 
by the General Accounting Office. 

Regarding Representative Horn's first question, Primary Metropolitan Statistical 
Areas (PMSAs) were used to measure economic effects because the closure of the 
shipyard affects communities outside Long Beach as well. 



The DoD BRAC 95 Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic Impact established 
and then consistently applied standard rules to assign each military installation in the 
United States to an economic area. DoD assigned instailations to economic areas to 
reflect employment and commuting patterns. Far from being "arbitrary" these 
assignments were made painstakingly over a period of many months, base-by-base, 
taking into account local commuting and economic patterns. An independent panel of 
government. academic, and private sector economic expens endorsed this general 
approach in May 1994. 

In general, DoD used PMSAs as the economic areas for installations because of 
the close conceptual match between the standards used by the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) to define PMSAs and the Department's goal for defining economic 
areas for BRAC 95. OMB defines PMSAs based on information from the US Census on 
commuting patterns and population density. In some circumstances, which are clearly 
defined in the Joint Cross-Service Group's standard rules, DoD assigned installations 
to multi-county areas, rather than the PMSA defined by OMB. 

In no case did the Joint Cross-Service Group assign an installation to an 
economic area smaller than a county. In addition to the theoretical reasons discussed 
above, there are practical reasons why counties are the smallest economic units used 
for BRAC 95. Counties are the smallest economic units for which uniform and 
authoritative national economic statistics are available from the Departments of 
Commerce and Labor. DoD analyzed economic information at the county- and PMSA- 
levels to provide objective, fair, and consistent comparisons of alternative realignments 
and closures. 

Also, it should be noted that DoD considered the total potential job change as an 
absolute number and historic economic information, in addition to the percentage of 
area jobs that could be affected, in its BRAC 95 decision processes. 

Finally, with regard to Economic Development Conveyances (EDC) for former 
military property, PMSAs are not used in determining eligibility. Any base closure 
community can make an EDC application. 

Question #2: Was the Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) in any way involved in 
the Department of Defense and Military Services processes which recommended base 
closure candidates to the 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission? 

Answec No. Unfortunately some parties have misrepresented the role of OEA. OEA 
was nct in any way involved in the process that recommended base closure candidates 
to the Commission. OEA plays no part whatsoever in any BRAC closure decision. All 
of their work focuses on helping communities after the fact, for which their work is justly 
recognized as thoroughly professional. 



Question #3: Does OEA provide funding to the National Association of Installation 
Developers (NAID) either directly, or through the Department of Labor7 

(a): How much funding is provided? 

Answer: OEA does nct provide funding to NAID either directly or indirectly. Over a 
three-year period, the Congress directed the transfer of $225 million of DoD funding to 
the Department of Labor (DoL) in support of their efforts to help base closure, as well 
as defense industry dislocated workers. Doi has awarded two grants to NAlD for a 
total of $700,000. As with OEA, NAID and DoL have no role in the BRAC closlire 
recommendations. 

(b): What is the purpose of this funding? 

Answec The funds are used to help pay salaries, benefits, and operating costs of the 
organization. 

(c): Are there limitations on the use of this funding? 

Answec Yes. The limitations on the DoUNAlD funding are governed by the Grant 
Agreement and Common Rule implementing OMB Circular A-1 10. 

Question #4: Does OEA influence the positions the NAlD takes with regard to base 
closures and installation reuse issues? 

Answer: No. 

Question #5: Does OEA, or personnel working for the agency, ever attempt to 
recommend consultants to local communities which may be affected by Department of 
Defense closure recommendations? 

Answec No. See Question 2. 

Question #6: Has OEA, or personnel working for the agency, ever attempted to 
recommend consultants near bases already closed under previous decisions of the 
BRAC? 

Answer: No. Inquirers are generally referred to NAlD or to other communities. 

Finally, let me close by saying that it is unfortunate that such misleading and 
erroneous charges were made about OEA and other organizations that are trying to 
help communities. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
HE~DQUARTERS, NEW YORK AREA C ~ W N O  AND FORT HAMILTON 

BROOKLYN. NEW YORK 11252 

R E P L Y  TO 
A T l E N T I O N  OF 27 Apr~i 1995 

Mr. R~ck  Brown, Senlor Analyst, Army Team 
Defense Base Closure & Realtgnment Commlss~on -"+ &.s .. . li 

1700 N Moore Street, Su~te 1425 .- ,:,; .% ,- -*a- .- - . _ ..1. . . __---- 
Arlington, VA 22209 

RE: Off-post fam~ly housing, New York Clty 

Sir, as prorn~sed, here is a brief descrlptlon of some specifics about on-lhc- 
economy housing for service men and women with military duties within the five 
boroughs of New York City. Admittedly, as I represented to you, this stlmrnary IS rather 
unscientific, but I stand by each representation as quite accurate In both rental casts 
and quality of dwelling. 

Before I offer the specifics, I must comment upon the economrc cl~mate here ~n 
NYC Since 1946, this City has required much of its rental apartments to bc controlled 
by a "rent control" statute - city legislation that requires apartment bullding owners 
(landlords) to set as~de a certaln number of lndivtdual unlts for "stabll~~atron", I c rcnt 
control. The stated purpose for this leglslat~on was spurred by an emergency shortago 
of housing immediately after the Great War In prov~ding this leg~slation - indeed a 
noble purpose -- the unintended effect has been to artificially cause all other 
apartments (and other real estate) to Increase in value, another effect is to reduce the 
overall number of apartments available to the rental market. So, ljnless one of our 
sewice persons came to NYC in 1946, there IS vrrtually no opportun~ty for hlm or her In 
obtain a low or moderately priced apartment. Now to my information 

To apply my information below, I suggest using an E-6's quarter's allowance, 
with dependents, whlch IS $474.30; and, for officers, please use 03, with dependents. 
$584.10. 

Here are some Brooklyn Borough prlces (3 bedroorn) 
Bay Ridge $850 
Park Slope 750 
Brooklyn Hts 950 
Crown Hts 700 
Red Hook 700 
Bensonhurst 750 



The Queens boroi~gh is the site of Fort Totten (to be closcd). Horc arc thcir 
stats: 

St. Albans $650 
Bay Side 750 
Kew Gardens 650 

Please apply these prices to the other boroughs. Staten Island may be slightly lower, 
but not by much. 

Home purchase IS an optlon for any Ameftcan, of course It IS, In my vlew not 
an option for a servlce person stattoned here for only a tour The best prices are, I 
gather, on Staten Island. There, such figures as 165M and up arc, at least, posslble 
The quality of home purchase IS quite drastlc In vartety I have never known a mllttary 
member to seek to purchase a home in New York C~ty -- ~t just isn't done 

In summary, Sir, the apartments priced above do not approach the average price 
in the area - that figure IS around $1 200, and some of them are as much as .I mn't 
wrrte the nurnber in thls writing. Those apartments noled above are wlthout uttiit~es. 
without garage, only on-street parking, and probably requires the new tenant to rnstall a 
host of security equlpment. As you may expect, res~dlng on any of the mil~tary bases i r i  
the New York area, especially the rather secure locattons of Fort Hamllton and Fort 
Totten (each with gate guards) whlch have garage space for POVs ytves the service 
person an advantage In automoblie Insurance rates (espec~ally USAA for officers) Of 
course, this could not be factored and cannot be ~ncluded, either. 

Well, Sir, my lnformation was gathered from the efforts of people who actually 
solicited apartment rentals (before moving onto Fort Hamilton or fort  Torten) and, I 
believe, present a rather accurate reflection of houslng costs here in NYC. 

Thank you. 

NOLAN GOUOEAUX 
LTC, JA 
Commanding 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

APR 8 7 
OFFICE O F  

S O L I D  WASTE A N D  E M E R G E N C Y  RESPONSE 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 

1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

It was my pleasure to appear before the Commission on March 
16 to address "post-closureu activities at military 
installations. I hope my participation in the hearing will 
assist you and the other Commissioners in your deliberations as 
you contemplate the difficult decisions you must face over the 
next few months. 

During the hearing I was requested to submit, for the 
record, responses to several requests from the Commission 
members. The requests were as follows: 

1) Provide my top three recommendations for improving the "post- 
closuren process. 

2 )  Provide the cost of EPAts participation at BRAC sites from 
1990 through 2000. 

3) In ~alifornia, the military must complete different 
environmental reviews under both the federal NEPA and state CEQA 
laws, which are more stringent than NEPA. How can environmental 
review of property occur expeditiously if the Department of 
Defense (DOD) must complete separate environmental impact 
analyses for state and federal programs? 

I will address the requests in order. My top three 
recommendations for improving the npost-closure processtt are: 
continue EPA funding for participation in Fast Track Cleanup at 
BRAC bases; improve the integration of environmental cleanup and 
the reuse and redevelopment of the bases; and, finally, I would 
like to recommend that the military services do everything within 
their power to retain the environmental staff at the closing 
bases throughout the BRAC cleanup process- 

The first recommendation is critical. EPA receives funding 
from the Department of Defense for our participation in Fast 
Track Cleanup as members of BRAC Cleanup Teams. Without this 

@ ~"ntecj on ~ q c t e d  Paper 



infusion of additional resources, EPA would not be able to play 
the proactive and supportive role we have since President Clinton 
announced his Community Revitalization Plan. By dedicating 
resources to the BRAC bases, EPA has worked with the military 
services, state regulatory bodies, Local Reuse Authorities (LRA) 
and local communities to remove environmental roadblocks to reuse 
while providing protection to human health and the environment. 
We have have received universal appreciation for our 
contributions to the cleanup and transition process and would 
like to continue to build on our productive partnership with the 
BRAC bases. 

The second recommendation is based on our experience in the 
field at BRAC bases. We have encountered some disconnects with 
the local plans for reuse and redevelopment and the environmental 
cleanup program at the bases. It is imperative that the BRAC 
Cleanup Teams and the reuse entities at the bases communicate 
frequently. This allows each group to incorporate the other's 
concerns in their short and long term planning. 

The last of the three recommendations I would submit to 
improve the process is that military services at the closing 
bases work to retain the existing staff that have the most 
experience at the base. As the bases downsize for closure they 
often lose the critical personnel that have the most experience 
with environmental cleanup at the bases. We have found that a 
knowledgeable and consistent BRAC Cleanup Team is one of the keys 
to success in Fast Track Cleanup. Unfortunately the base 
environmental and public affairs staff often are lost in the 
downsizing shuffle. To prevent this I would suggest the military 
find a mechanism to keep these professionals at the bases as they 
close and work to retain them as the BRAC cleanup progresses. 

The second request came from Commissioner Cox. She asked me 
to provide the costs associated with EPA activities at BRAC bases 
from Fiscal Year 1990 through 2000. 

The DOD, starting in FY 1994, provided EPA via an 
interagency funding agreement, with reimbursable resources to 
fund EPA1s activities in the Fast Track Cleanup. DOD, EPA and 
OMB worked together to develop the details of this agreement, 
which included 100 additional workyears for EPA and $7 million 
beginning in FY 1994. The FY 1995 budget was 100 workyears and 
$8.4 million. Of the 100 positions, 93 workyears are located in 
EPAts Regional offices and 7 workyears at Headquarters. The 
current interagency funding agreement is for FY 1994-1998. 

The figures provided below are the actual site costs for 
FY 1990 - FY 1994, and the budgeted amount for FY 1995 for EPA 
work involving BRAC Rounds I, I1 and 111. The figures from FY 
1990 - FY 1993 does not include "indirect costs" ( e . g . ,  rent, 
equipment, non-site policy work, etc.). At this point, it is 
difficult to estimate resource needs for BRAC IV until the list 
is final. However, we have begun to review the proposed list and 



will continue to work with DOD to determine which proposed BRAC 
IV bases will require !'Fast Track1' support. However, until a new 
agreement is reached with DOD on funding BRAC IV work, we believe 
it would be inappropriate to project our resource needs. Once 
EPA and DOD reach agreement on the BRAC IV sites needing 
assistance we would be pleased to provide these figures to the 
Commission. 

For the period covering FY 1996-1998 EPA projections assume 
that, excluding the BRAC IV funding issue, the FY 1995 level of 
$ 8 . 4  million will be maintained adjusting for inflation. Using 
"OMB inflation factors for FY 1996-2000" included in the 
President's FY 1996 budget, we can extrapolate the $ 8 . 4  million 
funding level for FY 1996-1998. Implicit in the estimates is 
that the current interagency funding agreement will end in FY 
1998. Figures beyond this timeframe become highly speculative 
and may not provide much useful information to the Commission, so 
I feel it is inappropriate to provide figures for FY 1999 and FY 
2000. 

EPA BRAC Resource Obliqations FY 1990-95 

$$ IN MILLIONS * 
FY 1990 $0.9 
FY 1991 $3.1 
FY 1992 $3.8 
FY 1993 $ 3 . 3  
FY 1994 $ 8 . 0  
FY 1995 $8.4 
Total $27.5 

EPA BRAC Resource Estimates FY 1996-1998 

YEAR $$ IN MILLIONS ** 

FY 1996 $8.8 
FY 1997 $9.2 
FY 1998 $9.6 
Total $27.4 

The third request came from Commissioner Montoya in the form 
of a question regarding NEPA and the California CEQA law. States 
can, and do, have environmental programs which are stricter than 
federal programs. However, states such as California are easing 
the regulatory burden of completing different federal and state 
environmental review requirements by encouraging the completion 
of a joint federal Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and state 
EIR (Environmental Impact Report) as a single document, a joint 
EIS/EIR. The state has further facilitated this process by 
issuing guidance on the subject ("CEQA, NEPA, and Base Closure: 



Recipes for Streamlining Environmental re vie^,'^ Governor's Office 
of Planning and Research, August, 1994). EPA will assist with 
any such effort to complete joint documentation so long as the 
final environmental review document satisfies NEPA. 

I hope that I have sufficiently covered the subjects the 
Commission requested information on. My staff and I stand ready 
to assist you in any way that you may need. Should you, or any 
of the Commissioners, need to contact me I can be reached at 
(202) 260-4810. 

Sincgrely , I 

Timothy Fields, Jr Y 
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JERRY F. COSTELLO 
12TbI OISTIllCT, ILLINOIS 

P L E A S  RESPOND TO TUt 
OFFICE CHECKED ELL6W! 

March 6, 1995 

U)UYlwEE*: 

DUOGtl 

PUBLIC WORKS AN0 TRANSPORTATION 

SCIENCE. SPACE AN0 TECMNOLOGY 

Congre$$ of tbe Wniteb $&ate$ tow LEAVE) 

Hon. Alan nixon 
Chairman 
Ease Rlgmt. and Closure Cornm. 
1700 N. Moore St. 
Arlington, Virginia 22002 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

AE you begin your hearings on the 1335 base closure round, I 
would ask that t h e  Commissioners ask the following questions 
during your March 7 hearing regarding the U.S. Army and the 
Charles Melvin Frice Support Center. 

1. Given the active force down-sizing and g r e a t e r  reliance on 
the Reserve components, wouldn't it make sense to use the Price 
Support Center, which is so ideally located, as a major reserve 
force suppor t  base? 

2.  The Army has said they must close the military family 
housing at Price because of the ATCOM move, yet only 17% of that 
housing is occupied by ATCOM personnel and r-here is a waiting 
list of over one year. Why do the soldiers in t h e  commands a t  
S t .  Louis not deserve equal housing consideration? 

3 .  The A r m y  h a s  said that P r i c e  will close "except fof a small 
reserve enclave and storage area." What consideration was given 
to the activities of the Navy, Air Force, and Defense Logistics 
Agency? Why aren't the costs of relocating those activities 
included in the cost data suppl ied  by the Army? 

4 .  The A r m y  does not mention the DLA Strategic Stockpile 
material at the Price Support Center in their narrative. What 
disposition will be made of t h e  m o r e  t h a n  700,000 t o n s  of 
material there, and at what cost? Why i s n ' t  that cost reflected 
in the Army's analysis? 

Chairman Dixon, thank you again for your cooperation for 
t h e s e  questions into your March 7 hearing. 

OSTELLO 
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MILITARY CONSTRUCTION/RENOVATION COS'I'S FOR 
THE ARMY'S SSDC RELOCATION SCENARIO 

The Army's COBRA report for SSDC asserts that the relocation of SSDC personnel to 
Redstone Arsenal would require construction of new facilities at a cost of $2 1,476,l 19 This is 
inconsistent with (1) memoranda from the Army's Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation 
Management and AMC headquarters, which state that adequate space exists at Redstone to 
accommodate 1,500 personnel, (2) data in the Army's COBRA report for ATCOM, which states 
that 243,000 sq.ft. of space is available at Redstone Arsenal to accommodate personnel aAer 
renovations are implemented, and (3)  information obtained by the BRAC Commission staff during 
a site visit to Redstone Arsenal 

In light of the above, the following is an accurate calculation of the military 
construction/renovation costs required to relocate SSDC personnel at Redstone Arsenal. 

1 .  Number of SSDC personnel 
(source: Army COBRA report for SSDC) 

2. Subtract SSDC force structure reductions 
(source: Army A S P  report for SSDC) -109 

3. Subtract number of spaces made available at Redstone 
Arsenal due to Redstone force structure reductions 
(source: Army COBRA report for SSDC) 

Total number of new personnel spaces needed at Redsronc Arsenal 697 

4 Space is available at Redstonc Arsenal to accommodate 1,600 personnel, with the following 
renovation requirements: 

400 personnel in first building -- no renovation required 
500 personnel in second building -- renovation cost of S20 per sq.ft. 
700 personnel in third building -- renovation cost per COBRA formula 
(source: BRAC staff) 

5. The following is the most cost-effective manner in which to obtain the 697 new personnel 
spaces required to accommodate SSDC personnel: 

Place 400 SSDC personnel in first vacant building No renovation cost 

Place 297 SSDC personnel in second vacant building, 
297 personnel X 162 sq.ft./personnel X $20/sq.A. - $962,280 renovation c o ~ t  

TOTAL MILITARY CONSTRUCTION/RENOVATION COSTS: $962,280 



NOTE While only 697 new personnel maces are required to accommodate SSIIC 
personnel, a total of 84 1 SSDC &ersonneI must be accommodated. Therefore, i t  is 
impossible to place all SSDC personnel in a single building at Kedstone Arsenal pivcn the 
capacity of its available facilities 

The TABS 10/11/94 briefing to the Undersecretary of the Army states that the operntionul 
impact of relocating SSDC personnel would result in "synergy with major PMs and Missile 
Command at Redstone" (see attached). However, the Army's COBRA repon for SSIIC: failed ro 
include any SSDC personnel reductions made possible by such synergy. While the above 
methodology also does not include SSDC personnel reductions that may be achievable due to 
synergy with similar fhnctions currently performed at Redstone Arsenal, it is likely that such 
reductions are possible. 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 2030 1-3300 

ECONOMIC April  10, 1995 
OC;CURITY 

Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on March 1, 1995, regarding the 
Department's closure and realignment recommendations and process. In response to 
your request, enclosed are answers to your questions for the record. 

I trust this information will be helpful, please let me know if there is anything else 
we can provide. 

Sincerely, 

osh a Gotbaum P r 
Enclosure 
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COMMISSION QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

Question 1: What is the annual cost of the excess infrastructure in the Joint Cross- 
Service areas remaining after the 1995 round? 

Answer: I have asked the Comptroller to gather the data necessary to estimate 
the cost of maintaining excess infrastructure remaining after BRAC 95. 
I will forward a response as soon as we have been able to assimilate 
the data. 



COMMISSION QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

Question 2: The Defense Science Board (DSB) recommended a 20 percent cut in 
the laboratories' Civil Service personnel, in addition to the 4 percent per 
annum cut directed by Defense Policy Guidance 1995 through 1999. 
According to a senior Do0 official, these cuts will result in a 35 percent 
reduction in these personnel by the turn of the century. 

How much of a reduction in DoD laboratory infrastructure is contained 
in your recommendations? 

How and when is DoD going to eliminate the excess infrastructure? 

Answer: Most laboratory reductions -- the 35 percent you mention -- will come 
from the allocation of workload reductions rather than from BRAG 
actions. 

The DoD recommendations for laboratory closures and realignments 
eliminate a relatively small amount of our excess capacity. However, 
there were noteworthy laboratory reductions including Naval Air 
Warfare Center Divisions at Lakehurst, NJ, and Indianapolis, IN, among 
others. 
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COMMISSION QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

Question 3: The Joint Cross-Service Review Team provided two options, both 
resulting in the closure of 8 depots. These options would eliminate 
between 30 million to 35 million excess hours from a total excess 
capacity of about 40 million hours. 

The final DoD recommendation would close 3 depots and realign 7 
others. How many hours of excess capacity will be eliminated if these 
recommendations are approved? 

Answer: If the DoD recommendations are adopted, excess capacity will be 
reduced by just over 20 million direct labor hours, or by about 50 percent 
of the total excess capacity. The Department believes this to be a 
significant accomplishment. 



COMMISSION QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

Question 4: What are the bases that were not recommended for closure by the Navy 
lo the Secretary of Defense for economic reasons? 

Which, if any, installations were substituted for these omitted closures? 

Answer: Because of a concern over total job losses in the State of California and 
Territory of Guam, the Department of the Navy did not close the following 
activities. even though it otherwise, through its analytical process, could 
have arrived at a conclusion to recommend closure; 

Fleet and Industrial Supply Center, Oakland, CA 

Western Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, 
S a n  Bruno, CA 

Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Construction and Repair, 
San Francisco, CA 

Naval Warfare Assessment Division, Corona, CA, and 
Public Works Center, Guam 

These actions reflect stand-alone decisions; there were no substitutions 
for these activities. 
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COMMISSION QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaurn 

Question 5: What do your recommendations do to merge medical facilities across the 
Services in each region? 

What possibilities were analyzed (cover by region)? 

Answer: The Medical Joint Cross-Service Group looked at overlapping catchment 
areas in their analysis of the Medical Health Services System 
infrastructure. The group aggressively sought out opportunities for 
consolidation of inpatient services. Six of sixteen of the alternatives were 
based on the evaluation of potential mergers across the Services. 
These included Fort Meade and Fort Belvoir in the National Capital 
Region, USAF Academy Hospital in the AcademyfFort Carson area, 
Shaw AFB Hospital in the ShawfFort Jackson area, Langley AFB 
Hospital in the Tidewater area, and Wilford Hall Medical Center in the 
San Antonio area. 

Of these alternatives, the hospital at Ft. Meade was recommended for 
downsizing by the Secretary of the Army. as was the hospital at Ft. Lee, 
Virginia. The Army also recommended the closure of Fitzsimmons 
Medical Center in Colorado, and both the Army and Air Force have 
agreed to realign their respective hospitals at Ft. Carson and the Air 
Force Academy to ensure adequate and cost efficient health care 
services remain to serve beneficiaries in the area. The Ft. Carson and 
Air Force Academy actions, along with the elimination of duplicate health 
care services in the San Antonio, Texas, Shaw AFBIFt. Jackson, South 
Carolina, and the Virginia Tidewater areas will take place outside of the 
BRAG process. The Department is also implementing TRICARE, a 
congressionally-mandated regional health care program. TRICARE is 
designed to increase access, improve quality and curb the rising cost of 
health care, while providing a uniform benefit for eligible beneficiaries. 
TRICARE will also serve as an incentive to further reduce duplicate 
services and share resources across Service lines. 



COMMISSION QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

Question 6: How did DoD view the benefits of regional (medical) complexes? 

Answer: The Department believes there are significant benefits to pursuing and 
evaluating consolidation of medical services and training. Through the 
base closure and Defense Health Program processes, the Department 
will continue to aggressively pursue these benefits. At the same time, 
the Department is implementing TRICARE, our congressionally- 
mandated regional managed health care program. TRiCARE is 
designed to increase access, improve quality and curb the rising cost of 
health care, while providing a uniform benefit for eligible beneficiaries. 
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COMMISSION QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

Queatlon 7: NAS Meridian received two looks -- one at the service level and the 
second look at the joint level. If the joint ranking was higher, why didn't 
DoD take action based on the joint ranking, rather than accepting the 
Sewice recommendation? 

Answer: The two "looks" are not the same. The Joint Cross-Service Groups were 
established by the Deputy Secretary of Defense to provide a DoD-wide 
evaluation of their respective areas - undergraduate pilot training (UPT) 
in this case. They were further empowered to provide alternatives for 
subsequent analysis by the Military Departments which would reduce 
capacity and associated functional infrastructure. While the analyses 
conducted by the JCSG on UPT established a site value for each 
function (e.g., strike, helicopter, airlift/tanker, etc.), it did not rank sites by 
an overall average functional value. In producing its alternatives, the 
JCSG analyses utilized military values, functional values, and capaclty 
resources. The Military Departments looked at the military value of 
installations based on all of their missions. Therefore, the evaluation 
conducted by the JCSGs was not a substitute for, but rather a 
component of, the Military Department analysis. In the case of Meridian, 
the Navy decided, and the Secretary of Defense agreed, that it did not 
need the training capability at NAS Meridian. 



COMMISSION QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 
Mr. Joshua Gotbeum 

Question 8: If implemented, will the Department's recommendations to the 
Commission reduce a major portion of the excess capacity in any or all of 
the five cross-service functional areas? Please discuss those areas in 
detail where large amounts of excess capacity remain? 

Answer: With the exception of Laboratories and Test & Evaluation, the DoD 
recommendations contain significant cross-service actions which 
generally achieve overall cross-service and excess capacity goals. In the 
Laboratories and Test & Evaluation areas, we will continue programmatic 
efforts to deal with remaining excess capacity, such as downsizing in 
place. 



COMMISSION QUESnONS FOR THE RECORD 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

Question 9: In May 1994, the Deputy Secretary of Defense stated that "Core is the 
capability maintained within organic Defense depots to meet readiness 
and sustainability requirements ... Core depot maintenance capabilities will 
comprise only the minimum facilities, equipment and skilled 
personnel necessary to en:;ure a ready and controlled source of 
required competence." (emphasis added) 

If DoD's recommendations are implemented, will any of the Setvices 
retain capacity above their core level? 

If so, what are the reasons for retaining this capacity'! 

Answer: Although we have achieved a substantial depot maintenance capacity 
reduction all of the Services will retain some capacity above the core 
level. Further reductions will require developing a better sense of cross- 
service and private sector capabilities. 

Question: Will DoD's base closure list result in the minimum number of facilities to 
ensure readiness and sustainability? 

Answer: No. The goal is to reduce capacity, not merely the number of facilities. 
With regard to depots, the goal was to reduce excess capacity in a cost 
effective manner while retaining sufficient capability to meet critical 
readiness capabilities and recluirernents. 

Question: If not, what means will the Department use to implement the Deputy 
Secretary's direction? 

Answer: The definition and quantification of core requirements must be separated 
from the sizing of the infrastructure to support those requirements. It is 
impossible and undesirable to attempt to exactly match capacity and 
requirements. With that in mind, the Department believes that the 
proposed closure and realignments achieve the objectives set forth by 
the Deputy Secretary. 



COMMISSION QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 
Mr. Joshua Gotbaum 

Question 10: In 1993, the Defense Base Closure Commission realigned part of the 
Defense Information Service Agency (DISA) into 16 information 
processing megacenters. A! that time, all officials concluded there would 
be excess capacity even within these megacenters. Some have 
suggested that DISA actually requires only 5 megacenters. To realign, 
DISA would have to come to the Commission to change the 1993 
recommendation. 

Given that there is excess capacity within DISA, why are there not 
recommendations for further consolidation? 

iswer: The current megacenter migration resulting from BRAC 93 began in FY 
94 and is scheduled for completion through FY 98. Due to the ongoing 
establishment of these megacenters and their changing workload, 
meaningful capacity requirements are extremely difficult if not impossible 
to determine at this time. Before major changes can be made, the 
operating environment of this relatively new organization needs to 
stabilize. 
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CONSTANCE A. MORELLA 
BTH MSTNCT. MARYLAND - 
WASHINGTON OFFICE: 

DISTRICT OFFICE: 

COMMIlTEE ON SCIENCE 
SUBCOMMllTEES: 

CMAIR, TECHNOLOGY 
BASK RESEARCH 

COMMIlTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM 
AND OVERSIGHT 

%oust of Bepresentatibes CONGRESSlONAL CAUCUS FOR WOMEN'S 
ISSUES 

Co-CHAIR 

April 1.2, 1995 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 

1700 North Moore St, #I425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am writing on behalf of several constituents who have contacted me 
to express their concerns regarding several proposed closures and 
realignments. 

Copies of their correspondence to me are enclosed for your review and 
consideration. I appreciate your attention to the views of my 
constituents. 

With best wishes, I am 

Constance A. Morella 
Member of Congress 

CAM : c sp 

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE OF RECrCLED FIBERS 



The Honorable Constance Morella 
United States House of Representatives 
washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Congresswoman Morella, 

I am writing this letter concerning DODfs proposal to shift Space and 
Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) from Arlington, Va. (Crystal City) 
to San Diego, California, some 3000 miles away. The basis for this 
decision, as I can determine it, is that DOD could save close to 250 
civilian billets and 50 military billets by combining NCCOSC, San Diego and 
SPAWAR. Additionally, this move woultl free up government owned space at 
the Washington Navy Yard to move Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA), a 
command of over 4000 employees, to the Washington Navy Yard. 

In exaniining DODts rationale as contained in the recammendations to 
the BRAC, some significant inconsistencies and lack of thorough analysis 
appear. First, the DOD report indicates that the move of 666 civilian 
billets and 154 military billets and the other associated move costs would 
cost $24 million. A more realistic calculation indicates a much higher 
number. Assuming the 666 civilian personnel either move or accept 
severance pay, the cost to the government alone is over $33 million, at an 
average $50 thousand move cost per employee. Adding the military move 
costs increases the $33 million by $7 million for a total of $40 million. 
This calculation doesn't include the cost of moving the contents of SPAWAR 
to San Diego, or the facility improvements which must be made at the 
receiving facility in San Diego. It is evident, just from this simple 
analysis, that the cost of the move is at least double DODfs estimate. An 
additional point to be made about the inconsistency of DODfs position is 
the fact that a move of NAVSEA to the washington Navy Yard is estimated to 
cost $160 million while a move of an entire command cross country is only 
projected to cost $24 million. Does this sound like consistency to you? 

DOD analysis is also questionable. The reason for the move is to 
merge SPAWAR headquarters with it's NCCOSC operation in San ~iego to 
provide an integrated product team for Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers and Intelligence (C4I). This move, DOD says, will save some 250 
civilian billsts and 59 military billets per year through elimination of 
duplicative work. What is missing from this analysis is the fact that the 
same billet saving could be realized by merging NAVSEA and SPAWAR to 
provide an integrated ship building team. SPAWAR has only 2 major product 
organizations (PD 70 and PD 80) whereas NAVSEA and NAVAIR each have a 
minimum of 10 product lines, which makes it highly questionable as to 
whether or not SPAWAR should even be a separate command. Supporting these 
two product organizations are 200+ overhead personnel which could be 
eliminated by a more cost effective merger with NAVSEA. Additionally, over 
10% of product line and remaining functional organization billets could be 
eliminated by reduction of the duplication of efforts which currently 
exist. The Integrated ship Product Team would not need to perform these 
functions. 

As 90% of SPAWARfs work is in direct support of %EA or OPNAV 



sponsors in the Pentagon, it makes more sense to integrate the ship team 
here in the metropolitan area than to integrate the C41 team in San Diego, 
3000 miles away from it's primary customers. This ship team merger would 
also save the estimated $40M+ moving cost to San Diego ($24M by DOD 
estimate). Additionally, with all the movements at White Oak, Naval Annex, 
Navy Yard, there should be enough government owned space to move SPAWAR 
within the metropolitan area vice moving it 3000 miles to find unoccupied 
government owned space in San Diego. Savings would be immediate and would 
amount to at least the same as the $360 million as cited in DOD's 
recommendation to the BRAC. 

By keeping SPAWAR in the D.C. metropolitan area, no matter where 
physically located, over 1100 government families and over 2800 contractor 
support families will continue to exercise their purchasing power in this 
region. Notice the 2800 contractor personnel referred to in the prior 
sentence. That is the estimate of the number of private jobs which will be 
lost with the SPAWAR move to ~alifornia. Not considered in the 
aforementioned job loss is spousal job loss of SPAWAR employees which could 
well be in excess of 600 positions. So, the total job loss to the area 
would be 3900+ jobs, not the 1100 referred to in DODfs recommendation to 
the BRAC. This move could also disproportionately impact female and 
minority employees who make up the bu1.k of lower paying positions and 
hence, probably would be unable to move with their positions to San Diego. 

I ask for your assistance in getting this information to the BRAC for 
their consideration. Thank you for your time in this matter. 



14 106 Heath field Court 
Rockville, MD 20853 
H-(301)460-8 155; W-(301)295-5897 

March 23, 1995 

The Honorable C. A. Morella 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 205 15 

Dear Congresswoman Morella: 

I am a constituent of your district, and I am concerned about the consequences of certain 
proposals contained within the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC 95) recommendations. 
Specifically, I feel it would be a serious mistake to split the diving medical research program 
currently at the Naval Medical Research Institute (NMRI). 

As a civilian employee research scientist in the diving department at NMRI, I am aware of the 
unique capabilities of this program. We have an integrated system of research which ranges 
from basic, cutting-edge diving medical research to applied research directly benefitting people 
in the field. The reason for having these research areas integrated is that it accelerates the 
transition of putting new knowledge to work in useful ways. Interactive feedback helps guide 
the research process at both ends. This wide range of research provides a synergistic atmosphere 
of complementary capabilities. This program greatly enhances Navy military readiness. 

BRAC 95 proposes that NMRI be closed, with the underlying programs being combined with 
Army and Air Force research into a tri-service organization. This is a reasonable proposal. 
However, BRAC 95 also states that the NMRI manned diving unit will be moved Panama City, 
Florida. As it now stands, basic diving research will be moved to Forest Glen, Maryland. This 
will split a unique and well-integrated program in two. 

The NMRI diving program is currently located in a fairly modem building separate from the rest 
of NMU. This facility contains several hyperbaric chambers, which are large, complicated and 
heavy equipment, for small and large animals as well as for humans. Unique gas-handling 
capabilities are also operating in this facility. It would be extremely difficult and 'expensive to 
attempt to reproduce these capabilities a few miles away at the Forest Glen facility. 

The BRAC 95 proposal to split the NMRI divi.ng program will be expensive and wasteful, and 
it will diminish research capabilities as well as Navy military readiness. I respectfully suggest 
that this program be allowed to remain in its current facility and continue to produce high quality 
diving research. 

Milton J. Axley 



S O U L  M I N E R S  

Rqresentative Constance .Morella 
223 CHOB 
washington D.C. 20515-2008 

Dear Coanie: 

1 have lived in your distict for 16 years and have voted for you in every election. Now I would like you to 
do something for me. The recent Base Realignment md Closue (BRAC) recommendations announced layt 
week, includes a relocation of my ageocy, the U.S. h y  Coacepts Analysis Agency (CAA) to Fort 
Belvoir, VA. C M  is located at 8120 Woodrnont Avenue in Bethes& (not far from your home). Thcrc are 
approximaccly 200 people employed here and I don't have to tell you that this relocation is another 
addition to the loss of jobs in Maryland with the compounding negative ecoaornic impact oa our district's 
economy. While the rationale of the move out of a leased building to a governlent owned facility at Ft. 
Belvou, as part of the Army's consolidation effort, is a great concept which will gmeratc cost savings in 
the outyears, a more thoughtful analysis of this pr~posal will show it's not such a hot idea. 

First of all there are many Army organizations in Virginia that are in leased facilities that could bc 
relocared without the same disruption and with the similar cost savings. Most empIoyees at CAA reside in 
Maryland (over one-third in Montgomery County mostly in your district). CAA is the highest analytical 
entity in rbe Army, and it is clear that many employees will opt to retire or seek employment elsewhere. / 
rather than commute 2 to 4 hours a day. As the Army's "think tank", a iarge turnover of employees for I I 

the type of work we do at CAA (combat simulation, value added anafysis etc ...) would, in my pcrsond 
opinion, degrade the vital analysis provided to the A m y  given the importance of institutional knowledge 
in this lid6 of work. 1 

b 

I would appreciate your efforts to block the relocation of CAA to Ft. Belvoir, at least until all eligblc sites 
in Virginia have been consolidated there. With the proposed closing of the White Oak Naval Weapons 
Center, Montgomery County is losing an inequitable arnouut of jobs. ?'his proposal places ah 
unnecessary disruption on CAA when more Vixdnia Army organizations could be relocat4 without as 
much disruption, sirniljar cost savings aad a bettu result for the Army. 

Rease Help. \ 
Sincerely. 

/g"c% 
V 
Joe Gordon 
7401 Westlake Terrace 
Bethesda, Maryland 208 17 

(30 1)295-04-50 
Fax (301)469-4964 



The Honorable Constance Morella 
United States House of ~epresentatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Congresswoman Morella, 

I am writing this letter concernang DOD's proposal to shift Space and 
Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWARS from Arlington, Va. (Crystal City) 
to San Diego, California, some 3000 miles away. The basis for this 
decision, as I can determine it, is that DOD could save close to 250 
civilian billets and 50 military billets by combining NCCOSC, San Diego and 
SPAWAR. Additionally, this move would free up government owned space at 
the Washington Navy Yard to move Naval. Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA), a 
command of over 4000 employees, to the Washington Navy Yard. 

In examining DODfs rationale as contained in the rec~mmendations to 
the BRAC, some significant inconsistencies and lack of thorough analysis 
appear. First, the DOD report indicates that the move of 666 civilian 
billets and 154 military billets and t:he other associated move costs would 
cost $24 million. A more realistic calculation indicates a much higher 
number. Assuming the 666 civilian personnel either move or accept 
severance pay, the cost to the government alone is over $33 million, at an 
average $50 thousand move cost per employee. Adding the military move 
costs increases the $33 million by $7 million for a total of $40 million. 
This calculation doesn't include the cost of moving the contents of SPAWAR 
to San Diego, or the facility improvements which must be made at the 
receiving facility in San Diego. It is evident, just from this simple 
analysis, that the cost of the move is at least double DODts estimate. An 
additional point to be made about the inconsistency of DODfs position is 
the fact that a move of NAVSEA to the Washington Navy Yard is estimated to 
cost $160 million while a move of an entire command cross country is only 
projected to cost $24 million. Does this sound like consistency to you? 

DOD analysis is also questionable. The reason for the move is to 
merge SPAWAR headquarters with it's NCCOSC operation in San Diego to 
provide an integrated product team for Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers and Intelligence (C4I). This move, DOD says, will save some 250 
civilian billets and 50 military billets per year through elimination of 
duplicative work. What is missing from this analysis is the fact that the 
same billet saving could be realized by merging NAVSEA and SPAWAR to 
provide an integrated ship building team. SPAWAR has only 2 major product 
organizations (PD 70 and PD 80) whereas NAVSEA and NAVAIR each have a 
minimum of 10 product lines, which makes it highly questionable as to 
whether or not SPAWAR should even be a separate command. Supporting these 
two product organizations are 200+ overhead personnel which could be 
eliminated by a more cost effective merger with NAVSEA. Additionally, over 
10% of product line and remaining functional organization billets coula be 
eliminated by reduction of the duplication of efforts which currently 
exist. The Integrated Ship Product Team would not need to perform these 
functions. 

As 90% of SPAWARfs work is in direct support of NAVSEA or OPNAV 



sponsors in the Pentagon, it makes more sense to integrate the ship team 
here in the metropolitan area than to integrate the C 4 1  team in San Diego, 
3 0 0 0  miles away from it's primary customers. This ship team merger would 
also save the estimated $40M+ moving cost to San Diego ($24M by DOD 
estimate). Additionally, with all the movements at White Oak, Naval Annex, 
Navy Yard, there should be enough government owned space to move SPAWAR 
within the metropolitan area vice moving it 3 0 0 0  miles to find unoccupied 
government owned space in San Diego. Savings would be immediate and would 
amount to at least the same $ 3 6 0  million as cited in DOD8s recommendation 
to the BRAC. 

By keeping SPAWAR in the D.C.  metropolitan area, no matter where 
physically located, over 1100 government families and over 2 8 0 0  contractor 
support families will continue to exercise their purchasing power in this 
region. Notice the 2 8 0 0  contractor personnel referred to in the prior 
sentence. That is the estimate of the number of private jobs which will be 
lost with the SPAWAR move to California. Not considered in the 
aforementioned job loss is spousal job loss of SPAWAR employees which could 
well be in excess of 600 positions. So, the total job loss to the area 
would be 3 9 0 0 +  jobs, not the 1 1 0 0  referred to in DOD8s recommendation to 
the BRAC. This move could also disproportionately impact female and 
minority employees who make up the bulk of lower paying positions and 
hence, probably would be unable to move with their positions to San Diego. 

I ask for your assistance in getting this information to the BRAC for 
their consideration. Thank you for your time in this matter. 
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April 12, 1995 

Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure 6: Realignment Comniission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington. Virginia 22209 

Dear Mr. Chai~man: 

As you prepare for your April 17th 111:aring on the Joint Cross-Service Working 
Groups' involvement in the Pentagon's base closure and realignment recommendations, we 
would he most appreciative if you would raise a number of issues with regard to the 
consolidation of undergraduate pilot training. Enclosed are a number of questions that you 
and the commissioners may want to put before the witnesses. 

We applaud the addition ol'the joint cross-service working groups into the base 
closure process. They provided a ncw and important analysis that considered jointness and 
the consolidation of roles and missions. Unf;)l-tunately, in the case of undergraduate pilot 
training, the Pentagon acted on only half of the mission. While they agreed that 
introductory fixed wing training operations could be consolidated between the Air Force 
and the Navy, the Pentagon chose not to act on the recommendation to consolidate primary 
hclicopter training between the Navy and the Army. We believe that this is a grave 
mistake, and a missed oppol-tunity to provide the American taxpayer with significant cost 
savings. 

we can no longer afford unnecessary duplications in the military 
equally effective mining arrangements are available. The 

consolidation of p i i ~ n a ~ y  helicopre~. training is long overdue, and we hope that you and the 
other commissioners will consider this opportunity during your deliberations of the 1995 
base closure process. 

With best segxds, we are 

Sincerely yours, 



Proposed Questions 
BRAC 95 W I N G  ON JOINT CROSS-SERVICE RECOMMENDATIONS 

UNDERGRADUA'IF PILOT TRAINING 

In November of 1994, the Joint Cross-Service Group on IJndergraduate Pilot Training submitted three 
different alternatives for consideration by the military departments and Secretary Perry. According to documents 
submitted to the BRAC, each alternative reduced excess capacity while maintaining high military value. Each of 
the three alternatives consistently recommended consolidating all military undergraduate 
helicopter pilot training at Fort Rucker. 

However, these recommendations were not adhered to in there entirety. Secretary Perry chose not to 
consolidate UHPT at Fon Rucker as recommerided due to high MILCON costs associated with closing Whiting 
NAS. He then directed consolidating all Navy initial fixed wing training at Whiting NAS. 

Why is it that consolidation of IJI-IPT at Ruckei: was not adopted? 
Since the Navy is moving all of its initial fixed wing training to Whiting NAS, wouldn't limited space be 

freed-up if UHPT was moved to Ft. Rucker? 
From an efficiency, doesn't it make sense to have all initial rotary wing training deducted at one location? 

On March 30, 1993 General Colin Powell stntel.i at the IIouse Armed Services Committee Army Posture 
Hearing that, "I believe the proper place to do the central] zittion (of UIiIT) and where it can be done very well is at 
Fort Rucker, Alabama". He went on to say, "I a111 committed to push this as hard as possible because there are real 
savings here and this is where we ought to find the savings." 

The cost to transfer the UHPT operation at Whiling Ficld to Fort Rucker is less th'm $18 million dollars. 
In 1992 the DoD IG reported that relocation of 1 JHIyT to Fort Icuckcr would save at least $79 million dollars over 5 
years. 

Is this savings estimate still valid toclr~y? 

In a proposal to the Roles & Missions Commission, Ihe Army has stated that by consolidating all primary 
DoD rotary wing training, integration and standardization iunong the services would be enhanced to truly support 
jointness. Each of the services would continue to provide advaiced training for their own unique aspects of rotary 
wing aviation. 

The Army has the capacity to train all of DoD's primary helicopter pilot requirements without any need for 
expansion or new construction. 

From an efficiency and interoperability standpoint, doesn't it m'ake sense for all introductory helicopter 
pilot training to be conducted by the Ar~ny'? 

During the BRAC 95 Navy hearing earlier this year, General Mundy commented that in the 1970's the 
Army was training Marine helicopter pilots, and that diis arrangement worked very well. 

Is there any reason why the Marine Corps couldn't return to this arrangement'? 

In 1992, the JCS report on Roles & Missions recommended consolidation of all primary helicopter training 
with the Army. A team led by the Navy was tasked by Secretary of Defense Aspin to review this recommendation. 
Their findings concluded that consolidation would need to be put on hold until primary training for both fixed wing 
and rotary wing could be evaluated together, the service and operating costs of the new TH-67 trainer had been 
determined and that the decision would be made with h e  context of a base closure round. 

Each of these points has been satisfied, yet DoD only adopted the fixed wing portion of the Cross-Service 
Group recommendation. Why was rotary wing training ignored? 



Earlier this year, the Navy testified before die BRAC 95 commission that the consolidation of Navy 
helicopter training with the Army was not feasible because it was a "people" issue, or a quality of life issue and that 
Navy Pilots fly in more extreme weather conditions at sea than the Army does. If that in fact is the case, why does 
the Pentagon continue to request Anny helicopters and pilots to support naval missions? 

A nutnber of Anny tnissions in support of Naval operations: 

1983: 0 
" Shipboard operations involving the Anny's 18th Airborne Corps; UH-60's, OH-58A/C's, 

AH- 1's 

1987: Oneration Pnme Chance 
** Shipboard and overwater operations involving the Army's 4117th CAV (now 412) with 

OH-58D's 
" valid CONOPS rnission today 

1904: Operalion I Jphold Dernocr:~cv - f-lfliti 
" 10th hlouritain Division operated from the USS Eisenhower 
" OH-58D's had extensive ~nissio~ls prior to invasion 
" IJII-60's, CII-1-47's. 011-58AIC's and AH-1's transported troops and equipment to the A 0  for 
several days, tollowed by corrunand & control missions 

Euch Arnty A~tration unit llas a ta.rk fur shipboard operations irzcorporared in their nzission essential list of 
rusks. Tlre Artily traln.~ for sl~ipDour7i opercrtrons trntl perforiiu shipboard operations. 

In 1992, MGrn. Ili~ve 12ohbins, Uien-Co~nrnander of the Army Aviation Center, noted that one of the maill 
reasons the Navy was opposed to conso1id:iting this trainirig with the Army was because the Navy used initial fixed- 
wing training as a "cutting" tool for students. 

Do you believe his to be the case, ;uid i h  there ;uiy legitimate reason why the Navy needs this extra 
"cutting" tool? 

Could the Navy use the hnny's traitling syllabus that places student pilots directly into the rotary wing 
pipeline'? 

According to the DoD IG, "Relocating the Navy's primary helicopter training to Fort Rucker would relieve 
ground and air traffic congestiorl at Whiting Field NAS." 

Is there a problem with congestion at Whiting Field, both in the air and on the ground? If so, would 
relocation of the Navy's Undergntduate 1 Ielicopter Pilot Training program free up space at Whiting 
Field'? 

Ilow does Fort Rucker compare with Whiting with regard to available space? 

Since the Army already owns nearly 80% of all DoD helicopters, does Fort Rucker have the capacity to 
ktin all of DoD's primary helicopter pilot requirements? 



of 
UNDERGRADUATE HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING 

i i t  

FORT KUCKER 

T o  make the most of each defense dollar we need to work more efficiently by eliminating 
redundancieswithin DoD. This will involve closing bases as well as consolidating training operations, all while 
maintaining a strong military peacetime readiness with the capability to meet national security contingencies. 

Fort Rucker is the "home" to Helicopter or Rotary Winged aircraft pilot training for all U.S. Military 
Services and allies except the U.S. Navy and the Coast Guard. Consolidation would mean that all services 
would be taught in a basic core curriculum followed by service unique tracks. This would standardize DoD 
operations across the fleet, while establishing jointnless and produce long-term infrastructure savings and 
interoperability. The Navy however, has resisted cc)nsolidating Undergraduate Helicopter Pilot Training 
(UHPT) for more than 20 years. Their argument against consolidation is fraught with inconsistencies. The 
Army Aviation leadership understands the requiren~ents of interservice missions having supported naval 
operations from ships in the Persian Gulf and more recently shipboard operations off Haiti. 

Consolidation of primary helicopter training is long overdue. Tlie army aviation center at Fort 
Rucker, Alabama lias proven to be an ideal place to train rotary wing pilots from all tlie services and can 
easily absorb tlie expanded mission. 

On November 23, 1994, by direction of thc Dcputy Secretary of Defense, the Joint Cross-Service 
Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training submitted threc different alternatives for consideration by 
the military departments and Secretary I'erry. Each alternative reduced excess capacity while 
maintaining high military value. Each alter~~ative reco~nn~ended consolidating all military 
undergraduate lielicopter pilot traini~ig at Fort Rucker. 

l On March 30, 1993 General Colin Powell stated at the House Armed Services Committee Army 
Posture Hearing that, "I belicve the proper place to do the centralization (of UFIPT) and where it can 
be done very well is at Fort Rucker, Alabama". He went on to say, "I am committed to push this as 
hard as possible because there are real savings here and this is where we ought to find the savings." 

l Relocation of the Navy's UI-II'T program would free up space at Whiting field that could facilitate 
the potential closure or realignment of that naval  viati ti on training base in the future. 

ee The cost to close the UI-IPT operation at Whiling Field is less than $18 million dollars. The DoD 
IG reported the relocation of UI-IPT to Fort Rucker will save at least $79 million dollars over 5 years. 

ee  According to the DoD IG, "Relocating the Navy's primary helicopter training to Fort Rucker 
would relieve ground and air traffic congestion at Whiting Field NAS, and eliminate inefficiencies 
associated with maintaining separate Army and Navy facilities." 

ee The Army owns 79% of all DoD helicopters and does 85% of all DoD rotary wing acquisitions. 
The Army is recognized as the World Leader i n  helicopter pilot training. 

*e The Army's decision to buy Bell Rangers ('TH-67 Creek) as its new training helicopter means all 
services use virtually the same helicopter traincr. 

ee At the March 1995 BRAC hearing on N.avy issues, General Carl Mundy said, "pilot training 
worked well for the Marine Corps when the Army was training our pilots in the 1970's." 

The 1992 Joint Chiefs of Staff report to Congress on Roles and Missions recommended the 
consolidation of all UHPT at Fort Rucker. 

ee Since 1970, nine studies by the Pentagon and the GAO have shown the consolidation of Navy 
UHPT from Whiting Field, Florida to Fort Rucker, Alabama would save money. 
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DEPARTMENT O F  THE N A V Y  
OFFICE OF T H E  S E C R E T A R Y  

WASHINGTON. D . C .  20350-1000 

LT-0650-F13 
B S ATICD 
24 March 1995 

Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

In response to your letter of March 10, 1995, I am forwarding the responses to the 
questions for the record contained therein. The remainder of the response to the Commission 
question number 10 and responses to questions 1 through 4 with respect to NUWC New 
London from Senator Christopher Dodd will be answered in separate correspondence. In 
accordance with Section 2903(c)(5) of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 
1990, I certify the information provided to you m this transmittal is accurate and complete to 
the best of my knowledge and belief. 

I have provided two identical copies of this information to the United States Congress 
and these can be found in the Reading Rooms established by the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, Room B15 in the Russell Senate Office Building and Room G2L2 in the Rayburn 
House Office Building, respectively. &fi 

Char es P. m akos 
Vice Chairman 
Base Structure Evaluation Co mittee/ 
Executive Director 

d 
Base Structure Analysis Team 



NAVY QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD RESULTING FROM THE 
06 MARCH NAVY HEARINGS 

1. Question: Has the Navy provided to the Commission all of the information used in its 
decision-making process? If not, please provide it within the next five days. 

Answer: Yes. The Base Structure Data Base, which contains the certified data used for 
analysis, and the minutes and deliberative reports, whlch contain the decision-making record, 
were transmitted to the Commission on March 1, 1995. Copies of the analytical tool outputs 
for each subcategory (including capacity analysis summaries, military value matrices, and 
configuration analysis summaries) were transnlitted on March 9, 1995. Revisions to the 
certified data, which were received by the Naly after transmittal of the Base Structure Data 
Base, were forwarded on March 14, 1995. Final certified data for several COBRA scenarios 
was transmitted on March 20, 1995. 

2. Question: Secretary Gotbaum described the method used by the Services to create a 
military value ranking for each base in a category which was used to determine closure or 
realignment choices. Are there any circumstarlces where the Navy closed or realigned bases 
which ranked higher than bases not included on the Navy list? If so, please explain the 
reason for not following the military value rankings. 

Answer: There are a number of instances where the Department of the Navy's 
recommendations close or realign bases with higher relative military value scores than bases 
which were not affected by recommendations. The reason for these results is inherent in the 
process followed by the DON, which was identical to that used and validated by the 
Commission in BRAC-93. 

As described in our report on pages 21 to 25, military value analysis was conducted of 
each subcategory of activities to arrive at a relative score which represented how each activity 
in a subcategory related to a series of questions which portrayed the characteristics of the 
subcategory. The results of the military value analysis and the capacity analysis for each 
subcategory were then used as inputs to the linear programming model used for configuration 
analysis. For the Department of the Navy, configuration analysis sought to identify that set of 
installations for each subcategory that both would satisfy the future force structure 
requirements and would allow the retention of installations whose overall military value 
average was at least equal to the average of the current set of existing installations. This 
methodology was developed because of the nature of naval installations, which tend to be 
multi-functional activities (as opposed to one unit/mission = one base ) with locational 
limitations (e.g., support to the fleet in the Atlantic and Pacific). The restriction on average 
military value derives from the philosophy that the Department, after base closure, should be 
in at least as "good" a position as it is now vis-a-vis the installations it retains. The 
operational flexibility that is central to naval forces depends on operational and forward 
deployment requirements. As these requirements change, the nature of and requirements for 
our bases change. As a result, although we use individual activities to arrive at a perspective 
on the military value of a particular subcategory, the overall value to the Department is 



oriented on the aggregate. Configuration analysis allowed us to seek the best installations 
which would satisfy our future requirements in an operationally feasible manner. 

The use of this methodology and the resultant closure scenarios developed do lead to 
results where installations are recommended for closure as a function of satisfaction of force 
structure requirements rather than absolute military value. An example of this result, as noted 
during our testimony before the Commission on March 6, 1995, is Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard. While Long Beach's military value is about .02 points higher than the military 
value of Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Long Beach was selected for closure to eliminate excess 
shipyard capacity. Portsmouth was considered for closure but not recommended because of 
concerns over future nuclear force requirements. Another example may be found in training 
air stations, where NAS Meridian was recommended for closure and NAS Corpus Christi was 
recommended for realignment. Both have higher military value scores than NAS Whiting 
Field, which is to be retained. The two reconlrnendations are the result of the various 
installations' ability to satisfy pilot training requirements, rather than an arbitrary military 
value cut-off. Given the diverse nature of the activities in the Technical Center subcategory, 
the Administrative Activities subcategory, and the Reserve Activities subcategory, while 
military value was helpful in arraying the capabilities of these activities, satisfaction of future 
capacity requirements was key to the scenarios which were considered and which resulted in 
the Department's final base closure recommendations. 

In summary, the nature of naval bases is such that they do not have equal capacity to 
support the force structure. In determining which bases to close, we need to be able to retain 
bases with the best collection of military value that also satisfy capacity requirements. If this 
analytical approach was not followed, we would either have to keep more excess capacity 
than we need or to close more base structure than we can operationally afford, resulting in a 
requirement to build additional capacity at the remaining bases. 

3. Question: Some communities have expressed concern about inconsistent levels of 
cooperation from base commanders in preparirlg their rebuttals to the DoD proposals. What 
guidance did the Navy give its base commanders regarding cooperation with local 
communities during the BRAC process? 

Answer: The primary guidance to commanders regarding conduct of the BRAC process 
was contained in public affairs messages issued on April 15, 1994; January 18, 1995; 
February 3, 1995; February 15, 1995; February 23, 1995; and February 24, 1995. Key points 
relating to dealings with local communities are as follows: 

- The importance of maintaining open lines of communication between base 
commanders and local communities cannot be overemphasized. Uninterrupted base 
participation in face-to-face meetings with community leaderdneighbors is important 
to reinforce longstanding community partnerships, to address possible rumors and 
misinformation, and to make sure all our neighbors are getting the big picture. All 
commands can and should continue to1 pursue all current and planned community 



relations and partnershiploutreach activities, but should remain mindful of 
longstanding Navy policy to remain impartial. 

- Prior to the Secretary of Defense's fc~rwarding of the BRAC-95 recommendations to 
the Commission, no public release of' the Navy recommendations, or data or analysis 
compiled in support of those recommendations, was authorized. However, 
commands were authorized to respond to inquiries using normally releasable, 
unclassified information, such as number of employees, military population, payroll, 
command and tenants' missions, current base contracts, etc. 

Following submission of the DoD rec:ornrnendations, inquiries received by local 
commands relating to factual information upon which naval installations were 
recommended for closure or realignment can be answered to the extent that factual 
and accurate information is on hand, properly coordinated, and cleared for release by 
the local command's chain-of-command. Details concerning an installation's 
mission, size, number of personnel, payroll, and other local information normally 
releasable may continue to be released. However, commanders were advised to 
avoid speculation about whether the Commission will approve or disapprove the list 
of recommendations, what impact closure of a specific installation would have upon 
local areas or military capabilities, and what savings may be gained. 

There are no restrictions on hosting informational briefmgs or tours of base facilities 
for community group representatives. The decisions to accept such visit requests 
may be made at the command level. With regard to Congressional visits, 
commanders were advised that members of Congress should be given access to 
installations for the purpose of learning about base operations and missions and 
about community relations-related topics, such as the impact of the base on the local 
community. Further, base commanders should be prepared to provide this type of 
information to anyone seeking it. Tht: only limitation is that commanders must 
avoid speculation on whether their installation should or should not be approved for 
closure or realignment. 

In their official capacities, naval personnel must remain neutral and should avoid the 
appearance of taking sides relating to a decision to close or realign a certain base. 
Command officials must exercise discretion in hosting on-base activities, accepting 
invitations to speak, or attending public functions in their official capacity which 
could be considered inconsistent with DoD standards of conduct policy or 
misconstrued as support for any particular cause vis-a-vis BRAC. In their capacities 
as private citizens, however, DON personnel are permitted to attend hearings, while 
not in uniform and during off-duty hours. 

4. Ouestion: Will the Navy have excess capacity in any major categories or installation 
groupings if the Secretary of Defense's recomrriendations are accepted by this Commission? 
Please elaborate. 



Answer: Some excess capacity will remain in virtually every subcategory of activity 
evaluated by the Department. The nature and extent of the excess varies from subcategory to 
subcategory. In some cases, elimination of this excess was infeasible due to the 
configurations of particular types of installations or to the nature of the excess capacity. For 
instance, in the Training and Education subcategory, significant excess capacity will remain in 
fleet training activities. While various closure scenarios were considered by the Department 
for eliminating this excess, given a requirement for fleet training to be located proximate to 
the fleet and given that most of this excess capacity represents individual classrooms, no 
obvious, cost-effective solutions could be developed which would eliminate this excess. 
Likewise, analysis of the Supervisors of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair demonstrated 
that, while there is excess capacity, execution of the workload of these activities is strictly 
tied to the locations of the private sector contractors to whom ship work has been awarded. 
Closure of any of these activities with more than nominal future workload requires 
considerable travel and remote support and offers no appreciable savings. 

In other cases, the Department determined that retention of the excess capacity was 
prudent to protect future flexibility. For instance, in naval stations, the Department 
determined that it was unwilling to recommend closure of homeporting operations at several 
installations because of future uncertainty in operational tempo and the size of the active 
force. While closure of additional naval stations was possible, it is critical to understand that 
the excess capacity that was calculated based on requirements to have significant portions of 
the fleet forward deployed at all times. In fact, the capacity that will remain in naval stations 
and air stations, if the Secretary of Defense's recommendations are accepted by this 
Commission, will be insufficient to house all of the ships and aircraft that are in the FY 2001 
force structure than would be the case if the naval forces were to be viewed as static and in a 
garrison status. Similarly, in the case of Ordnance Activities, we calculated significant excess 
capacity. However, no recommendations were issued due to concern over long-term storage 
requirements (based on the uncertainty of overseas rollbacks, removal of fleet assets, and the 
ability to demilitarize our existing inventories} and the deficiency identified in outload 
capacity to transfer ordnance during wartime contingencies. 

5. Question: The Navy recommendations include a long list of redirects. What is the 
value of the military construction costs eliminated by the redirects? Are these costs based on 
the 1993 COBRA analyses or on the more detailed assessments performed during 
implementation planning? 

Answer: Department of the Navy BRAC-95 redirects would result in construction cost 
avoidances of $1,305 million. Construction cost avoidance estimates included in our return 
on investment analyses are a reflection of our most recent assessment of actual 
implementation requirements. 

6. Question: Have the Navy and the Air Force agreed to a fully integrated Undergraduate 
Pilot Training program? How did this affect the Navy's recommendations to close or realign 
pilot training bases? 



Answer: No. The Deputy Secretary of Defense in an October 24, 1994 memorandum, 
with the concurrence of the Secretaries of the Air Force and the Navy, approved Air Force 
and Navy plans to implement joint fured-wing flight training programs and additional joint 
training initiatives. Today, these consist of a consolidated initial fured-wing aircraft training 
program and three joint NFO programs (advanced navigator, electronic warfare officer, and 
weapons system officer training). Navy helicopter and carrier aviation training (strike and 
advanced E2C2) will not be integrated. 

In developing its recommendations, during configuration analysis, the Navy accounted 
for Air Force training that is projected, under current agreements, to be conducted at naval air 
stations. Likewise, the Navy adjusted its PTR to reflect training that is scheduled to go to Air 
Force facilities. 

7. Question: The Navy has requested significant changes in the plan for basing aircraft 
that resulted from the 1993 decision to close Marine Corps Air Station El Toro in California 
and Naval Air Station Cecil Field in Florida. Please explain what has changed since 1993 
that caused the Navy to require such a dramatic change? 

Answer: Since BRAC-93 there have been significant reductions in Naval Aviation 
Forces. For instance, we have retired the A-6 attack aircraft series, reduced the maritime 
patrol aircraft inventory by about one-third, and eliminated approximately fifty percent of the 
Navy's F-14 inventory with further reductions forthcoming. After reviewing several options 
for reducing this excess, we concluded that utilizing existing excess air station capacity and 
avoiding unnecessary new construction were both more cost-effective and operationally 
responsive. In the process we were able to avoid incurring about three-quarters of a billion 
dollars in new construction costs, a clear savings to the taxpayer. 

8. Question: When considering the redirect involving Marine Corps Air Stations Tustin 
and El Toro, did the Navy consider redirecting any aviation assets to March AFB, California? 
If so, why wasn't the option to use excess capacity at March acceptable to the DON? 

Answer: Yes, we did discuss the possible use of March AFB during deliberations. 
However, since March AFB was previously closed as an operational base, this alternative 
would have involved the reopening of a previously closed base, which is not consistent with 
the Department's policy. Additionally, because the Air Force is eliminating the hospital, 
commissary, exchange and all other quality of life support infrastructure, as part of reopening 
this facility, we would have been faced with the task of recreating and replicating facilities 
that already exist at the base to which the Marine Corps aircraft units are currently scheduled 
to relocate. 

9. Question: It appears that the Navy ran a consolidated Cost of Base Realignment 
Actions, or COBRA, on Naval Air Warfare Center Indianapolis and Naval Surface Warfare 
Center Louisville. Were closure decisions based on the combined COBRA and not on 
individual assessments? What are the specific costs to close and the twenty year Net Present 



Value for the separate recommendations affecting Indianapolis and Louisville? Please provide 
separated COBRA information for any other c:onsolidated COBRA analyses. 

Answer: Our assessment of the potential closure/realignment of technical centers began 
with individual activity assessments. During our analysis, we looked at a series of closure 
alternatives involving Indianapolis, Louisville and NSWC Crane, activities with some similar 
functions and facilities. Our final decision was to close Indianapolis and Louisville, and as a 
result, transfer some functions from both activities to a common receiving site, NSWC Crane. 
Combining these two actions into a single COBRA analysis allowed us to most accurately 
portray changes in costs associated with this consolidation at NSWC Crane. 

The costs and savings associated with the separate Indianapolis and Louisville 
recommendations are as follows: NAWC Indianapolis: One-Time Costs - $77.6 M, 20 Year 
NPV (Savings) - $392.1 M; NSWC Louisville: One-Time Costs - $103.9 M, 20 Year NPV 
(Savings) - $243.7 M. 

In two cases, our analysis resulted in a single COBRA run for physically separated 
installations. In both cases, the analysis was consolidated to more accurately and completely 
portray an interrelated set of closure/realignment actions, as follows: 

a. Indianapolis/Louisville. As noted above, in our final deliberations on technical 
centers, the closures of NAWC Indianapolis and NSWC Louisville were combined into 
a single COBRA analysis to most accurately portray changes in costs associated with 
consolidation at NSWC Crane. As requested, we have broken this analysis into two 
separate COBRA runs, one for Indianapolis (see Tab 1) and one for Louisville (see Tab 
2). The "stand-alone" Lldianapolis scenario also includes a revision to the construction 
cost avoidances shown at Indianapolis (to reflect final certified data). The "stand-alone" 
Louisville scenario also includes minor revisions to both one-time moving costs and the 
identification of workload transferred to Watervliet (to reflect final certified data). A 
revised version of the consolidated Indianapolis/Louisville run, incorporating these 
revisions, is also provided (see Tab 3). 

b. Undergraduate Pilot Training. In the area of Undergraduate Pilot Training, we 
conducted a single COBRA analysis that comprised two separate installations: (1) 
closure of Meridian and (2) closure of the training air station at Corpus Christi and 
subsequent establishment of Naval A.u Facility Corpus Christi (to include the redirect of 
mine warfare helicopters to Corpus Christi). These actions were interrelated, and 
consequently, more accurate and complete cost and savings estimates were obtained by 
considering these actions in a single COBRA analysis. For example, the closure of 
Meridian results in the need to use Corpus Christi for primary flight operations 
necessary for advanced strike training. Similarly, the consolidation of mine warfare 
assets is facilitated by the realignment of the training air station mission at Corpus 
Christi. As requested, we have broken this COBRA analysis into two COBRA runs, one 
for each of the two separate installations involved in the scenario (Meridian (see Tab 4) 



and Corpus Christi (see Tab 5)). The "stand-alone" Corpus Christi scenario also 
includes a refinement to our estimation of changes in base operating support associated 
with consolidation of mine warfare assets at NAF Corpus Christi. A revised version of 
the consolidated Corpus/Meridian COBRA run, incorporating this revision, is also 
provided (see Tab 6). 

In two cases (NAS Cecil Field redirect and MCASs El Toro~Tustin redirect), a single 
DON recommendation incorporated more than one COBRA run. Based on discussions with 
your staff, to assist in your evaluation of these recommendations, we have also provided a 
consolidated COBRA run for each of these two recommendations (see Tab 7 for the East 
Coast redirect and Tab 8 for the West Coast redirect). 

10. Ouestion: Did the 60%-40% depot workload split between public and private facilities 
required under current law have any effect on the Navy's recommendations? At the present 
time what are the Navy's public-private depot workload percentages? 

Answer: No, the 60140 requirement did not impact our recommendations. The 
cumulative effect of all of our recommendations, if approved, will not inhibit our ability to 
comply with the law. We do not have certified data on the current public-private depot 
workload percentages, but will obtain such data. The response to this part of the question 
will be forwarded separately. 

11. Question: Minutes from the Navy's Base Structure Evaluation Committee deliberations 
during the 1993 round state that the Committee was "concerned that there was insufficient 
capacity on the West Coast for dry-docking carriers and other large ships." Therefore, they 
agreed not to consider Long Beach Naval Shipyard for closure. What has changed since 1993 
that allows you to recommend the shipyard fox closure? 

Answer: The force structure that drives requirements declined by almost 20% overall 
since the 1993 BRAC analysis. These reductions are reflected in the 1995 BRAC capacity 
analysis, which supports the closure of Long Beach Naval Shipyard. 

12. Question: According to the Navy's COBRA analysis, the closure of Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard results in an immediate return on investment and a 20 year Net Present Value of 
more than $2 billion and ongoing savings of $150 million per year. Was this level of savings 
compared to the projected costs of improving the 688-class submarine work capabilities at 
other shipyards? What is the capability of the private sector submarine builders to do non- 
refueling submarine overhaul work? Did you consider the use of this capacity in your 
analysis? 

Answer: Our BRAC-95 analysis was based on programmed workload scheduled to be 
performed in organic naval shipyards. Private sector capability was not considered, and, as 
specified in the BRAC law, only certified data was utilized. Our analysis identified different 
combinations of potential naval shipyard closures, some of which included moving 



Portsmouth's workload to other naval shipyards. At the conclusion of the analysis process, it 
was the BSEC's military judgment to remove Portsmouth from further consideration for 
closure. Future decisions to refuel, defuel anti inactivate SSN Class 688 submarines make the 
precise determination of nuclear requirements dacult, and Portsmouth has a unique role as 
the center of excellence for the 688 submarine. 

13. Question: Based on our staff's preliminary review of the Navy's information, it appears 
that nuclear shipyard capacity is approximately 40% in excess of needs, yet the Navy is only 
closing the only shipyard with no nuclear capacity. Please explain why this excess capacity is 
being carried? 

Answer: In analyzing Naval Shipyards, the relevant measure to determine excess 
capacity was the aggregate capacity of all of the shipyards. Nuclear and non-nuclear capacity 
were calculated only to see if there were individual capacity limitations. Force structure 
downsizing has reduced the overall numbers of nuclear ships/submarines, which could support 
the closure of an additional shipyard. However, in the Department's military judgment with 
respect to the uncertainty of future nuclear workload (refueling versus inactivation), it was 
prudent to maintain sufficient organic capability to meet unanticipated nuclear work 
requirements. 

14. Question: Did the Navy consider the alternative of moving Naval Air Warfare Center 
Point Mugu test and evaluation missions to Naval Air Warfare Center China Lake or Eglin 
Air Force Base as suggested by the Test and Evaluation Joint Cross-Service Group? 

Answer: The DON did not examine the Point Mugu-China Lake alternative, since Pt. 
Mugu is already part of China Lake. While physically separate, the missions of these 
activities are interdependent, and both the sea range at Point Mugu and the land ranges at 
China Lake are required by the Department. 

The DON did request a gaining service COBRA response from the Air Force for 
movement of Point Mugu T&E missions to Eglin AFB. Data was not received, so no further 
analysis could be performed. 

15. Question: The Director of Defense Research and Engineering, in a 13 February 1995 
memo, stated, "The laboratories retain significant duplication and excess capacity ..." To 
reduce this excess, the Joint Cross-Service Group recommended the consolidation of C-41 
acquisition and R&D at Fort Monmouth and explosives to Picatinny Arsenal and the Naval 
Air Warfare Center China Lake. The Navy did not accept these alternatives and decided to 
move C-41 to San Diego and to maintain explosives at Indian Head. Why did the Navy not 
adopt the alternatives recommended by the Joint Cross-Service Group? 

Answer: The alternatives of moving C41 to either Fort Monmouth or Hanscom AFB 
were considered, as was a DON alternative of combining Space and Naval Warfare Systems 
Command with its subordinate element, Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance 



Center (NCCOSC), at San Diego. The consolidation at San Diego produced five times as 
great an annual savings and a 20 year net present value of over $300 M more than either of 
the two cross-service alternatives. 

Regarding movement of explosives to Picatinny and China Lake, COBRA analysis was 
performed on completely closing Indian Head and moving all functions to China Lake. Our 
analysis showed that up front costs were very large, both in absolute terms and in relation to 
potential savings. This fact, coupled with the lengthy payback period, made this alternative 
unacceptable. The DON requirement for Insensitive Munitions aboard ships is unique within 
DoD for both explosives and propellants. The replication costs for duplicate Energetics- 
Explosive facilities at Picatimy, while retaining the facilities at Indian Head required for 
Propellant efforts, were not cost-effective. 

16. Question: Regarding the Navy's decisiori not to close the Aviation Supply Office 
(ASO), Philadelphia, the Navy report states: "the gap between attributed costs and savings 
was most likely to narrow under the realities of implementation, resulting in an even narrower 
benefit between costs and savings." This implies an inaccuracy in the data. Please explain 
this comment. 

Answer: The return on investment for the COBRA scenario which closed AS0 and 
consolidated functions at SPCC was viewed as marginal because of limited savings. In the 
context of the COBRA analysis, the BSEC recognized that savings were slight because 
ongoing consolidation efforts between AS0 and SPCC are leading to a more efficient 
organization by reducing the overall cost of operations and that COBRA costs and savings 
were being measured at a point in time before those consolidation efforts were complete. 
Once all planned "in-place" management initiatives have been completed, it was likely that 
fewer savings would accrue than as calculated by the COBRA algorithms for the relocation to 
SPCC. Additionally, the BSEC felt that the costs and potential inefficiencies of disrupting 
these consolidation efforts could outweigh the relatively small benefits of the COBRA savings 
estimates. 

17. Question: The Defense Logistics Agency plans to move some of the Defense Industrial 
Supply Center's mission out of Philadelphia. Did the Navy's analysis relative to the two 
inventory control points in Philadelphia and Mechanicsburg consider the DLA 
recommendation and excess office space that it will make available in Philadelphia? 

Answer: No. The Navy's analysis focussed on the capacities at the two inventory 
control points. We were unaware of the DLA recommendation relating to the Defense 
Industrial Supply Center until after SECNAV's recommendations were forwarded to 
SECDEF. 

18. Question: With regard to closing the facilities on Guam, please explain how operational 
commanders in the Pacific provided input and participated in the decision? 



Answer: As directed by the Secretary of the Navy, the BSEC actively interacted with 
the major ownersloperators of Navy and Marine Corps installations on matters concerning 
fleet operations, support and readiness. Accordingly, there were a series of BSEC 
deliberative sessions with the Fleet CINCs, Fleet Marine Force Commanders, Systems 
Commanders, the Navy and Marine Corps personnel chiefs, and the Navy and Marine Corps 
Reserve Force Commanders. During these meetings, the BSEC provided information on all 
aspects of the DON BRAC-95 process including data collection, analytical approaches, 
capacity and military value analyses, and the development of alternative closure and/or 
realignment scenarios. These meeting provided CINCPACFLT a direct forum to address the 
potential operational impacts of BSEC recommendations. Additionally, the CINCs and other 
major claimants provided the direct responses to COBRA scenario data calls including such 
information as functions which could be eliminated andlor transferred and the identification of 
potential receiver sites. The deliberative session discussions and the COBRA scenario 
responses provided the basis for a clearer understanding of the need to only maintain access 
to Guam rather than continued presence. 

19. Question: The Navy's Detailed Analysis states that the Navy intends to retain the 
waterfront assets on Guam for contingencies and to support the afloat tender. If the Navy 
were guaranteed access to necessary facilities in the event of hostilities, would it consider 
allowing the Government of Guam access to the waterfront? What Navy property on Guam 
will be disposed of after implementation of the recommendations? 

Answer: Decisions regarding the retention of specific waterfront and other property at 
Naval Activities Guam will not be finalized until the BRAC recommendations are approved. 
The Navy is, however, committed to closing bases right. Our goal is to empower local 
communities to play a principal role in determining what happens to a base when it closes. 
In the case of the facilities in Guam, since our recommendation is clear that we need to 
maintain access to this strategic location, a careful balance will be struck between community 
reuse and the retention of the necessary facilities for potential operational contingencies. 

20. Ouestion: The Navy's justification for recommending the closure of the Naval Air 
Facility, Adak in Alaska is that the Navy's anti-submarine warfare surveillance mission no 
longer requires the facility to base or support its aircraft. According to documents submitted 
to the Commission, the air facility at Adak has already been drawn down to meet 
Congressionally-mandated budget reductions and the Navy's overall downsizing initiatives. 
Does this mean that there has been a decrease in  the threat since 1993, or has the mission of 
anti-submarine warfare that was canied out at Adak been transferred elsewhere? 

Answer: The decision on the mission of NAF Adak had already been appropriately 
made by CINCPACFLT. In fact, certified data relating to capacity and military value 
indicated that continuous maritime patrol aircraft deployments to NAF Adak were 
discontinued in FY 1994. The base closure process is not the process by which the DON 
makes operational decisions. Our decision on Adak was, in part, predicated on the fact that 
there was no operational need for Adak. 



21. Question: As the Navy made its closure and realignment decisions, what role did 
environmental compliance play in its analysis? For example, did the fact that a base's 
expansion potential is limited by environmental restrictions play a major role in the analysis? 
Were bases in Clean Air Act or other non-attainment areas viewed differently from those in 
attainment areas? 

Answer: The Navy issued a comprehensive environmental data call that captured the 
full range of environmental issues on each base. The presence of environmental management 
issues, their impact on operations, and any limitations they presented were characterized for 
each environmental area including endangeredlthreatened species, culturaVhistoric resources, 
wetlands, environmental facilities, air quality, pollution control, hazardous materials, 
installation restoration sites, Air Installation Compatible Use Zones, and land use. The 
current and past impact of these environmental issues on base operations and development 
was included, as appropriate, in the military value analysis. Once closure/realignment 
alternatives were identified, an environmental summary for each scenario was prepared which 
noted the anticipated air quality impacts and other anticipated environmental impacts resulting 
from the action for both closing and receiving bases. In no case did the environmental 
condition of a base, or the anticipated impact andlor the expansion potential of a receiving 
base, necessarily preclude a recommendation. Many of the recommendations resulted in a 
positive environmental impact. 

Bases in non-attainment areas were not viewed differently from those in attainment 
areas. While the air quality status of the area in which a base was located was reviewed as 
part of the environmental analysis, in no case did air quality impact the process of selection 
or determination of closure or realignment sites. 

22. Ouestion: How many installations reconunended for closure in this or prior rounds are 
expected to have substantial portions of land placed into caretaker status due to unique 
contamination problems? 

Answer: For the installations identified fbr closure under BRAC-95, no contamination 
sites have been identified for which recognized/accepted remediation processes are 
unavailable. Installation restoration site characterization and clean up will continue after 
operational closure, if not yet completed. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Senator Christopher J. Dodd (Connecticut) 

With respect to the Navy recommendation to relocate the Nuclear Training Commands 
(NTC) from Orlando to Charleston: 

1.  Question: How will BRACC Appropriations already committed and spent for planned 
relocation of NTC at New London, be recouped in this redirection action? 

Answer: The 1993 Commission recommended, and Congress and the President 
concurred in, the closure of Naval Training Center (NTC) Orlando. This recommendation 
directed the move of a tenant of NTC Orlando, Naval Nuclear Power Propulsion Training 
Center (NNPPTC), to Submarine Base New London. The Department of the Navy, in 
accordance with the base closure law, has begun the planning and budgeting process to move 
this school. The DON will not know what appropriations are able to be recouped until the 
BRAC-95 recommendations are finalized. 

2. Question: How have savings promised in 1993 been recouped in the 1995 
recommendations to redirect the NTCs? Are these savings lost permanently? 

Answer: The savings calculated in BRAC-93 result fiom the closure of NTC Orlando, 
which will still occur. The recommended redirect for NNPPTC does not affect those savings. 

3. Ouestion: If the proposed savings and return on investment (ROI) fiom the redirect of 
the NTCs are so substantial as to require the 1995 BRACC to overturn the 1993 BRACC 
decision, why were the savings not recognized in 1993? Was Charleston considered for 
relocation in 1993? 

Answer: The 1993 Commission overturned the DON'S recommendation relating to 
closure of the piers at Submarine Base, New London, making the move of NNPPTC 
unacceptable because classroom and berthing facilities at New London anticipated to be used 
for this relocation were no longer available. 

Charleston was not considered as a receiving site in 1993. In selecting a receiving site 
in BRAC-93 for this tenant of NTC Orlando, it was determined that the movement of 
NNPPTC to Submarine Base New London would create a training center of excellence by 
locating the NNPPTC with the Submarine School, taking advantage of the infrastructure 
vacated by the relocation of fleet operational uruts. In the absence of these facilities, a 
similar center of excellence will be created by locating the NNPPTC with the Navy Nuclear 
Propulsion Training Unit and the follow-on training with the moored training ships at 
Charleston. 



4. Question: What methodology was applied to identify Charleston as the new location of 
the NTCs? What other sites were examined? What were the associated military values and 
cost? 

Answer: During BRAC-95 deliberations, the BSEC recognized that the 1993 
Commission's decision to retain the piers at New London had significantly increased military 
construction (MILCON) costs for relocating MVPPTC to New London, making this receiving 
site much less attractive. Accordingly, Weapons Station Charleston was introduced as an 
alternative which will achieve similar expected training synergies and greater savings from 
reduced MILCON and PCS costs. No other sites were examined. The one-time cost 
associated with the redirect to Charleston is $147.9 million; the one-time savings is $162.5 
million; and the annual recurring savings is $5.3 million. 

5. Question: What are the specific flaws in the 1993 BRACC decision that require the 
proposed redirection at this time? 

Answer: The 1993 Commission did not accept the Department of the Navy's 
recommendation to close the piers at New London, resulting in unavailability of facilities for 
the NNPPTC move upon the closure of NTC (Orlando. 

With respect to the Navy decision to close the Naval Underwater Warfare Center 
(NUWC) in New London, Connecticut: 

1. Ouestion: Total estimated costs for BRACC implementation: a detailed (by line item) 
of cost expenditures to date comparing costs spent or obligated to date vs. costs to complete 
the redirection as proposed. 

Answer: A data call has been issued to obtain certified data to respond to this question. 
The response will be forwarded separately. 

2. Question: A complete accounting of billets and actual personnel transferred from 
Norfolk, VA to Newport, RI as of this date. 

Answer: A data call has been issued to obtain certified data to respond to this question. 
The response will be forwarded separately. 

3. Ouestion: A complete accounting of billets and actual personnel transferred from New 
London, CT to Newport, RI as of this date. 

Answer: A data call has been issued to obtain certified data to respond to this question. 
The response will be forwarded separately. 

4. Question: Savings in personnel and operating costs achieved per year to date at New 
London. 



Answer: A data call has been issued to obtain certified data to respond to this question. 
The response will be forwarded separately. 

5. Question: What would be the impact upon laboratory military value and cost analysis to 
co-locate all Navy acoustic research and development and system engineering at New 
London, Connecticut? 

Answer: The BSEC did not evaluate such a scenario. The BRAC-95 recommendations 
relating to acoustic R&D and system engineering complete the steps taken in earlier rounds of 
base closure to concentrate these functions at NUWC Newport, NUWC Keyport, and NSWC 
Crane. Appropriate functions from four technical centers (NRL Det Orlando, NAWC 
Oreland, NAWC Det Warminster, and NUWCl New London) will be relocated to NUWC 
Newport. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Senator Wendell Ford (Kentucky) 

1. Ouestion: In regard to Naval Surface Warfare Center, Louisville, Kentucky would you 
comment on the data used by the Base Structure Executive Committee to make the decision 
to place that facility on the list? I have heard the data call information forwarded to the 
Department of the Navy, by Crane Division and NAVSEA, indicated the cost of moving the 
Phalanx work, currently being done at Louisville, to Crane, Indiana would be less than 
official originally determined. I also understand the discrepancies in those figures were 
brought to the attention of the Inspector General who conducted an audit and verified that 
indeed the figures submitted were not correct, and the cost of moving the work to Crane, 
Indiana would be higher than the figures given to the Navy's Base Structure Executive 
Committee. Please comment on this information. I request that a copy of the Inspector 
General's audit be provided to this commission. 

Answer: The data used by the Base Structure Evaluation Committee (BSEC) is 
contained in the Base Structure Data Base. The BSEC did not use any data other than that 
provided through the DON certification process to make a decision. Costs which are 
provided by the major claimants to the BSEC as part of scenario development data calls were 
subject to review by the BSEC, which applied military judgment to the inclusion of costs in 
the COBRA analysis. 

With regard to the audit being conducted on the data supplied for the Louisville 
scenario, although the investigation is not yet complete, it is our understanding that the focus 
of the audit is primarily on process (data flow up and down the chain of command). 

2. Question: Also in the case of Naval Surface Warfare Center, Louisville, how do you 
evaluate and justify splintering the current work being done by the Louisville workforce of 
engineers and machinists - those places being Norfolk, Virginia, Port Hueneme, California, 
and Crane, Indiana? Was not it the determination of an early BRAC Commission to not 
close the Louisville facility in order to keep the Navy's 5-inch gun work, and now Phalanx 
work, consolidated and centrally located to ship ports on bothcoasts of the United States? 

Answer: The workload being performed at Louisville is an amalgam of work similar to 
that being accomplished at a number of other Navy depot and technical activities. Our 
recommendation consolidates the Louisville workload with other similar depot and 
engineering efforts at other sites and achieves savings by closing an entire installation. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Senator Rick Santorum (Pennsylvania) 

1. Question: Machinery systems engineering has been migrating to the Naval Surface 
Warfare Center (NSWC)-Philadelphia for several decades. The BRAC 95 proposal to 
continue this migration by moving all machinery Research and Development to NSWC- 
Philadelphia consolidates a majority of machinery systems responsibility in Philadelphia 
(approx. 2000 people and $800 M worth of machinery facilities) and is a logical progression 
in reducing infrastructure and improving overall machinery development and performance. In 
order to provide further reduction in infrastructure, have you considered consolidating the 
entire function of machinery systems in NSWC-Philadelphia, some of which is still being 
performed in NAVSEA headquarters? 

Answer: No. The BRAC effort is concerned with closing and realigning bases. 
Workload allocation is a management prerogative that can be accomplished at any time. 

2. Cluestion: BRAC 93 decisions included moving the Naval Sea Systems Command from 
Crystal City to White Oak. The BRAC 95 proposes closing White Oak and moving 
NAVSEA to the Washington Navy Yard. Was there any consideration given to relocating 
NAVSEA to the Philadelphia Naval Base? 

Answer: No. Given the requirement of Naval Reactors (NAVSEA-08) to be located in 
the Washington, D.C. area to satisfy responsibilities to the Department of Energy, and the 
Navy's desire not to fragment NAVSEA Headquarters, relocation options were restricted to 
the Washington metropolitan area in both the 1993 and 1995 round of base closures. 



QUESTIONS FROM &lEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Representative Robert A. Borksi (Pennsylvania) 

1. Question: In your proposal to close anti relocate the Naval Air Technical Services 
Facility (NATSF) to North Island, CA, you appear to achieve most of your savings by 
eliminating 52 positions. How is this more cost effective than keeping NATSF in 
Philadelphia and eliminating those same positions? 

Answer: The savings are attendant to the command elimination, the subsuming of 
regional offices and detachments, and the integration into another NAVAIR organization. 
This cannot be accomplished in place. 

2. Ouestion: In 1993, the Base Closure Commission overturned your recommendation to 
close and relocate NATSF. In its report, the Commission "found compelling the potential 
cost savings and reduction in workload" of establishing a central DoD technical publications 
organization under the auspices of NATSF. To what extent did the Navy work with other 
services to explore this possibility? Why did the Navy choose not to recommend this idea in 
its 1995 BRAC recommendations? 

Answer: None of the Joint Cross-Service Groups suggested this as an alternative to 
consider. The Navy felt its decision to send the function to NADEP North Island was sound, 
fostered proper internal synergies, helped to reduce capacity at the critical NADEP site, and 
demonstrated good cost savings. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Representative Stephen Horn (California) 

1. Ouestion: The purpose of the base closwe process is to reduce as much excess capacity 
as possible and to save the greatest amount of money. However, the recommended closure of 
the Long Beach Naval Shipyard closes the k'jt amount of excess capacity, and does nothing 
to reduce capacity in the nuclear category, where the excess is greatest. Moreover, according 
to the COBRA data, closure of Long Beach would save less money over the next 20 years 
than, for example, Portsmouth. Why has the Navy targeted the one shipyard for closure 
whose closure would do the least in meeting the goals of the BRAC process? 

Answer: The Department's process analyzed excess capacity for the entire NSYD/SRF 
community and then sought solutions to eliminate that excess. Non-nuclear workload can be 
accomplished in a nuclear shipyard, but nuclear workload cannot be accomplished in a non- 
nuclear shipyard. While our analysis considered Portsmouth for closure, it was removed from 
consideration for closure based on the BSEC's military judgment. Future decisions to refuel, 
defuel and inactivate SSN Class 688 submarines make the precise determination of nuclear 
requirements difficult, and Portsmouth has a unique role as the center of excellence for the 
688 submarine. The Navy is satisfied that its recommendations to close Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard and SRF Guam result in a significant overall reduction of excess shipyard capacity, 
with a collective annual savings of $168.4M and a 20 year net present value savings of 
$2477.6M. 

2. Question: In 199 1 and 1993, the Long Beach Naval Shipyard was the third highest 
ranked naval shipyard, behind only Puget Sounti and Norfolk. Curiously, the Navy's new 
military value matrix now ranks Long Beach as below Pearl Harbor in military value and 
only slightly above the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Why has this ranking changed from the 
two previous base closure rounds? 

Answer: In response to constructive criticism by, among others, the Commission and 
Members of Congress, for BRAC-95, the DON shipyard military value matrix was adjusted 
where appropriate to be more reflective of the nature and scope of work being conducted at 
these activities. While this causes the absolute scores for the activities to change, the results 
are consistent with those of previous rounds. Consistent with the relationships demonstrated 
in BRAC-93, these industrial activities fall into three distinct groups. As in BRAC-93, Long 
Beach Naval Shipyard is in the middle group whose military value scores are tightly grouped 
and which falls below the two large shipyards ar Puget Sound and Norfolk. Because the 
scores are so close, the relative placement of the shipyards in this middle group is affected by 
changes that were made not only to respond to criticism but also to portray as accurately as 
possible the characteristics of these activities. 



3. Question: From an examination of the Navy's base closure deliberations minutes, it 
seems as if the Navy only really considered closing two shipyards--Portsmouth or Long 
Beach--and decided to not recommend Portsrriouth for closure because of a desire to retain 
nuclear repair capability. Were other scenarios actively considered? For instance, was a 
closure option for Norfolk Naval Shipyard considered, and scenarios run? If not, why not? 
Was Pearl Harbor considered for closure, or considered for realignment dong with Long 
Beach? 

Answer: Every activity within the shipyard subcategory was equally considered. 
Capacity and military value analyses was conducted on all activities. Using the results of 
these analyses, possible closure candidates were identified during configuration analysis. In 
various combinations, the potential candidates were Long Beach, Portsmouth, Pearl Harbor, 
and SRF Guam. The configuration analysis demonstrated that the Puget Sound and Norfolk 
shipyards had to be retained to satisfy capacity and military value requirements. The BSEC 
eliminated Pearl Harbor from further consideration due to its unique strategic location and full 
service capability. Closure scenario data calls were sent to Long Beach Naval Shipyard, Ship 
Repair Facility Guam, Naval Shipyard Portsmouth, Surge Dry Docks at Philadelphia, and 
several technical centers that perform depot level work. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Representative G. V. (Sonny) Montgomery (Mississippi) 

1. Question: I am concerned about how the Navy determines such factors as the pilot 
training rate (PTR). The certified data which the commission will receive appears to be, quite 
frankly, a compilation of conclusions rather than a trail of hard facts leading to a conclusion. 
Is the Navy going to give the Commissioners and the communities access to the critical data 
used to determine such conclusions as the daytime operations necessary to generate one new 
pilot? Moreover, will commissioners and communities have access to base operational data? 
I hope you will provide any requested data directly to Commissioners and affected 
communities. 

Answer: The Navy has provided the Commission and Congress with all the data used 
in its analysis. If there is any additional information that may be required after a review of 
the basic data, it will be provided upon request by the appropriate level within the DON. As 
we have already related in a separate response to a question for the record from the 
Commission, the Secretary of the Navy has issued specific public affairs guidance to all 
activities of the Department that provides for their release of unclassified base information. 

Specific information on the number of daylight flight operations required per student 
(for each type and level of undergraduate pilot training) can be found in the Data Call Two 
(Capacity for Training Air Stations) responses from each training air station under Section: 
Mission Requirements, Subsection: b. Flight Training, questions 3 and 4. These questions 
instructed the fleet to base requirements on historic flight operations. The certified responses 
to these questions were the input for the calculations used in the Navy analysis. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Representative Robert Underwood (Guam) 

Naval Base Guam, Fleet Ind. Supply Center and Ship Repair Facility 

1. Question: Mr. Secretary, in your recommendations for BRAC 95, you recommend 
closing the Ship Repair Facility and disestablishing the Fleet Industrial Supply Center and you 
recommend reducing and the "mothballing" the waterfront activities of the Naval Base. This 
eliminates a large source of income for the citizens of Guam, but is does not allow these 
valuable industrial and port facilities to be used as economic recovery tools for Guam to help 
replace their lost revenues. Isn't it true that these facilities could be turned over to the 
Government of Guam for economic development with the proviso that they could be used for 
military contingency operations at the request of the Federal Government? 

Answer: We are committed to working with the local community and the DoD Ofice 
of Economic Adjustment (OEA) in the development of a reuse plan to focus the community's 
intentions and ideas concerning how it desires excess propertylfacilities to be utilized. In the 
case of the facilities in Guam, since our reconlmendation is clear that we need to maintain 
access to this strategic location, a careful balance will be struck between community reuse 
and the retention of the necessary facilities for potential operational contingencies. Decisions 
regarding the retention of specific property on Guam will not be finalized until the BRAC 
recommendations are approved. 

NAS Agana 

2. Question: Mr. Secretary, last year this Commission recommended that the Navy 
consolidate the air operations at NAS Agana with the Air Force operations 10 miles away at 
Anderson AFB. During the last two years, however, you have disestablished one of the three 
fked wing squadrons on Guam and moved the other two to bases on the West Coast. In 
spite of the Navy's rhetoric two years ago, you have also agreed to return all of the enlisted 
administrative buildings and the officer housing on a piece of land that is essential for the 
development of an expanded international aviation complex on Guam. You are also in the 
process of building 300 brand new family housing units. Isn't it true that with all of these 
reductions this year you should have quite a bit of excess Navy housing? Isn't it also true that 
the retention of this one isolated section of family housing has more to do with the view than 
the need for military housing island-wide? 

Answer: The final determination of what facilities will be deemed in excess will not be 
made until after the BRAG-95 recommendations are approved. As you are aware, even if all 
of all of our recommendations regarding naval activities on Guam are approved, we will 
continue to have a significant number of naval personnel on Guam. We are committed to 
maintaining the highest quality of life possible for those personnel. Retention of necessary 



critical married family housing units will be one of our principal objectives. Where excesses 
may exist, however, you can be assured that we will work with the local community and the 
DoD Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) to develop a sound community reuse plan. 

Fena Reservoir 

3. Question: Mr. Secretary, in your report, you did not mention the large watershed and 
reservoir at Fena that currently sits outside tht: Naval Magazine on Guam. It is no longer 
needed as a "buffer" for Naval Magazine, Guam, and the magazine no longer contains special 
weapons. In view of the economic hardships these closures will impose of the citizens of 
Guam, why couldn't this watershed be returned to the Government of Guam for use in its 
water system and as a "low environmental impact" recreation area? 

Answer: Our recommendations did not iflect the Naval Magazine on Guam. This 
facility will continue to execute its full function and mission. Accordingly, all of the current 
infrastructure and supporting buffers, including the reservoir at Fena, must be maintained. 

Navy Water System on Guam 

4. Question: Mr. Secretary, I am amazed to hear that the Navy maintains an island-wide 
water distribution system on Guam that duplicates one maintained by GovGuam. With the 
disestablishment of most of the Navy activities on Guam, it seems inefficient and expensive 
for the Navy to maintain a separate system. Are there any other locations in the United 
States or its Territories where the Navy does not procure water from the local government 
and maintains its own water system? In light of the huge reductions in the Navy presence 
and the dichotomy this issue seems to raise, doesn't it make more sense for the Navy to turn 
its water system over to the Public Utility Agency on Guam, assist Guam financially in 
consolidating the two systems, and then satisfy its water needs from the Public Utility 
Agency, as it does in most other locations? 

Answer: There are a number of naval installations which operate water treatment and 
distribution systems, such as China Lake, Roosevelt Roads, and others. With respect to the 
system in Guam, the continued operation of that system will be evaluated, if necessary, after 
a final determination is made regarding the retention of naval facilities on the island. 

Island-wide Navy Housing on Guam 

5. Question: Mr. Secretary, as can be seen fiom the above points, most of the current 
Navy activities on Guam that remain from previous closures or reductions are recommended 
for closure, disestablishment or realignment. No mention is made, however, of the disposal 
of the large amounts of housing that served those units. Guam has always had a deficit of 
housing for its civilian population and this housing could be used to provide housing for the 
citizens of Guam, provide an income stream for GovGuam through lease payments, and 
provide the Navy with a source of properly maintained military housing in the event of a 



Western Pacific military contingency. Wouldn't it seem reasonable to seek the transfer to 
GovGuam of all Navy housing that does not serve the needs of the few remaining Navy 
activities? Doesn't it also make economic sense to then combine the remaining Navy housing 
and the existing Air Force housing under one Federal/DoD housing authority and maintain the 
transferred Navy housing under rules that permit it to be leased back to the Navy during 
extended military contingencies? 

Answer: The final determination of what facilities will be deemed in excess will not be 
made until after the BRAC-95 recommendations are approved. As you are aware, even if all 
of all of our recommendations regarding naval activities on Guam are approved, we will 
continue to have a significant number of naval personnel on Guam. We are committed to 
maintaining the highest quality of life possible for those personnel. Retention of necessary 
critical manied family housing units will be one of our principal objectives. Where excesses 
may exist, however, you can be assured that we will work with the local community and the 
DoD Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) to develop a sound community reuse plan. 

Navy Command Structure 

6 .  Question: Mr. Secretary, with the disappearance of most Navy facilities on Guam, there 
does not seem to be a great need for a Navy Admiral command on Guam. Could you not 
move the remaining overall island-wide Navy Commander and his staff to joint spaces at 
Anderson AFB on the northern end of Guam and then transfer all the remaining command 
assets, including the housing area on Nirnitz Hill to GovGuam for their economic 
development? 

Answer: Our recommendations do not address the location of the headquarters for the 
Commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Marianas, nor does the DON use the BRAC process to 
address flag officer billet requirements. Even if all of all of our recommendations regarding 
naval activities on Guam are approved, we will continue to have a significant number of 
naval personnel on Guam. It should be noted that the issue of the amount of presence left on 
Guam does not detract from the importance that the Department places on access to Guam for 
purposes of support to operations in that part of the Pacific. 

Long-term Economic Impact (Section 30 of the Guam Organic Act) 

7. Question: Mr. Secretary, Guam receives quite a bit of funding under section 30 of the 
Guam Organic Act. Have you included those revenues in your economic impact studies? 

Answer: The Office of the Secretary of Defense required that all DoD Components 
analyze the economic impact on communities through the use of the DoD Economic Impact 
Data Base (see OSD Policy Memorandum Three). This data base is used to calculate the 
total potential direct and indirect job change (both as a total number of jobs and as a 
percentage of economic area employment) which will result from a closure or realignment 
action. Review of the economic impact methodology by the Joint Cross-Service Group on 



Economic Impact confumed that changes in employment, as calculated by the data base, 
provided a reasonable proxy for levels of impact associated with other aspects of the 
economy. These other impacts could include., for example, changes in expenditures, 
population, number of school age children, local government revenues and expenses, and, in 
this specific case, revenues to Guam resulting from the provisions of the Guam Organic Act. 

8. Question: Mr. Secretary, in light of the closings, realignments and reductions on Guam 
that you are recommending, there seem to be services that could be provided more efficiently 
to the remaining Navy personnel and the Air Force through more consolidated activities, now 
that both are essentially in a caretaker status. Could you not provide some of these services 
more efficiently by combining such activities as Recreation, Public Works, Housing 
Management, Medical and Dental? 

Answer: Following approval of the BRAC-95 recommendations, we will carefully 
determine what specific facilities need to be retained at Naval Activities and FISC Guam. 
We will then revise our infrastructure support requirements, as appropriate, taking into 
account operational requirements, quality of life, and potential community reusefdual use. 
Our goal is the retention of those facilities that are both cost-effective and operationally 
responsive, which could encompass consolidation with the Air Force support infrastructure. 
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T H E  M I L I T A R Y  C O A L I T I O N  

201 North Washington Street 
Alexantlria, Virginia 22314 

L* 
April 20, 1995 

Chairman Alan J.  Dixon 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore St., Suite 14-25 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

By letter, dated March 9th, The Military Coalition, which represents 
approximately 3.75 million members of the seven uniformed 
services, officer and enlisted, active, reserve and retired plus their 
families and survivors, requested permission to testify before the 
Commission when it held hearings on this round of base closures. 

We were advised by Chip Walgren on April 12th that due to the tight 
schedule of the Commission our request could not be accommodated, 
but that we could submit written testimony. Enclosed is The Military 
Coalition's written testimony which is submitted for the Commission's 
review and for the record. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for illlowing us to present our views on 
this critically important matter. 

Sincerely, 

Paul W. Arcari Michael Ouellette 
Colonel, USAF (Ret) Sergeant Major, USA (Ret) 
The Retired Officers Assn Non Commissioned Officers Assn 
Co-Chairman Co-Chairman 
(703) 838-8103 (703) 549-03 1 1 

Enclosure 
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Fleet Reserve Association 
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MISTER CHAIRMAN AND DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE 
COMMISSION: 

The Military Coalition would like to express its appreciation to the 
Chairman and distinguished members of the Base Realignment and 

Closure Commission for holding these important hearings. The 
written testimbhy provided here represents the collective views of 
the following military and veterans organizations known as The 
Military Coalition which represent approximately 3.75 million 
members of the seven uniformed services, officer and enlisted, 
active, reserve and retired plus their families and survivors. 

Air Force Association 
Air Force Sergeants Association 
Association of Military Surgeons of the United States 
Association of the United Statt:~ Army 
Chief Warrant Officer and Warrant Officer Association, 
United States Coast Guard 
~ommiss ioned Officers Association of the United States 
Public Health Service, Inc. 
Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the United States 
Fleet Reserve Association 

Jewish War Veterans of the Uinited States of America 
Marine Corps League 
Marine Corps Reserve Officers Association 
Military Chaplains Association of the United States of America 
National Association for Uniformed Services 
National Guard Association of the United States 
National Military Family Association 
Naval Enlisted Reserve Associ;ltion 
Naval Reserve Association 
Navy League of the United Staites 
Non Commissioned Officers Association 
Reserve Officers Association 
The Retired Enlisted Association 

The Retired Officers Association 



United Armed Forces Associati on 

United States Army Warrant Officers Association 
USCG Chief Petty Officers Association 
The National Order of Battlefield Commissions (Associate 
Member )  

Army Aviation Association of America (Associate Member) 
C- 

INTRODCCTION 

The Military Coalition's overall goal is to advance the national 
security interests of the United States by maintaining a strong 
national defense. The most vital elements of the nation's defense 
establishment are its men and women. As the nation draws down 
from the Cold War victory and bases close around the country, 
hundreds of thousands of military personnel and their families are 
affected. This turbulence adversely impacts on the morale and 
esprit-de-corps of the military community, particularly the retired 
component .  

THE ISSUE IN :PERSPECTIVE 

While the Coalition recognizes that one of the main reasons for base 

closures and realignments is to reduce the cost of defense, countless 
military retirees consider base closings to be a significant threat to 
their way of life. Many military retirees have selected their 
retirement homes based on proximity to military health care, 
commissary, exchange and recreational activities. Defense reports 
reveal that almost 70 percent of retirees locate near military 
installations upon their retirement from active duty to avail 
themselves of military health care services. While retirees were 
never guaranteed that bases would remain open indefinitely, most 
retirees can cite "chapter and verse" of how commanders and 
retention counselors guaranteed them lifetime care in military 
treatment facilities (MTFs) as an inducement to serve another "hitch" 

or extend their service obligations. It's no wonder that so many 
consider each wave of base closures as both a threat to their future 



security and a lack of leadership's resolve to honor previous 
commitments .  

The Coalition is deeply concerned over the severe morale and 
financial impacts base closures have had, and will continue to have, 
on retirees, their families and survivors, unless planning adjustments 
are made. ?he. issues related to base closures are not new to us. We 
have first-hand knowledge of the medical problems retirees have 
experienced when trying to find alternative health care when bases 
began to close in 1990. 

In earlier rounds of base closures, Cloalition members asked the 
Commission to carefully assess the impact that increased healthcare 
costs would have on predicted base closure savings before deciding 
to close a base. We strongly recommend that such critically 
important information be obtained from DoD and that it become a 
part of this Commission's deliberations. 

CONGRESSIONAI, ADMONITION 

We're not alone in our concern. The conference report on The 

National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993 
incorporated the concerns of the House - Senate conferees by 
mandating that the "Department of Defense have well-developed 
plans for each base closure location ..." Specifically, the Act went on 
to say "the conferees expect such plans to include: 1) consideration of 
joint use or preferred care provider services which utilize rather 
than abandon the existing facility; and 2) consideration of the 
comparison of the cost both to the government and to beneficiaries 
for standard CHAMPUS (Civilian Health and Medical Program of the 
Uniformed Services) versus alternative health care options for each 
base closure location.. . ". We enthusiastically supported these 
recommendations and believe they are on the right track for meeting 
the needs of those impacted by MTF closures. Further, with DoD's 
new Tricare Program, which Congress directed DoD to have fully 
implemented by December 1997, a1 ternative arrangements for 



CHAMPUS-eligible beneficiaries will most likely be in place in most 
regions of the country before this round of base closures begins. 

IMPACT OF CLOSURES 

With the closure of MTFs, CHAMPUS-eligible retirees, who previously 
had access ~O%TFS, are forced to turn to CHAMPUS where they will 
incur high "out-of-pocket" costs (retirees pay a 25 percent co-pay 
plus an annual outpatient deductible of $150 per member or $300 
per family), as their only alternative. The government is a "loser" as 
well because health care delivery through the private sector would 
be about twice as expensive as it is in an MTF, according to the U.S. 
General Accounting Office (Report 8-2407 15, September 1990). 
Based on a review of six hospitals, GAO estimated savings ranging 
from $18 million to $21 million in CHAMPUS funds. If Medicare- 
eligible beneficiaries were included, the savings to the Government 
would have been substantially greater. Such potential savings were 
further substantiated in DoD's "Section 733 Study of the Military 
Medical Care System" released in May 1994, which found that care 
could be delivered 10 to 24 percent less expensively in military 
treatment facilities. Whatever the savings, DoD's health care delivery 
cost should be less after Tricare managed care support contracts are 
fully operational. 

The situation is different for military Medicare-eligible beneficiaries 
because they would be forced to turn to Medicare as their only 
source of care. Not only would these beneficiaries incur significant 
"out-of-pocket" expenses (20 percent co-pay plus an annual 
outpatient deductible of $100 per member), but the Health Care 
Financing Administration (HCFA) would begin picking up the tab for 
care now provided by the MTF to Medicare-eligible military 
beneficiaries at no cost to HCFA. As with CHAMPUS costs, these 
ancillary government costs should be included in the base closure 
cost equation. 



During the first three rounds of bast: closures in 1988, 1991 and 
1993, thirty-four (34) MTFs were tapped for closure impacting an 
estimated 520,000 beneficiaries. BRAC IV taps another six MTFs for 
closure impacting an estimated 177,000 retired beneficiaries. These 
are significant numbers of retirees and survivors who feel 
abandoned by the leaders of the system they served so well. 

L 9  

ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE SERVICES 

One of the most valued health benefits for retirees is the use of 
military pharmacy services within the military treatment facility 
(MTF). Therefore, when an MTF closes, it results in an immediate 

financial strain on their limited incomes. It is not infrequent that we 
hear from our members that medications, such as maintenance drugs 
for heart conditions, cost them $200 to $300 per month. In response, 
the Coalition urged members of Congress to address this need by 
pioneering a DoD mail-order pharmacy service. Congress 
demonstrated its compassion by including a requirement in the FY 

93 Defense Authorization and Appropriation Acts, for DoD to conduct 
mail service pharmacy demonstration to provide "multi-state mail- 
order service" for all CHAMPUS-eligible members. Further, retirees 
65 years or older who are Medicare-eligible may access this service, 
but only  if they reside in catchment areas of facilities that are 
closing. The demonstration program began in November 1994 in six 

states within the United States -- Southeast and Mid-Atlantic. It is 
being well received by beneficiaries. 

This innovative approach will accommodate the majority of 
beneficiaries who lose access to military pharmacies. It should result 
in lower cost of drugs for the government and lower out-of-pocket 
co-payments for beneficiaries than if they had to rely solely on 
standard CHAMPUS. We are greatly heartened by this Congressional 
initiative to help those adversely impacted by base closings, but 
would hasten to add that it represen1.s only the critical first step in 
the overall solution. 



The Coalition has worked with merrtbers of Congress, the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs and the Surgeons General of 
the Military Departments to create an awareness of the need for 
alternative health care programs at base closure sites. We remain 
convinced that the most pressing requirement is for DoD to have an 
alternative solution, such as a managed care plan (MCP), in place 
before a b a s b ~ l o s u r e  is effected. 

There are many viable solutions to the voids created by base closure. 
In the final analysis, they will be driven by what is the most cost- 
effective. Where small hospitals or clinics are closing, the solution 
may be a plan which provides a limited range of services, such as a 
pharmacy service and advisory services through the use of Health 
Benefits Advisors to assist in processing CHAMPUS claims and Health 
Care Finders for locating participating CHAMPUSIMedicare providers. 
When major medical centers serving thousands of beneficiaries close, 
like Fitzsimons Army Medical Center in Denver, Colorado, the impact 
is great and the optimum solution may be a joint venture facility 
operated by Veterans Affairs and DoD, like Las Vegas, Nevada at 
Nellis Air Force Base (AFB), or a managed care network under 
Tricare.  

Our efforts were rewarded with the passage of the FY 93 Defense 
Authorization Act and Appropriations Act. As an alternative to 
standard CHAMPUS, authorization arid funding was provided for a 
managed care alternative at three locations - Carswell AFB in Ft. 
WorthIDallas, Texas, Bergstrom AFB in Austin, Texas and England 
AFB in Alexandria, Louisiana. Services began on May 1, 1993. The 
FY 94 Defense Authorization Act added Homestead AFB, Florida and 
services began in August 1994. The Coalition enthusiastically 
endorses these initiatives. 

A review of the current list of base closures presents some awesome 
health care challenges to DoD. For example, DoD will have to 
determine how inpatient care services will be provided to remaining 
43,200 retired beneficiaries in Denve.r, Colorado and the 18,000 

6 



retired beneficiaries in Albuquerque, New Mexico. At both of these 
locations, active duty members and their families obtain inpatient 
care, respectively, through the Fitzsimons Army Medical Center 
(AMC) in Denver, Colorado and the 377 Medical Group at Kirtland Air 
Force Base, New Mexico. When these facilities close there will be no 
adequate military inpatient facility within a reasonable distance. To 
avoid hardshiw upon retirees and their families, aggressive planning 
must be undertaken by DoD to resolve the impact these mission 
changes will have on the residual population. 

The closure of Fitzsimons creates a unique organizational problem for 
DoD and a health care access problem for military beneficiaries. 
Because Fitzsimons AMC also has a regional mission serving 12 mid- 
western states (Region 8), its loss will mean major changes in the 
delivery of regional medical care for the 732,000 beneficiaries who 
rely on it for specialized health care services. Over 425,000 retired 
beneficiaries will have to rely on civilian sources using the CHAMPUS 
or Medicare as their primary source for health care services. Of 
these, over 75,000 Medicare-eligible military beneficiaries in the 
Fitzsimons regional service area will be impacted. Looking at the 
Denver area alone, 2,700 active dut,y members plus approximately 
5,000 family members will remain in the area without the 
availability of an MTF. They will have to use civilian sources for 
their care. Over 10,500 Medicare-eligible military beneficiaries will 
be shifted on to Medicare. The cost could be as high as $50 million if 
they enroll in local Medicare HMOs. When adding the increased 
Medicare costs to the cost of shifting CHAMPUS-eligible beneficiaries 
to the civilian sector, the cost to the government of closing Fitzsimons 
may be greater. Given these costs, we believe the Commission 
should seriously consider retaining Fitzsimons AMC. 

One final issue that deserves commeizt relates to retirees who settled 
near a military base, but did not enroll in Medicare Part B when they 
were eligible to do so because they believed that the base military 
hospitals would always be there for their health care needs. Many of 

these individuals will be forced to use Medicare as their only source of 



health care. Many are unaware of the penalties for late enrollment (ten 
percent per year of the monthly premium) they will incur if they use 
their Medicare entitlement (Part A) and enroll in Medicare's Part B 

coverage. To overcome this problem, the Coalition strongly 
recommends that Part B late enrollment penalties be waived 
for Medicare-eligible military retirees who are now forced to take 

Part B in or& to enroll in Medicare. We understand that the Health Care 
Financing Administration is reluctant to waive these penalty fees because 
it would be precedent setting. Therefore, if these penalties must be 
paid, the Coalition recommends that DoD pay them from funds 
provided for base closure actions. Under no circumstances should 
the beneficiaries be required to pay these penalties or should funds from 

DoD's military pay account or medical budget be used. 

CLOSING R.EMARKS 

The Coalition recognizes the very difficult task this Commission has 
in deciding what is best for the Department of Defense, the people 
adversely 'affected and the fiscal security of this country. It is a 
complex matter where the choices are not easy. Your decisions will 
greatly impact the lives of hundreds of thousands of Americans 
directly and indirectly. The Commission's recommendations and 
Congress' likely approval will place untold stress on the affected 
communities. Accordingly, we ask this Commission to consider 
all the factors associated with base closures, to include DoD 
and Medicare health care services and its cost to the 
government and the thousands of DoD beneficiaries who are 
impacted. Finally, we believe base closure planning must include 
alternative arrangements for health care where health care services 
are to be terminated. 

The Coalition thanks the Chairman and the members of the 
Commission for this opportunity to present our views and our 
concerns. Any questions regarding our position, we can be contacted 
at (703)803-8 164. 
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THE CHAIRMAN. JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20318 

17 April 1995 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman, 

Thank you for your letter regarding the proposed closure of Fort Ritchie, MD, 
and the possible impact on the National Military Command Center, Site R. 

This facility is self-contained and largely self-sufficient, designed to operate 
without external support during crisis conditions. The guard force can seal the 
installation behind impenetrable blast doors within seconds of an alarm to 
maintain security. Fire protection is provided by installed fire suppression systems 
and full-time firefighters with two fire engines inside the facility. To ensure 
continuous operations. high reliability and redundancy are built into all vital 
equipment. While the installation depends on the Army's external support 
services. all time-sensitive. mission-essential capabilities are necessarily pro\iic!ed 
for on-site. 

-. 
i ne Army has not yet subm~trea detaiied plans inr ths propzsed transter of 

the Site R operational support mission from Fort Ritchie to Fort Detrick. If, as 
expected, the response time is extended by only 45 minutes to 1 hour, it will 
effectively meet all operational support requirements for the facility. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide the Joint Staff views prior to the 
regional hearing and final decision. 

',>,, Chairman 
' m e  Joint Chiefs of Staff 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S. AMC SYSTEMS INTEGRATION AND MANAGEMENT ACTlVW 

1222 SPRUCE ST- 
ST. LOUIS, MO 63103-2834 

REPLY TO 
ATrENTlON OF 

April 5, 1995 

Mr. Kemedy, 

Enclosed is a copy of the 1992 report by the Army's Management Engineering Activity on 
the cost of moving SIMA from its present location at 1222 Spruce in downtown St. Louis 
to the Federal Center at 4300 Goodfellow Boulevard in St. Louis. The costs to relocate 
fbmiture and computers are probably still valid. Costs that are not included are the lost 
productivity during actual moving (estimate of $120,000 per day, 3 to 6 days) and the cost 
of the planning and moving activities of the SIMA staff($850,000).The costs to renovate 
for us at the Federal Center were based on moving us to a building that has not been used 
for some time. If we were to move after ATCOM did krther downsizing, there could 
possibly be space that was better suited to our needs and could be outfitted for us at a 
lesser cost. 

If you require any fbrther information on this or any other matter fiom SMA, feel fiee to 
call me at (3 14) 33 1-4254. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy for Information Technology 
SIMA-St . Louis 
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PART I 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 



PART I - EXECDlZIVE SUMHARP 

In early 1992, LTG Hilmes, Director of Information Systems 
Command chartered a Task Force to conduct an (AMC) Automation 
Assessment for the AMC Commander. This Task Force was directed 
by BG Wynn, Commander 7th Signal Command. This assessment 
addressed several issues pertaining to AMC's Systems Integration 
and Management Activity (SIMA). All findings and recommendations 
of this group were staffed with AMC's organizations for review 
and comment. The Director, SIMA, was tasked with management of 
this review and subsequent implementation of accepted 
recommendations. 

To preclude any hint of a conflict-of-interest, the Director, 
SIMA, asked that the U.S. Army Materiel Command Management 
Engineering ~ctivity (AMCMEA) conduct an independent analysis of 
this proposal and also asked that the results of this analysis be 
used as the basis for making a decision concerning relocation of 
SIMA. This tasking evolved and grew to include an assessment of 
possible savings which might be gained by more efficiently and 
correctly utilizing RAY ~uilding space. 

In seeking answers to these two questions - relocation of SIMA 
to the Federal Center and correct space utilization at the RAY 
Building - other questions pertaining to issues such as personnel 
turbulence, effect of Civilian Personnel and Equal Employment fi 

regulations, and involvement of Union officials and/or political 
figures were not addressed because of lack of time and because 

: they were considered to be outside the parameters of cost analysis 
and space utilization. However, if one were speaking of a 
definitive move instead of a proposed move, these issues could 
not be overlooked and would have some bearing on all decisions. 

The Task Force report stated that this move would save 
$3,100,000.00 in GSA lease costs. The savings indicated by this 
analysis so differed from the Task Force report that one must 
assume that the originator of this statement believed the Federal 
Center to be Army property and, thus, rent free, which could 
possibly account for some of the difference. The MEA analysis 
indicated that total savings would be only $542,617 or 
approximately $2,500,000.00 less than originally thought. 

There was such a discrepancy between these two figures that 
the SIMA Director asked the MEA Analysts and the SIMA Facilities 
Manager to conduct an initial review of SIMA's use of space within 
the RAY Building to determine if a more cost-effective use of 
space could be effected. 

This effort was undertaken 4 through 7 August 1992. Because 
time was paramount only the areas that appeared obvious were 
addressed. Our review revealed that there is considerable unused 
space; space which is not used for the intended purpose; space 
which is being billed at a higher rate than it should be; and 



space which contractors and other Defense personnel are provided 
rent-free. If SIMA only leased from General Services 
Administration (GSA) the minimum square footage needed to 
accomplish its mission; used available space only for its intended 
purpose; paid rental rates commensurate with that use; and 
required contractors and other Defense personnel to reimburse SIMA 
for space; these measures alone would result in an annual savings 
of $757,682. 

These suggestions could be implemented immediately with a 
minimum affect on SIMAts staff and mission; however, no move or 
consolidation was considered which might involve the specific 
power or communications requirements. 

It is quite possible that additional savings could be 
identified if time and other resources permitted an indepth 
analysis. An assessment of each potential move is needed in order 
to evaluate its feasibility by determining if cost savings would 
be sufficient to justify the lost productivity caused by personnel 
and mission turbulence. 

Based on our study of this activity, we do not recommend that 
SIMA Saint Louis be moved from the RAY Building to the Federal 
Center. The following facts support this recommendation: 

a. RAY Building was renovated, at a cost of $61,300,000, 
prior to SIMA moving into it in 1990. 

b. Facilities at the Federal Center will require major 
! renovation prior to SIMA moving in, to accomodate handicapped 

personnel, and to bring it up to the standards of their present 
facility. 

c. GSA has estimated that moving to the ~ederal Center 
will cost between $8,950,000 and $11,950,000. 

d. With an approximate savings of $542,617 annually, the 
payback period would be approximately 20 years. 

e. The SIMA can save approximately $757,682 by taking 
those internal actions addressed in detail in Part IV of this 
report. 



PART I1 

INTRODUCTION 



PART I1 - n!mRoDDCJCIOH 

In early 1992, the Director of ~nformation Systems Command, 
LTG Hilmes, established a Task Force for the purpose of conducting 
an (AMC) Automation Assessment for the AMC Commander. This Task 
Force was under the direction of the Commander, 7th Signal 
Command, BG Wynn. The report prepared by this-Task Force in June 
1992 addressed several issues that were of concern to AMC's 
Systems Integration and Management Activity (SIMA). The report 
was staffed to AMC's Major Subordinate Commands (MSC) for review 
and comment. The Director, SIMA, was given the responsibility for 
managing this review and subsequent implementation of accepted 
recommendations. 

One Task Force recommendation indicated that a substantial 
cost savings could be effected by relocating SIMA from the RAY 
Building in downtown Saint Louis, Missouri to the Federal Center 
located on Goodfellow Boulevard in Saint Louis, Missouri. 

To avoid any hint of a conflict-of-interest, the Director, 
SIMA, asked that the U.S. Army Materiel Command Management 
Engineering Activity (AMCMEA) conduct an independent analysis of 
this proposal and also asked that the results of that analysis be 
used as the basis for making a decision concerning relocation of 
SIMA. 

-. 

3-  PURPOSEAED SCOPE: 

The objective of MEA's efforts were to ascertain the validity 
of the Task Force statement that relocating SIMA would result in 
an annual savings of $3,100,000 in General Services Administration 
(GSA) lease costs. This effort evolved to include an assessment 
of the cost savings which could be gained by a revamp of SIMA 
square footage in the RAY Building. In seeking answers to each of 
these questions - relocation of SIMA to the Federal Center and 
better space utilization at the present location - consideration 
of related questions such as personnel turbulence, involvement of 
Union officials and political figures were not investigated 
because these questions were considered to be outside the 
parameters of a cost analysis or space utilization assessment. 

The first and fundamental task of the MEA Team was to become 
familiar with the Task Force Report, GSA procedures and 
requirements concerning leased space and/or relocation of 
government agencies, applicable regulations and governing 
policies, historical data and all other factors which pertain to 
relocation of a governmental agency. This knowledge was obtained 



by studying governing policies and related documents. The study 
techniques included review of historical data but all conclusions 
are based upon cost data which was accurate during the period from 
June to September 1992. 

The MEA Team visited SIMA on several occasions, and also 
visited with representatives of the U.S. Army Aviation Systems 
Command (AVSCOM) and Information Systems Command (ISC) employed at 
the Federal Center. Needed information was obtained from GSA by 
correspondence and telephonically. An alphabetical list of all 
individuals who participated in this study can be found at 
~ppendix B. This listing includes organizational affiliation, 
name,job title, and Defense System Network (DSN) number. 



PART 111-ISSUES ADDRESSED 

1. ONE TIME COSTS 

2. RECURRING COSTS 

3 .  SPACE ALLOCATION 

4 .  SUITABILITY OF FACILITIES 

50 QUALITY OF LIFE 

6. COMPUTER ROOM 

70 POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 



1. OHE TIHE COSTS 

To determine one time costs associated with moving SIMA Saint 
Louis from their current location in the RAY Building on Spruce 
Street to the Federal Center on Goodfellow Boulevard. 

All referenced cost data was obtained from representatives of 
the General Services Administration (GSA) either telephonically or 
via correspondence. All cost data was accepted as provided. For 
example, GSA estimated that renovation cost at the Federal Center 
would range from $8,000,000 to $10,000,000. No effort was 
undertaken to ascertain if this is the current industry rate for 
renovation or if a lower cost could be negotiated. 

Possibly, members of the Task Force assumed that the Federal 
Center is Army property; and, therefore, the cost of housing SIMA 
would be considerably less at the Federal Center than at the RAY 
Building. Currently the RAY Building rental cost is $3,100,000 
annually. A savings of this amount suggests that by moving to the 
Federal Center total rental costs could be avoided. However, both 
locations are GSA property so rental cost will be substantial 
regardless of the location. 

The GSA recently renovated the RAY Building for $61,300,000 
and objects to the proposed move of SIMA because of this outlay 
plus other political considerations which are addressed in another 
Section of this Report. SIMA moved into the renovated RAY 

' Building in 1990, and as the largest tenant serves as the Host 
Organization. 

The following figures represent our best estimates based upon 
analysis of all available data. 

Backfill RAY Building $4,000,000 0 

Federal Center  eno ovation 

Relocate Furniture 

Relocate Computers 
and Special Equipment* 

Determine Extent of 
Repairs or Renovation 

Total Cost 



* Telephone cost is discussed in Issue 4, Suitability of 
Facilities. 

The GSA emphatically stated that a11 expenses must be borne by 
SIMA because this is not a forced move and any move will be at 
SIMAts discretion. An expenditure of over $1,525,000 is known as 
a Prospectus Level Project and requires Congressional approval - GSA made it equally clear that it would not support Army in any 
such request. 

Consideration should be given to GSA's position and 
concerns. 



ISSUE: 

To determine current costs to occupy the RAY Building and 
future costs if SIMA Saint Louis were to move to the Federal 
Center. 

All numerical data pertaining to recurring costs was 
furnished by the General Services ~dministration (GSA) or Systems 
Integration and Management Activity (SIMA). The Management 
Engineering Activity (MEA) Team accepted these numbers without 
question. 

Currently, there is a lower rental rate per square foot at the 
Federal Center than that charged for the RAY Building; but it is 
logical to assume that even minor repairs or simple alternations 
to the Federal Center ~uildings would result in a rate increase. 
The GSA implied that this was indeed a correct assumption and 
that SIMA can expect to be charged at a higher rate than the 
U.S. Army Aviation System Command (AVSCOM) is currently charged. 
All documents and conversations imply that within prescribed 
parameters GSA, as the landlord, can charge whatever it feels is 
fair and reasonable for that property and category of use. 

The following figures were current as of August 1992. The 
assumption was made that the cost for Overtime utilities would 
remain the same regardless of the location but if this is untrue, 

- the Overtime Utility Rate would have a bearing on the Annual 
Savings. 

RAY BUILDING 

Rent 
$2,607.710 

Rent - 
$2,065,093 

Overtime Utilities 
$151,704 

FEDERAL CENTER 

Overtime Utilities 
$151,704 

Total Cost 
$2,759,414 

Total Cost 
$2,216,797 

ANNUAL SAVINGS $542,617 

The GSA estimates that if a directive to move were issued 
tomorrow that it could take up to seven years to conduct a site 
survey, award contracts and make approved improvements. Therefore, 
the figures shown here depict the current picture and in no way 
can be considered definitive. These numbers serve merely to 
indicate that savings would be much less than the original 
estimate of $3,100,000.  his Cost Analysis revolved around a 
theoretical question and, therefore, was answered by estimates. 



RECOlMgaDBTIOB: 

None, data provided for information only. 



ISSW: 

To determine adequacy of amount and location of space 
allocated to SIMA Saint Louis at the Federal Center. 

U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM) is responsible 
for space allocation at the Federal Center, 4300 Goodfellow 
Boulevard, Saint Louis, Missouri. AVSCOM made a tentative offer 
to assign Building 101 and a portion of the basement in Building 
110 to SIMA in the event SIMA relocates to the Federal Center. 
75,511 square feet in Building 101 and 17,000 in Building 110 were 
earmarked for SIMA's use for a total of 92,511 square feet. This 
square footage equals approximately half the square feet which 
SIMA currently occupies in the Robert A Young (RAY) Building; 
therefore, 92,511 square feet would most likely be inadequate. 
Presently, it is unknown how SIMA could tolerate a space 
allocation reduction of approximately 50 percent. Additional 
space can be made available at another location, but an additional 
location would cause SIMA's operation to become even more 
fragmented than it would be in Building 101 and Building 110. 

SIMA has systems furniture that, because of design, its size 
(6 feet x 9 feet) and limited layout possibilities, requires more 
space than AVSCOM has allocated. The Federal Center buildings 
have posts, doorways, and exits which contribute significantly to 
useless space when trying to accommodate existing systems 

- - furniture and equipment. 

The basement of Building 110 should be vacated by February or 
March 1993. Building 101 should be vacated in October 1993, but 
this vacancy is contingent upon the completion of a new Computer 
Room in ~uilding 103. All schedules are tentative, and subject to 
change, due to the numerous tenants who must relocate in the near 
future . 

Under current proposals, it appears that the AVSCOM 
facilities will not meet the needs of SIMA. 

a Determine the exact square footage which AVSCOM-TROSCOM 
isable, or willing, to vacate at the Federal Center. 

~ e t e d n e  the exact square footage which SIMA needs 
whether located at the RAY Building or the Federal Center. 

a Compare these two figures in order to ascertain if the 
available square footage at the Federal Center will fulfill 
SIMA's space requirements. 



Also, compare the type of space to insure that space is 
compatible. (For instance, office space cannot be used for 
Computer space without extensive modification and upgrade; 
therefore, square footage alone is meaningless.) 



- 
ISSUE: 

To determine suitability of space allocated to SIMA St. Louis 
at the Federal Center. 

DISCUSSIOH: 

Federal Center Building 101 and Building 110 both need 
repair. The minimum upgrade will necessitate a fresh coat of 
paint and new carpet for Building 101. Building 110 needs a new 
floor, paint and carpet. Again, we stress that these repairs are 
minimal and will not upgrade these facilities to the level of the 
RAY Building. Building 110 has an overpowering odor which may be 
caused by dampness and/or mold. 

These buildings lack adequate handicapped facilities. For 
example : 

a ~uilding 101 lacks ramps and has only one elevator. All 
bathrooms visited have narrow doors and only one stall to 
accommodate handicapped personnel. Sinks and urinals have 
not been modified to accommodate handicapped personnel. 
Entrance doors are manually operated and there are no 
facilities for the hearing-impaired. 

- 
Building 110 has one ramp and one elevator. Narrow 
bathroom doors are unsuitable for handicapped personnel. 

, Entrance doors are manually operated and there are no 
-- facilities for the hearing-impaired. 

Because of the layout and close quarters of these buildings, it 
would be extremely difficult to accommodate the sight-impaired. 

Parking and public transportation are covered in Issue 5, 
Quality of Life. 

Adequacy of power supply for Buildings 101 and 103 cannot be 
determined without technical inspection and testing by qualified 
personnel. Telephone service could prove to be a problem because 
SIMA currently owns a NEC NEAX 2400 system which was installed 
and is maintained by GTE Telecom Incorporated. All equipment and 
instruments are covered by a lifetime warranty.  his expensive 
and complex telecommunication system cannot be transported because 
it is incompatible with the Federal Center telephone equipment. 
SIMA insists that a comparable system be provided, at any 
location, so the current communication capability can be 
maintained. Procurement of a new system capable of fulfilling 
SIMA's needs could exceed $500,000. If SIMA were required to 
accept a communication system compatible with systems in operation 
at the Federal Center, it is estimated that telephone costs would 
increase by at least $50,000 yearly. 



Facilities at the Federal Center are below the acceptable 
standard for the RAY ~uilding, even though both are GSA owned and 
operated facilities. Certainly, the Federal Center is not as 

- aesthetically pleasing as the RAY Building, but the major .MT4 
shortcomings are the unknown electrical power capabilities; the 
inadequate facilities for the handicapped personnel; and the 
compatibility of telephone systems. Upgrading these facilities to 
comply with state and federal laws which govern safely and public 
access for handicapped personnel, and to meet SIMA's 
stringent requirement for precise electrical and telephonic 
services will require a large expenditure of funds. 

If it is decided that a move to the Federal Center is 
desirable, determine by the least expensive method what is 
needed to upgrade Federal Center ~uildings 101 and 110. This 
would include, but not be limited to, improvements in electrical 
and telephonic capabilities; new carpet and fresh paint, and 
modification of all facilities to accommodate handicapped 
personnel. (GSA estimates that it will exceed $250,000 to 
ascertain what improvements and/or modification are required.) 



To determine Quality of Life issues to be considered in making 
a decision to move SIMA Saint Louis. 

DISCUSSIOE: 

The SIMA in Saint Louis currently calls the Robert A. Young 
Building in the center of downtown home. This building is 
commonly referred to as the RAY Building. It is one of the older 
historic buildings and the General Services Administration (GSA) 
recently renovated the lower ten floors at a cost of approximately 
$60,300,000, transforming it into a pleasing and modern high-rise 
office building. Some of the historic features on the ground 
floor were restored and preserved which makes for an imposing 
entrance. However, renovations on the upper floors did not retain 
any historical features but instead transformed the space into a 
bright, airy modern office complex. The renovations were not 
excessive and any interior feature can be found in a recently 
constructed office complex. 

Conversations, official and unofficial, with SIMA personnel 
reflect a workforce which is happy with its surroundings and 
downtown location. There were no negative comments concerning the 
workplace, the location, or any facilities or services such as 
parking, cafeteria, day-care, banking and so on. These same 
individuals expressed dismay at any prospect of moving and 

, mentioned all of the issues which will be addressed in this 
Section. Most of their fears were supported by our inquiries. 

Perhaps the major concern is the lack of adequate parking 
available at the Federal Center located on Goodfellow Boulevard. 
We made two on-site visits to the Federal Center and learned that 
parking is indeed cause for concern. For instance, there is 
limited parking near Building 101 and Building 110 which is 
usually reserved for management officials, handicapped employees 
and carpools. All other individuals must park outside the Federal 
Center in a parking facility located across a main thoroughfare 
from the buildings. There is an overhead walkway at one location, 
but the distance from building to parking lot is considerable and 
could be a problem to some individuals, particularly in bad 
weather. Also, this remote parking lot is fenced, but not 
enclosed, and is patrolled for security reasons. This too could 
pose a problem to those individuals who might be required to work 
l a .  After normal duty hours all parking is open, but to leave 
the building, go to the remote parking lot, drive one's car inside 
the Federal Center, find a closer parking space, park and return 
to one's work location would be an imposition on the individual 
and certainly a potential loss of productive time. All parking at 
the Federal Center is governed by AVSCOM Regulation No. 210-1, 
Personnel Parking Facilities Program and Ridesharing Program, 
dated 19 September 1991. To further compound the parking 



situation at the Federal Center, it is conceivable that SIMArs 
move to that location would add an additional 400 to 500 vehicles 
to an already strained parking facility. 

The parking problems cannot be alleviated by use of public 
transportation. Some service is provided by the Bi-State Bus 
Company but the routes are infrequent and inadequate to accomodate 
the needs of employees who live some distance away, those who work 
nights, overtime or an alternate work schedule. Also the bus 
schedule is not compatible with the schedule of those who 
must drop children at school, Day-Care facilities, or related 
activities. 

A Childcare Center named UNCLE SAM'S KIDS opened at the 
Federal Center on 6 July 1992. This facility is not presently 
filled to capacity but is expected to have a full compliment of 
120 by Fall 1992. This facility most likely would adequately 
serve the needs of the RAINBOW CASTLE (the RAY Building 
childcare facility) clientele but we did not entertain any 
comparison between the two facilities nor did we attempt to 
address any problems which might be created by moving a child 
from one facility to another. These problems could range from 
emotional problems for the affected child, to conflicts in 
schedules with siblings, carpools and so on. Childcare policy at 
the Federal Center is governed by GSA who has granted a license 
to the operator in accordance with the Federal Property 
Management Regulation (FPMR). The facility must conform to all 
regulatory guidance issued by the state of Missouri. 

Building 101 has a Cafeteria and there are several other dining 
facilities at the Federal Center. There is also a fully equipped 
Fitness Center. However, this study did not address the burden, 
if any, that an additional 400 to 500 individual might place on 
any of these facilities. This question should be addressed in 
order to be properly evaluated in any future discussion of a 
proposed move. 

~andicapped facilities are barely adequate (lack of ramps, 
handrails, few restrooms designed for handicapped individuals, 
narrow doorways, entrance doors are manual, no facilities for the 
hearing-impaired) but these concerns are only noted here since 
they are discussed fully in another Section of this report. 

SIMA and its forerunners, Central System Design ~ctivity 
(CSDA) and Automated Logistics Management Systems Activity 
(ALMSA), have been in the downtown area for more than twenty 
years. It is conceivable that a move to the Federal Center would 
disrupt households, carpools, schooling, community involvement, 
and various other social activities. 

While none of the above concerns have a direct nor tangible 
bearing on the cost-savings of any move, they could combine to 
have an extremely grave effect on the overall morale of SIMA and, 
consequently, the productivity of the organization. This morale 



problem and possible decreased productivity could continue for a 
long time because of the timeframe needed to accomplish a move of 
this magnitude; therefore, these issues should be weighted 
properly in any decision affecting SIMA's future location. 

Ascertain if additional and/or more suitable parking 
facilities can be obtained. 

Contact the Bi-State Bus Company to ascertain if additional 
routes can be added with hours to accommodate SIMA personnel if 
there are adequate riders to make this profitable for the Bus 
Company. 

Determine if the Childcare Center located at the Federal 
Center can accommodate the additional children from SIMA. If 
not, determine if Childcare facilities at the Federal Center can 
be expanded. 

Determine needed handicapped facilities and feasibility of 
upgrading existing facilities and/or constructing additional 
facilities. Upgrading would include modification to restrooms, 
construction of ramps and installation of aids to accommodate the 
blind and hearing-impaired. 

Ascertain extent of personal disruption and take measures to 
lessen the turmoil to the maximum extent possible. 



To determine adequacy of computer facilities to house SIMAOs 
computers and ancillary equipment. 

Presently, the future location of SIMA's mainframe computer, 
plus ancillary equipment is unknown. Originally, it was proposed 
that SIMA's mainframe computer and ancillary equipment be moved 
to the Streamlining Information Service Operations Consolidation 
System (SISOCS) Center located at Huntsville, Alabama. The 
published schedule reflected that this move transpire in 1994. 
However, the latest information indicates that if a SISOCS Center 
is established in Saint Louis, Missouri, at the Federal Center 
(Information Systems Command AVSCOM-TROSCOM) then the SIMA 
equipment will become a part of that SISOCS in 1993, and will be 
physically located in the Computer Room of Building 103. This 
Computer Room is under construction with an expected completion 
date of October 1993. Today, the mainframe computer is owned by 
ISC and 19 ISC employees work in SIMAOs Computer Room on the 
mainframe computer. 

The remainder of SIMA's computer equipment will be relocated 
in the Computer Rooms of Building 101 and Building 103. The 
Building 101 Computer Room is quite small; therefore, SIMA must 
select from several options. For instance, SIMA can locate all 

. computer equipment in Building 103 if space is available; put some 
- in Building 101 with the remainder in Building 103; or enlarge the 

Computer Room in Building 101. It is unkown if space will be 
available in Building 103 for any equipment other than SIMAOs 
mainframe. Based on available data, it seems the best solution 
will be to expand the existing Computer Room in ~uilding 101 in 
order to accommodate all SIMA computer equipment. 

Enlarge the computer room in Building 101, in order to 
accommodate SIMA's total computer equipment plus all ancillary 
equipment if the Federal Center is selected as the SISOCS 
facility . 



To determine political factors to be considered when deciding 
to move SIMA Saint Louis to the Federal Center. 

DISCUSSION: 

The U.S. Army Materiel Command Management ~ngineering 
Activity (AMCMEA) was tasked to perform a cost analysis study 
pertaining to a proposed move of SIMA from its downtown location 
in the RAY Building to the Federal Center, 4300 Goodfellow 
Boulevard, Saint Louis, Missouri. (These two locations are 
approximately 10 miles apart.) As the first step in this cost 
analysis, we contacted the Real Estate Division, General Services 
Administration (GSA), 1500 East Bannister Road, Kansas City, 
Missouri, by letter, dated 1 July 1992. The GSA reply to our 
letter is dated 6 July 1992. The GSA's reply raised several 
questions which may have important political implications. First, 
GSA stated that a move of this magnitude would "be a Prospectus 
level project and would require Congressional approval." (We 
later learned that a Prospectus level project is any project 
which costs over $1,525,000.) Secondly, GSA continued by writing 
that "It is doubtful that this project would be favorably 
received as a benefit to the taxpayers." Thirdly and perhaps 
even more serious was GSA comment that "It would also be 
construed as having a significant adverse impact on continuing 
redevelopment of downtown St. Louis." GSA readily discussed 
cost, including responsibility for each category of cost, and 
concluded by estimating that the overall governmental cost could 
exceed $16,000,000.00. GSA concluded by stating that "this does 
not appear to be a fiscally prudent project." The tone of the 
letter implied that GSA does not and will not support the 
proposed move. 

AVSCOM personnel told us that AVSCOM supports the move 
because buildings will shortly be vacant and AVSCOM wishes to have 
a voice in selecting its neighbors. AVSCOM readily admitted that 
it prefers to have another Army Activity as a tenant. AVSCOM's 
rationale is that it feels an Army Activity would be a more 
compatible tenant than would another Department of Defense element 
or a civilian organization. If SIMA were to move to the Federal 
Center, SIMA would become a tenant of AVSCOM and, therefore, it is 
likely there would be a SIMA personnel loss. This loss would be 
the results of receiving certain support services from AVSCOM. 
This support might include, but not be limited to, such functions 
as Personnel, Protocol, Courier, Graphics, and Printing. Any 
personnel loss would involve the Civilian Personnel Community and 
the Union. Thus, before any move, the socio-economic impact of 
this action should be addressed and a plan formulated which would 
outline how best to affect these changes with the least possible 
internal turmoil; but more importantly, with the least possible 
outside intervention by the Union and/or public officials. 



Before a final decision is made concerning this move, 
GSA's concerns should be studied more closely with measures taken 
to mitigate these concerns whenever possible. 

Ascertain if GSA will oppose this move officially by 
initiating actions to oppose at higher levels - perhaps at the 
city, state and/or congressional level. 

Determine extent of personnel losses and acertain the 
political impact of these reductions. 

Ascertain the degree of involvement in any move at the 
city, state, and national level. 

Ascertain the involvement by Equal Employment Opportunity 
Office, Civilian Personnel Office, the Union, and other 
interested agencies or individuals. 

Address socio-economic impact and develop procedures which 
will lessen this impact to the greatest degree. 



PART IV 

SPACE UTILIZATION 



PART IV - SPACE UTILIZATIOB 

To determine if SIMA Saint Louis can realize cost savings in 
their current location by proper use of space. 

A report, entitled AMC Automation Assessment, prepared for 
the Army Materiel Commander suggested that savings of $3,100,000 
would be possible by moving Systems Integration Management 
Activity (SIMA) from the Raymond A. Young (RAY) Building to 
buildings at the Federal Center. From the beginning there was some 
doubts that savings of this magnitude were possible; therefore, 
the Management Engineering Activity (MEA) was asked to conduct an 
independent cost analysis based upon all available data in order 
to ascertain precisely the cost of or savings from such a move. 

The MEA Team obtained needed data by a review of all pertinent 
documents and via personnel interviews. Based upon this 
information gathering and analysis process, it was concluded that 
any savings would fall short of the original estimate but would 
most likely be somewhere near $542,617 yearly. Managers at SIMA 
were startled by the difference between the estimated and actual 
yearly cost savings which would be realized by moving SIMA, but 
after some discussion the Managers concluded that proper use of 
current space would afford savings equal to, or near, $542,617 
yearly. The MEA Team was asked to help with the task of 
determining if current space could be better utilized. In order 
to answer this question, the MEA Analysts and SIMA personnel, 
particularly the SIMA Facilities Manager, worked as one to review 
all historical cost data and facilities layout for floors six, 
seven, and eight of the RAY Building which SIMA currently leases 
from GSA. All conclusions are the result of a coordinated effort 
and based solely upon this review conducted from 4 through 7 
August 1992. 

Perhaps the first and most important fact we learned is that 
GSA has different categories of usage and charges a different rate 
for each type of usage. Therefore, it is critical that all leased 
space be corrrectly defined and billed for the purpose it is 
intended and if not used for that purpose then the tenant (SIMA) 
and the owner(GSA) should negotiate a rental rate based upon the 
current use. There are many different categories of use but SIMA 
only - uses the following five: 

CODE AND DEFINITION -- RATE PER SQUARE FOOT -- 
SP-1 Office Space $14.25 
SP-2 Food Service $22.96 
SP-4 Automated Data Processing (ADP) $23.07 
SP-5 Conference and Training Room $16.66 
SP-6 Light Industrial $11.39 



A review of cost documents, review of floor layout with 
placement of furniture and equipment, and an onsite survey of all 
SIMA facilities revealed that more effective use of existing 
square footage, will result in a significant savings through the 
implementation of the following suggestions: 

I. Renegotiation of Current Space Charges. Some areas which 
are being charged at a higher rate than appropriate for that type 
space should be renegotiated with General Services Administration 
(GSA) . 

a. Telephone and Break Room. This area is charged at 
the Food Service Rate (SP-2), but should be charged at the 
Conference and Training Rate (SP-5). In actuality, this room is 
an extension of the Command Conference Room. 

(1) Square feet: 322 

(2) New versus old cost per square foot: $16.66 
versus $22.96. 

(3) Dollar savings: $2,029 

b. Computer Rooms. Some rooms are charged at the 
Automated Data Processing (ADP) Rate (SP-4), but should be 
changed to the Office Space Rate (SP-l), because these rooms do 
not meet the standards of an ADP environment. 

(1) Square feet: 2674 

(2) New versus old cost per square foot: $14.25 
versus $23.07. 

(3) Dollar savings: $23,424 

11. Identification of Reimburseable Space: Some areas 
are provided free of charge to the user but the cost should be 
reimburseable to SIMA. 

a. Joint Logistics Service Center (JLSC). This area 
is presently or will be occupied by JLSC personnel. An area 
large enough to accomodate 217 personnel, is set aside and will 
be needed in the foreseeable future. The JLSC has agreed to 
reimburse SIMA for this space. 

(1) Square feet: 29,346 

(2) Cost per square foot: $14.25 

(3) Dollars reimburseable: $418,181 

b. The SIMA Contractors. This free-of-charge space is 
provided to contractors who are working on various SIMA projects. 



In the future, contractors should reimburse the government for 
this space.- 

(1) Square feet: 3306 

(2) Cost per square foot: $14.25 

(3) Dollars reimburseable: $47,111 

c. Defense Information Technology Service Office 
(DITSO). This area will accomodate approximately 40 SIMA 
personnel assigned to the Financial Management Systems Branch. 
These people are scheduled for reassignment (in place) to DITSO, 
then this space should become reimburseable. 

(1) Square feet: 6720 

(2) Cost per square foot: $14.25 

(3) Dollars reimburseable: $95,760 

d. Navy Quick Copy. The Navy is the contractor for all 
Department of Defense printing; therefore, SIMA should be 
reimbursed for the cost of this space. 

(1) Square feet: 548 

(2) Cost per square foot: $11.39 

(3) Dollars reimburseable: $6,242 

111. Space Reductions. These are areas that can be 
returned to GSA because current occupants can easily move to 
another area. 

a. Conference and Training Rooms. Some conference rooms 
are occupied by Artificial Intelligence and the Information 
Systems Command (ISC) Training Room. We suggest moving Artificial 
Intelligence into the computer room. Most ISC personnel support 
the AMDAHL Computer and will vacate RAY Building when the AMDAHL 
is moved. Meanwhile, ISC personnel can use excess space in the 
computer room for training. 

(1) Square feet: 2415 

(2) Cost per square foot: $16.66 

(3) Dollar savings: $40,234 

b. Vacant Floor Space. Some areas are currently 
unoccupied and can be returned to GSA. 

(1) Square feet: 5670 

(2) Cost per square foot: $14.25 



(3) Dollar savings: $80,798 

IV. Miscellaneous Savings. 

a. The AMDAHL Support (Customer Engineering). This 
area is currently occupied and used by contractors providing 
support for the AMDAHL Computer. This support will be moved with 
the AMDAHL Computer. 

(1) Square feet: 1296 

(2) Cost per square foot: $14.25 

(3) Dollar savings: $18,468 

b. Smoking Rooms. Plans call for GSA to provide 
smoking areas in conjunction with vending rooms and/or break 
areas on each floor. These areas are expected to be available by 
December 1992; thus, SIMA will not be required to provide smoking 
rooms after that date. 

(1) Square feet: 1571 

(2) Cost per square foot: $23.07, $16.66 and 

(3) Dollar savings: $25,445 

NOTE: IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE SIX SUGGESTIONS WOULD RESULT 
IN ANNUAL SAVINGS OF $757,692. THIS EXCEEEDS THE ESTIMATED 
ANNUAL SAVINGS OF $542,617 GENEW.7ED BY MOVING SIMA TO THE 
FEDERAL CENTER BY $215,075. 

The MEA Analysts plus the SIMA Facilities Manager feel that 
changes I through VI could be executed with minimal upheaval. The 
recommended space savings were based on a quick review which lacks 
sufficient detail to calculate other costs (e.g., changes in 
telephones, electrical, and computer wiring; or reconfiguration 
of workstations). Also, other areas of potential savings were not 
investigated due to time constraints. However, the savings 
revealed during this review indicates a strong potential for 
additional savings if an indepth continuation of this study were 
permitted. 

Implement the six recommendations. 

Suggest that a detailed review of space usage and need be 
undertaken in order to ascertain all potential savings. 



PART V 

APPENDICES 



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
US ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING ACTIVITY 

4940-8 RESEARCH DRIVE 

HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA 35805-5906 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, U.S. ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND, SYSTEMS 
INTEGRATION AND MAUAGEMENT ACTIVITY (SIMA), 
LETTERKENNY ARMY DEPOT, PA 17201-4180 

SUBJECT: Plan of Action for Cost Study of Proposed Move of 
SIMA (St. Louis) 

1. Reference conversation between the Deputy Director for 
Resource Management, SIMA (Chambersburg) and the Chief of the 
Production and Engineering Division, U.S. Army Materiel Command 
Management Engineering Activity (AMCMEA). 

2. Objectives: 

a. Determine the cost to move SIMA (St. Louis) from present 
location in the Robert A. Young Building, 1222 Spruce Street, 
St. Louis, MO, to facilities at the Federal Center, Goodfellow 
Boulevard, St. Louis, MO. 

b. Determine adequacy of proposed facilities to house SIMA 
(St. Louis). 

c. Determine the cost to move SIMAts mainframe computer. 

d. Provide SIMA Director a written report and briefing. 

3. Study Scope: The study scope includes interviews with 
personnel at SIMA, Chambersburg, PA and SIMA, St. Louis, MO, U.S. 
Army Aviation Systems Command, and General Services 
Administration. 

4. Study Location: SIMA (St. Louis). 

5. Designation of Project Team: 

a. The following are designated as team members: 

(1) Mr. Ernest W. Weir, Team Leader, DSN 788-1934. 

(2) Ms. Linda Darwin, Team Member, DSN 788-1422. 

b. The electronic mailing address for the above is as 
follows: eweir@redstone-emh2.amy.mil. 
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6. Reports: AMCMEA will provide a final report and briefing. 

7. Study Schedule: 

Preliminary Planning 

Onsite Visit to SIMA (St. Louis) 

Analysis 

Report Preparation 

8.  AMC -- America's Arsenal for the Brave. 

24 J u ~  - 5 Jul 

6 - 24 Jul 
25 - 31 Jul 
1 - 10 Aug 

1 Director V 
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Section Eastern Branch 
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DSN 693-1384 

DSN 693-2273 

DSN 693-2814 
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS COMMAND (ISC) 
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ENDEJAN, PAUL J. Supervisory Information DSN 693-3397 
Systems Management 
Specialist 

MUSCH, JAMES C. Director, ISC 
(AVSCOM-TROSCOM) 

U.S. ARMY MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING ACTIVITY (MEA) 
4940-B Research Drive 
Huntsville, AL 35805-5906 
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DARWIN, LINDA 

Office Automation Clerk 

Management Analyst 
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DSN 788-3380 

DSN 788-1422 

HENDERSON, DAVID Chief, Production and DSN 788-3155 
Engineering Division 

MORFENSKI, EDWARD L. Chief, Production Branch DSN 788-3381 

WEIR, ERNEST W. Management Analyst DSN 788-1934 
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BOWEN, MARGARET E. 

DALTON, RICHARD L. 

ELLEDGE, LOUANN M. 

FERGUSON, CHARLES H. 

GOSCH, DAVID 

HENGSTENBERG, PAUL A. 

SWANSON, DAVID A. 

WEAVER, JANE A. 

WILLIAMS, FRANKLIN D. 

Management Analyst 

Illustrator 

Protocol Specialist 

Deputy Director for 
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Director 
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Mangement Assistant 

Chief, Technical Data 
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Management Analyst 
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Division 
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ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS 

AMC 

ALMSA 

AMDAHL 

AVSCOM 

CSDA 

DISC 

DSN 

FPMR 

GSA 

ISC 

MEA 

Army Materiel Command 

Army Logistics Management Systems 
Activity (a forerunner of SIMA) 

SIMA's Mainframe Computer 

U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command 

Central Systems Design Activity 
(a forerunner to ALSMA) 

Director of Information System 
Command 

Defense System Network 

Federal Property Management 
Regulation 

General Services Administration 

Information Systems Command 

Management ~ngineering ~ctivity 

MSC Major Subordinate Command 

NEC NEAX 2400 SYSTEM Telephone Used by SIMA St. Louis 

PROSPECTUS LEVEL Any construction project in excess 
PROJECT of $1,525,000.00 and one which 

requires Congressional approval 

RAY BUILDING Robert A. Young ~uilding 

SIMA 

SISOCS 

Systems Integration and Management 
Activity 

Streamlining Information Service 
Operations Consolidation System 



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
US ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING ACTIVITY 

4940-0 RESEARCH DRIVE 
HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA 35805-5 906 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, MR. JIM ODGEN, REAL ESTATE DIVISION, 
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, 1500 E. 
BANNISTER ROAD, KANSAS CITY, MO 64131 

SUBJECT: Proposed Move of Systems Integration and Management 
Activity (SIMA) St. Louis, MO 

1. The U.S. Army Materiel Command Management Engineering Activity 
(AMCMEA) has been tasked to perform a cost analysis study on the 
proposed move of SIMA from its present location in the 
Robert A. Young (RAY) Building at 1222 Spruce Street, St Louis, to 
the Federal Center (Buildings 101 and 110), St. Louis. 

2. The proposed move is not a new issue. It has been in the 
discussion phase for some time and was recently briefed to the 
Commander, U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC), as a cost saving 
measure. 

3 .  Our charter is to determine the cost savings to be gained 
from this move and the adequacy of the facilities at the Federal 
Center to effectively contain personnel and equipment. 

4. There are several preliminary questions we need answered as 
we begin our study: 

a. Would it be in General Services Administration's (GSA) 
best interest if SIMA were to move to the Federal Center? 

b. Would SIMA be required to bear all costs for renovation of 
Federal Center facilities, configuration of the RAY Building for 
new tenants, upgrade of electrical and telephone capability and 
actual move of furniture, equipment, files, etc.? 

c. Would this move require approval by GSA? 

5. Request cost data on the following: - 

a. Renovation of facilities at the Federal Center to 
accommodate SIMA. 

b. Cost to upgrade electrical and telephone capabilities at 
the Federal Center. 
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c. Cost to configure facilities at the RAY Building for new 
tenants. 

d. Cost to move furniture, files, personnel equipment, etc., 
from RAY Building to the Federal Center. 

e. Cost to move computers and specialized equipment. 

6. The above costs are not necessarily all inclusive and may 
change as the study evolves. 

7. Mr. Ernie Weir and Ms. Linda Darwin will be in St. Louis 
beginning 6 Jul 92 and will be available to meet with you and/or 
your people either there or in Kansas City. They can be reached 
through Mr. Frank Williams, (314) 331-4166. Prior to 6 Jul 92 they 
may be reached at (205) 722-1934 or 722-1422. 

8. Our target to complete this study is 31 Jul 92. We would 
appreciate your support and assistance in this effort. As we will 
be required to present our findings to the Headquarters AMC, 
Commander, we would appreciate your efforts in providing data in 
writing, where possible. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 

Chief, Production and 
Engineering Division 



. I  

'I - ? 

Hr. Da-:id Henderson 
Chief, ?soduction and . - . .  . . . , . 

Engineering Division (AMXMES-MP) . . .  
, - - '. 

U . S .  Army Material Comma6d '>..: . 
, . 

Management Engineering ~ctivity .. _ 
4940-8 R~search  Drive 
H u n t s v i l l e ,  A t  35805-5906 

. - 
. . .  >. 

Dear Mr. Henderson: . ,. .. . 
, . - :- - . . .  

 his z i n  response to your legtar ~ 4 4 P ( 5 - 4 6 )  concerning a 
proposed move of Systems Integration arlULdManagement A c t i v i t y  
(SIMA), St. Louis, Missouri. You m e s t e d  answers to the 
followfng questions: 

. . 
QUESTION: Wauld i t  be in Genera]. '$&ices Administration's 

(GSA)  t e s t  in teres t  if SIHA were to we to the Federai Center? 
, .. . 

RESPONSE: A a  the 1szge.t fiddera~~&acy tenant i n  the R o b a r t  
A.  Young ( R A Y )  Federal Building, SXMIkbwupiee over 170,000 
square feet of space. Tha coat for.Zaltial Space Alterations 
( = A )  for other Senant agsncir8 t o  backfill this space ia 
estimated in excess of $4 aillion. 2hAs.worrLd be a Pro~pectus 
level projecs and would m x p i r g .  0ong&i#&,anal approval. Zt in 
doubtful that  thio projeot would be CaWzfily received as a 
benef i t  to the taxpayern. It would also be construed as having a 
s ignif icant  adverse impact on continuing =development o f  
downtown St. Louis. Consequently, the proposed move would not be 
i n  the best interest of GSA. 

QUESTION: Would SIMA be requited.:&-bear all costs' for 
renc*ratior. ~f Federal Center faol1itie~~'Oonfiguration of the RAY 
auilding for  new t enants ,  upgrade of electrical and telephone 
capalllity, and actual  move of furniturn, apuipments, files, 
etc. . . ? 

. .. . , , ..a ; ... ,',i', . . 

RESPONSE: since this wouldi'hot bei . . ' ferced move by GSA, STHA 
would be required to fund all costs ot.:renovat2ng facilities at 
the Federal  C o n t e r .  . .  * . . "-: . . . . . ; .,:. ' '. 

. . , . .,., . . . - . . *  . . .. . . . .. . ., : . . ,.. . 
The coat  t o t  I S A  s in ba~kfillin~lthe RAY Building would be 

t h e  responsibility of GSA, . . 
. . ,. . . . . ...:. 

.. .. . 
=he coat  to upgrade any c l e c t r i c a ~ - i d  telephone capabilities 

at t h e  Federal Center would be the resp0nsibility of SIMA. 
Additionally, SIlU would be responaib1e;for the costs for the 
actual move of furniture, equipncnt, f+lcr, etc. .., since this is 
ot a forced move. 



QUESTION: W C U I ~  t h i s  move, .require approval by GSA? 

RESPONSE: A move fzom me CSA-eontrolled location to another 
GSA-controlled location would require the approval of GSA. In  
reviewing the excessive amount of funding required f0+ the 
proposed relocation, with the limited benefits to be realized, 
CSA would not support such a move. 

QUESTION: zerjuest cost  data on th irencvat ion  oi facilities 
!:aclzding costs to upgrade electrical and telephone capability) 
~t the Federal Center to accommodate SZMA. 

RESPONSE: It is not possible to give a detailed estimate of 
:he requested costs without development of the f u l l  scope of your- 
requirements. However, based on pmvious experience w i t h  
,rejects of this magnitude, aa in i t ta t ,  planning estimate would 
ange f r o m  $8 mLllion to  $10 mlllfon. This would also require 
:ongressional approval o f  a Ptospectus,. 

QUESTION: cost to wve furniture.. files; personnel 
tpufpment, etc ..., from t h e  Ray Building to the Federal Center. 

R E S P O N S E :  Your agene wouu be riispoasibla f o r  costs 
: s t b a t e d  to be in the  8200.000.to $300.400 range. 

QUESTION: Cost to disasseprble, &ve, and reassemble 
.tputors and speciallzod equipment. .. . 

RESPONSE: Your agency voul4 be fe&panoiblc for coots 
l s t i ~ a t e d  to be in the SSOO.000.; . rang*. . ;,, .;..a . .. ,. . . 
'he above data i s  n o t  a l l  inclusiva ,and-& subject to change. 
imever, it is to be noted tha t - the  overall cost to the  
:overmen+ could exceed $16 million. %is does not appear to be 
fiscally prudent project, 

:ernbets of my staff and I w i l l  b6 available, for a meeting in my 
f f ice i n  Kansas City, during the wse)r a i  July 6, 1992. Please 
~ n t e c t  me at your earliest convenienc& to establish a speclfic 
ate an& zime. My telephone numbar I S - ( 8 1 6 )  926-7507. 

. . 
.. ', 

. . ._, .-". . 
.. . . .. 

. . .  . .  ... . , . .? 

am& D. os&n .. . . . . .  . .. - . . . . - -  
. . . - . .  

.hie$, Eastern Branch . . ' . . . 
. 

ealj Estate DLvlsion . . ,. . _. .. 

. ~ b l % c  Buildings Servica (6PEE) . . 
- .  

. . 



DATE: jOfY 20 ,  1992 
. . 

TO: 

. . .  

EASTERN BRANCH . ., 
... ..., . . -  . 

. . ,. . ,  . 
. . . .  , ... .., %. . . , . .  

REAL ESTATE DIVZSXQN .!:.-', : : , ;  ... . ' _ . ', . 
. . , , . , I . -  . 

REGXON 6, PBS, GSA ,:.' 
. , 

This fs in respans? to your inforiaax requost for additional 
information concerning tha ~wtltrat2on of the feasibility for a 
move of SIMA from t h e  Robert A. YOMQ Building to 4300 
Goodfellow. 

- 8 -  : .  
It 1s estimated that an A/E desi*.&n-- would taka six month 
from request to award. I t  k Eurtlnz ~atirnated that the 
completed design would take ano- six  months. 

This would be a Prospectus 16.~1 pm3Wt and would require 
Congressional approval, ThiS- would be requw~ted after 
tfie scope o f  work and M e  p*3eoC are dotenninad by the 
Design A/E contractot ,  This C e n $ ~ 1 ~ ) i O n a l  approval aOuld tsko up 
to three pears. Once the Prospea* is approved, it wlcl take 
up to a year to market thm coZutzwtidn contract. Aftar that 
award, it is estimated that aatud, comtraaation m u l d  take 18 to 
24 months. Given the above utimatrar, it could take up to smven 
years from the receipt of the origiml 8- request to actually 
haw the space ready  for rt 43UO Goodfellow. 

Prospestus threshold for-  k e d ~ ~ .  CQnstruction 2s currently 
$1,525,000. . . 

*+ . ,:,r: ,-.+ . .. 
See -the attached sheet fot &id8;2 ourrent and ~brt rang. 
projected reatel  costs for SILM at I tbe. tUY Bldg. and p r o j e t a d  
ocaupancy at 4300 GoodSellow.; l  , 

, 1  , - -  
, .' ..>. . 

R&(Slecation, removal, or a i s ~ x , ' k l  eWti.f~r srm system and other 
furniture would be t h e  resporwibiliwalll S W .  . .. . . 

+ :.- .: . ro 
X t  is not kssible to give you' det&2fed-ce$fs for m i n i m  versus 
maai&urrr space/buildLng u p g m  eltsr~-ne for 4300 Coodfellow 
without knowing thm exact a- & nar4t t o  be a-plisired. 
bwevar, the alterations coo%;. %a. astS&aed to range f r ~ ~  
58,000,006 to $10,000,000. S l n o s . , a i r .  mwld not be a forced 
relocation, SIMA would k responsiblr for funding a l l  building 
and building systems upgrades,-snd all space alterations. 

w. Jane9 Wden is the Chlr+,. ;Eas- ~ r & .  loo1 E m a o t r  
Division, Public Buildihgs m i m , : w i m  6, GSA. Madelynn 
Cudngh-  l o  o Realty S p e c i d i s t  q q , . a t a f f .  

- .  1 .  

P f  1 ccn l)g of any further ar;dista&,. ileaee do not hasstate to 
contact me at 816-926-7507. 

. . 

'. 
F-1 



r .:. 
' .::.-i. . , ..:- . s-;;. 

Robert A. Y&ng' -a1 Building 
St. m a ,  tUo.ouri 

SIMA occupies 24% of the. 
Yo- Building was 
$14,712,000.00 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

200 ARMY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 20310-0200 

April 14, 1995 
ATTENTION OF 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman, The Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment. Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Ste. 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

Thank you for providing us with a copy of the 
attached letter from the Missouri Congressional 
Delegation (the "MCD Letter"), which suggests that the 
Secretary of Defense improperly recommended to the 1995 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission the 
closure of Aviation and Troop Command (ATCOM). I would 
like to respond on behalf of the Army, and I appreciate 
this opportunity to present the Army's views on the 
several issues that the MCD Letter raises, and to 
explain why these issues should not lead the 1995 
Commission to reject the ATCOM recommendation. 

Because we believe that many of these issues stem 
from a misunderstanding of the way in which the Army's 
closure and realignment recommendations were 
formulated, we feel it is useful to provide a brief 
'description of the Army's Base Realignment and Closure 
(BRAC) process before turning to the particular issues 
raised by the MCD Letter. 

I, THE ARMY'S BRAC PROCESS AND ITS STATIONING - 
STRATEGY ' -  

As you are aware, the BRAC process is designed to 
facilitate objective, fair, and open decisions with 
respect to necessary reductions in military 
infrastructure. Accordingly, each recommended closure 
or realignment is arrived at through uniform 
application of the eight, published Department of 
Defense (DoD) Selection Criteria. Through evenhanded 
application of these Selection Criteria within 
categories, the military value of each particular 
facility or installation is assessed separately, after 
which the effects associated with any potential closure 
or realignment--including the costs to the military, 
and the implications for affected local communities and 
the environment--are determined. 

Printed on @ Recycled Paper 



A. The Stationina Strateav - 

Although the BRAC law establishes a process by 
which closure and realignment recommendations are to be 
made, it does not provide any specific objectives with 
respect to the type, number, and magnitude of the 
necessary reductions. Accordingly, before the Army 
could begin its BRAC.process, it had to articulate its 
generalized, strategic and operational basing 
requirements. The Army elected to do this in a 
comprehensive planning document: the Army Stationing 
Strategy. -- 

The Army's Stationing Strategy does not outline 
specific stationing decisions, nor does it recommend 
the closure or realignment of any particular 
installations or facilities. Indeed, the Army elected, 
wholly apart from any BRAC legal requirement to do so, 
to develop this Stationing Strategy because of its 
independent planning utility. Thus, the Army's 
Stationing Strategy provides an operational foundation 
upon which BRAC planning and analysis can proceed. It 
is both antecedent to the BRAC process, insofar as it 
establishes the parameters within which BRAC 
decisionmaking takes place, and it is integral to the 
process, insofar as an assessment of the military value 
of any particular Army installation or facility must be 
determined with reference to the objectives set forth 
in its Stationing Strategy. 

B. The BRAC Process - 

After developing its Stationing Strategy, the Army 
began its formal BRAC process with a comprehensive 
review and inventory of all of its installations. To 
facilitate fair comparisons, and consistent with 
Department of Defense policy, the Army assigned each 
installation or facility to one of 14 categories, each 
of which contained installations or facilities with 
similar characteristics. Pursuant to a 1993 BRAC 
Commission recommendation, and consistent with DoD 
policy guidance, the Army established a separate, 
Leased Facilities Category ("LFC") within which leased 
facilities could be compared to one another.' 

'&, Defense Base Closure and Realiqnment 
Commission: 1993 Report to the P r e s i d e n t ,  1 July 1993, 
p. 2-3 ("The Commission suggests DoD direct the 
services to include a separate category for leased 

(continued ... ) 



( 1 )  Military Value Assessments 

The Army then applied the Military Value Criteria 
("MvC)--i.e., the first four of the published DoD 
Selection Criteria--to each installation or facility 
within a categoryS2 Like all the published criteria, 
the MVC were applied uniformly within each category so 
that, consistent with BRAC law, all installations or 
facilities would be considered equally, and the 
military value of each such installation or facility 
would be assessed separately. Uniform application of 
the MVC within each category yielded a Military Value 
Assessment ("MvA") for each particular installation or 
facility within that category. This MVA was a 
combination of both quantitative and qualitative 
assessments of the worth of a particular installation 
or facility. 

In most instances, the quantitative component of 
the MVA was developed according to the Army's BRAC 95 
Installation Assessment Program (IAP), a decision pad 

'(...continued) 
facilities during the 1995 process to ensure a bottom- 
up review of all leased space."). DoD1s policy 
guidance subsequently left to each of the services the 
decision as to whether to create a separate category 
for the review of leased facilities. Although the 
other military departments chose not to create a 
separate LFC, the Army nonetheless concurred with the 
1993 Commission and believed that a separate LFC would 
yield better analysis of leased facilities. 

, 
'consistent with DoD policy guidance and 

applicable legal requirements, only those activities 
that were performed in leased space and which share a 
common mission, have permanently authorized personnel, 
have a separate support structure, and cost more than 
$200K annually were considered in the LFC. As directed 
by DoDts policy guidance, "[clivilian personnel 
authorizations of organizations in leased space, which 
are part of an organization [that is either located] on 
a nearby military installation or . . . [is located] 
within the same metropolitan statistical area, shall be 
considered part of the civilian personnel 
authorizations of that installation." a, "1995 Base 
Realignments and Closures (BRAC 95) -- Policy 
Memorandum ~hree," 29 December 1994, pp. 1-2. 
Accordingly, these adjunct leases were assessed as part 
of their host installations. 



computer model that was designed to assist in the 
comparison of installations according to a common set 
of weighted attributes, each of which related to one of 
the MVC. Thus, certified data were collected for each 
of these attributes. This data was then entered into 
the IAP, which in turn produced an Installation 
Assessment--i.e., a quantitative ranking of 
installations within-a particular category. 

With respect to the LFC, however, the IAP was not 
employed, because its list of weighted attributes was 
designed to assist in the comparison of particula 
installations, rather than in the comparison of 
particular (leased) facilities. In other words, 
installations and leased facilities are fundament 
different, and thus they cannot be evaluated acco 
to the same list of attributes. For example, com 
leased facilities based on things such as each 
facilityts aviation maintenance facilities, 
hard surface staging areas, and other such attribi 
incorporated in the IAP model would not have been 
instructive as to the relative merit of each such 
facility: no leased facilities possess these 
attributes, and thus all would have received equally 
low scores in these areas. 

Accordingly, an Installation Assessment was not 
prepared for facilities within the LFC, and, perhaps in 
this limited respect, the Army's BRAC process for 
leased facilities might be said to have differed 
slightly from its process for other types of 
installations. In lieu of an Installation Assessmt 

'*A- h 

however, the Army did, as described more fully belc 
undertake a quantitative assessment of each leased 
facility according to consideration of empirical 
attributes that were more directly relevant to 
comparisons of leased facilities. 

Once these quantitative assessments were 
completed--either through the IAP or, in the LFC, 
through consideration of other relevant empirical 
attributes--the qualitative portion of the MVA was 
undertaken. These qualitative assessments sought to 
ascertain the consistency of the quantitative 
assessments with the objectives outlined in the Army's 
Stationing Strategy. Thus, the Stationing Strategy 

3~roups of leases in the same headquarters and 
same geographical area were deemed a single facility 
for the purposes of the Military Value Assessment. 



served as a qualitative template against which the 
quantitative assessments could be measured and revised 
accordingly. 

Therefore, as with other categories, the MVA for 
each leased facility within the LFC was determinec 
separately. Each such MVA was a combination of bc 
quantitative assessments, which were arrived at tk %?",-;& 
comparisons of relevant empirical data, and qualit P 
assessments, which were provided by the Army's 
Stationing Strategy. Although the Army determined 

- . separately the Military Value of each leased facil 
without reference to an Installation Assessment, t 
MVA of each leased facility was nonetheless compos 
a similar quantitative assessment tempered by the 
qualitative guidance provided by the Stationing 
Strategy. In no instance did the Army assess the 
military value of a leased facility solely according to 
the qualitative guidance provided by the Army's 
Stationing Strategy, 

(2) I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  S t u d y  C a n d i d a t e s  

After completing the aforementioned quantitative 
and qualitative assessments, each installation or 
facility within a category received a Military Value 
Assessment relative to other installations of 
facilities within that category. In turn, those 
installations or facilities that were deemed to possess 
relatively low military value within the category were 
designated as candidates for further study for possible 
closure or realignment. With respect to the LFC, all 
facilities within the category were deemed to be of 
relatively low military value, especially with respect 
to MVC two and four, and thus all facilities were'- 
designated as candidates for further study. 

( 3 )  Development o f  A1 t e r n a t i  ves and 
A p p l i c a t i o n  o f  DoD S e l e c t i o n  C r i  t e r i a  
Four through  E i g h t  

Once the Study Candidates were identified for each 
category, the Army developed between one and six 
specific base closure and realignment alternatives for 
each such candidate. These alternatives were derived 
from force structure decisions, the Stationing 
Strategy, previous BRAC reviews, Major Army Command 
recommendations, staff proposals, and Joint Cross- 
Service Group alternatives. Each of these competing 
alternatives was then assessed and refined according to 
affordability, economic and environmental analyses. 



More particularly, the fifth DoD Selection 
Criterion--"[tlhe extent and timing of potential cost 
savings, including the number of years, beginning with 
the date of completion of the closure or realignment, 
for the savings to exceed the costsM--was applied 
uniformly to all study candidates within a category 
through use of The Cost of Base Realignment Actions 
(COBRA) Model, DoD1s model for resource analysis and 
measurement of the affordability of each potential 
closure or realignment. Thus once relevant data was 
plugged in for each of the alternatives, the COBRA 
analysis indicated the likely costs and savings 
associated with each potential closure or realignment. 

The sixth and seventh DoD Selection Criteria-- 
"[tlhe economic impact on communities[,]" and "[tlhe 
ability of both the existing and potential receiving 
communitiest infrastructure to support forces, 
missions, and personnel[,]" respectively--were applied 
uniformly to all study candidates within a category 
through use of DoDfs standard model for the calculation 
of economic impacts. Thus, once relevant data for each 
of the alternatives was plugged in, this model 
indicated the likely economic and infrastructure 
impacts associated with the potential closure or 
realignment. 

Finally, the eighth DoD Selection Criteria--"[t]he 
environmental impactu--was applied uniformly to all 
study candidates within a category by an Environmental 
Review Committee, which collected and analyzed 
Environmental Baseline Summaries and produced an 
initial assessment for each installation or facility. 
Subsequent analysis then refined these assessments, and 
they were factored into analysis of each of the 
alternatives. 

II. THE ARMY DID, ACCORDING TO CRITERIA ONE THROUGH 
FOUR, ASSESS MILITARY VALUE IN THE FORMULATION OF 
ITS ATCOM RECOMMENDATION. 

The charge that the Army failed to assess military 
value in the formulation of its ATCOM recommendation is 
without foundation. MVAs were fundamental to all of 
the Army's BRAC analysis--including its analysis of 
leased facilities at ATCOM and elsewhere. Although, 
for the reasons identified above, facilities within the 
leasing category were not ranked pursuant to an 
Installation Assessment, a Mil i tary Value Assessment 
was nonetheless prepared for each facility within this 



The quantitative component of these MVAs took the 
form of assessments of lease costs, space, features, 
and other common attributes of leased facilities. The 
qualitative component of these MVAs consisted of 
evaluating the utility of each facility in light of 
both the Stationing Strategy's general operational 
objectives--i.e., "[elliminate excess capacity[,] . . . 
[mlinimize use of leased space[,] . . . [and] 
[clollocate tenants from different major commands where 
functional synergy can be obtained and facility support 
is availableu--and its more particular operational 
objectives with respect to commodity-oriented commands 
such as ATCOM--i.e., achieve "[elfficiency . . . 
through collocation and integration of research, 
engineering, acquisition and logistics functions, as 
well as reduce[] overhead[.]" 

Just as with other categories of installations, 
MVAs for each facility within the LFC category were 
arrived at through uniform application of each of the 
four Military Value Criteria. With respect to the 
ATCOM leases, each of the four criteria was applied to 
arrive at a MVA for the facility. 

4 ~ t  appears that in part, the MCD Letter may have 
mistaken an "Installation ~ssessment" for a "~ilitary 
Value ~ssessment", and the MCD therefore concluded that 
since the former was not prepared for facilities within 
the leasing category, no Military Value Assessments 
were undertaken for facilities within the category. As 
noted above, the two are not the same. An Installation 
Assessment is merely a discretionary, quantitative 
ranking of installations within a category according to 
a decision pad computer model. It may form the 
quantitative component of a Military Value Assessment, 
but it alone does not comprise the Military Value 
Assessment. Conversely, a Military Value Assessment in 
a mandatory determination, consisting of both 
quantitative and qualitative measures of the worth of 
each installation or facility within a category. Thus 
a Military Value Assessment may depend in part upon an 
Installation Assessment-if such an assessment is 
appropriate for facilities or installations within a 
particular category--but it need not be based upon such 
an Installation Assessment. 



A. Application of the First Criterion: "current - 
and future mission requirements and the 
impact on operational readiness of DoD's 
total force. " 

The Army considered, in both quantitative and 
qualitative terms, ATCOM1s current and future mission 
requirements and their impact on the operational 
readiness of the armed forces. Quantitatively, it 
considered the attributes of leased facilities that 
bore on such requirements and readiness, such as the 
size of the facilities according to their type, the 
population housed, the costs of the lease, and the 
penalties to terminate the lease. Qualitatively, the 
Army assessed existing ATCOM leased facilities in light 
of the aforementioned general and more particularized 
objectives of the Stationing Strategy. 

B. Application of the Second Criterion: - 
"availability and condition of land and 
facilities at both the existins and potential 
receivina locations." 

The Army considered, in both quantitative and 
qualitative terms, the availability and condition of 
land and facilities at ATCOMts existing leased sites 
and at potential receiving sites such as Redstone 
Arsenal, Corpus Christi Army Depot, Rock Island 
Arsenal, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Detroit Arsenal, Fort 
Monmouth, and Natick Research, Development, Engineering 
Center. Quantitatively, it considered the attributes 
of leased facilities that bore on such matters, 
collecting information on such things as the percent of 
permanent facilitates at an existing leased site and 
--potential receiving sites, the average age of 
facilities at each location, and the features and size 
of such facilities accordingly to their type. As part 
of this analysis, the Army used its corporate facility 
data base to determine whether facilities were 
available at potential receiving locations, and, if so, 
whether they required renovation to accommodate a 
relocating function. If facilities were not available, 
then the data base was used to determine what 
facilities would have to be constructed to accommodate 
such relocations. Qualitatively, the Army once again 
assessed its quantitative analysis in light of the 
aforementioned general and more particularized 
objectives of its Stationing Strategy. 



C. Application of the Third Criterion: "ability - 
to accommodate continqency, mobilization, and 
future requirements at both existinq and 
potential receivinq locations." 

The Army considered, both in quantitative and 
qualitative terms, ATCOMrs ability to accommodate 
contingency, mobilization, and future requirements at 
both its present location and at other potential 
locations. Quantitatively, the Army considered the 
attributes of leased facilities and potential receiving 

-. 
locations that bore on such abilities, examining things 
such as buildable acres or unused space or buildings, 
the ability of information systems at both locations to 
accommodate expansions, the sitesf proximity to or 
possession of an airport. Qualitatively, the Army 
again reviewed its quantitative findings in light of 
the general and more particularized objectives set 
forth in its stationing strategy. 

D. Application of the Fourth Criterion: "cost - 
and manwower im~lications." 

The Army considered, both in quantitative and 
qualitative terms, the manpower and cost implications 
of retaining ATCOM at its existing leased sites or 
relocating functions to several other installations. 
Quantitatively, it considered the attributes that bore 
on such manpower and cost factors, collecting data on 
things such as the square footage requirements at 
existing and potential receiving sites, the costs per 
square foot of existing leased space and space 
elsewhere, the manpower-to-square-footage requirements 
of ATCOM at its existing and potential receiving 
locations. Qualitatively, and as with the other 
criteria, the Army assessed its quantitative 
assessments with reference to the general and more 
particularized objectives outlined in its Stationing 
Strategy. 

111. THE ARMY COMPLIED WITH ITS STATIONING STRATEGY IN 

The charge that the Army has not complied with its 
Stationing Strategy in the formulation of its ATCOM 
recommendation is incorrect. As explained above, the 
Army's Stationing Strategy is a planning document that 
provides guidance to its managers with respect to 
future operational requirements. This operational 
blueprint does, as noted above, encourage increased 
efficiency and reductions in overhead. It also, 
however, encourages the Army to minimize the use of 



leased space, eliminate excess capacity, and collocate 
activities where functional synergy can be achieved and 
facility support is available. 

The ATCOM recommendation complies fully with all 
of the Army's Stationing Strategy's objectives and 
guidance. This recommendation increases efficiency 
through collocation,~integration, or relocation of 
discrete research, engineering, acquisition, and 
logistics functions at several installations. In turn, 
the synergies achieved through such collocations, 
integrations, and relocations assist in reducing 
overhead costs--in large part because once they are 
relocated, fewer personnel are required to accomplish 
the same functions. Moreover, the ATCOM recommendation 
is fully consist with the Stationing Strategy's other 
objectives insofar as it minimizes the use of leased 
space, eliminates excess capacity at receiving 
locations, and, as noted above, achieves a number of 
functional synergies. 

IV. THE ARMY DID NOT OVERSTATE THE SAVINGS IT WOULD - 
EXPECT TO REALIZE FROM THE CLOSURE OF ATCOM. 

The allegation that the Army has overstated the 
savings it expects to realize from the closure of ATCOM 
is without merit. The Army would save nearly $50 
million annually as a result of the synergies, 
efficiencies, and consolidations it expects to realize 
from the closure of ATCOM. 

Contrary to the suggestion in the MCD Letter, the 
DoD COBRA model does not consider, or take credit for, 
any savings that might result from any previously 
planned personne3-reductions or reductions that are 
otherwise independent of the BRAC process; only those 
savings associated with personnel reductions generated 
by a proposed closure or realignment are considered. 
Moreover, the DoD COBRA model is designed to assess 
only the potential savings that DoD likely would 
realize from the closure or realignment of any 
particular installation or facility. Whether the 
Federal Government would also likely save money as a 
result of any particular closure or realignment is a 
broader question that the current process was simply 
not designed to address. Nonetheless, we note that if 
the Army vacates GSA leased space, then GSA could make 
such space available to another Federal agency, or it 
could dispose of the property entirely--either of which 
could result in savings to the Federal Government. 



Finally, the Army did conclude in its 1993 BRAC 
analysis that the relocation of ATCOM to a s i n g l e  
installation would be too expensive. However, the 1995 
recommendation, by relocating functions to s e v e r a l  
installations, avoids many of the significant 
construction costs, that, in large part, were 
responsible for the high costs associated with 
relocation in 1993. Indeed, if the Army had considered 
disestablishing ATCOM and relocating its functions to 
several installations during its 1993 BRAC process, 
then it likely would have forwarded such a 
recommendation to the 1993 Commission. 

- 

YZ THE ARMY CONSIDERED ALL PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES 
IN THE FORMULATION OF ITS RECOMMENDATION TO CLOSE 
ATCOM . 
The suggestion that the Army failed to consider 

more cost-effective alternatives to the closure of 
ATCOM is inaccurate. As explained above, BRAC analysis 
necessarily considers feasible, competing alternatives, 
and the recommended closure of ATCOM was the best of 
these alternatives. The Army did consider alternatives 
to the ATCOM recommendation, such as relocating 
Headquarters, Strategic Space and Defense Command 
("SSDC") from a leased facility to Redstone Arsenal. 
However, the COBRA analysis performed for this 
alternative indicated that it would cost more and save 
less. Moreover, this alternative was less consistent 
with the Army's Stationing Strategy, since relocation 
of SSDC to Redstone Arsenal would not increase 
efficiency, reduce overhead, or create any functional 
synergies. 

VI.. CONCLUSIONS - 
In summary, we do not believe that any of the 

issues raised by the MCD Letter can withstand close 
scrutiny. Through uniform application of the Military 
Value Criteria within each category, the Army developed 
a separate Military Value Assessment for each 
installation and facility--including those in the 
Leased Facility Category. The ATCOM recommendation is 
fully consistent with the Stationing Strategy's 
guidance, and the Army did not overstate or improperly 
calculate the savings that would be realized from the 
recommended closure of ATCOM. Lastly, the Army's BRAC 
process ensured that all practicable and feasible 
alternatives were considered. 



Thank you again for allowing us to address these 
issues. We hope that this letter will assist the 
Commission in understanding the Army's BRAC processes 
in general, and its recommendation respecting ATCOM in 
particular. 

Attachment 


